CHAPTER

5

Distributed Shared
Memory
5.1 INTRODUOION
In Chapter 3, it was mentioned that the two basic paradigms for interprocess
communicationare as follows:
• Shared-memoryparadigm
• Message-passing
paradigm
Message-passing
systems (described in
Chapter3), or systems supporting Remote
Procedure Calls (RPCs) (described Chapter
in
4), adhere to the message-passing
paradigm . This paradigm consists of two basic primitives for interprocess
communication:

Send(recipient, data)
Receive(data)
The sending process generates the
data to be shared and sends
it to the
recipient(s) with which it wants tocommunicate. The recipient(s) receive the
d ata .
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This functionality is sometimes hidden in
language-levelconstructs. For example, RPC
provides automatic messagegeneration and reception according to aprocedural
specification.However, the basiccommunicationparadigm remains the same because
the communicating processes directly interact with each
other for exchanging the
shared data.
In contrast to the message-passingparadigm, the shared-memoryparadigm
provides to processesin a system with a shared address space.
Processesuse this
address space in the same way they use normal local memory. That
processes
is,
access
data in the shared address space through the following two basic
primitives, of course,
with some variations in the syntax and
semanticsin different implementations:
data = Read (address)
Write (address, data)

Read returns the data item referencedby address, and write sets the contents
referencedby address to the value ofdata.
We saw in Chapter 1 that the two major kindsof multiple-instruction,multipledata-stream(MIMD) multiprocessorsthat have becomepopular and gained commercial acceptanceare tightly coupled shared-memorymultiprocessorsand loosely coupled distributed-memorymultiprocessors.The use of ashared-memoryparadigm for
interprocesscommunication is natural for distributed processes running on tightly
coupled shared-memorymultiprocessors.However, for loosely coupled distributedmemory systems, nophysically shared memory is available to support the sharedmemory paradigm for interprocess communication. Therefore, until recently, the
interprocesscommunicationmechanismin loosely coupleddistributed-memorymultiprocessorswas limited only to themessage-passing
paradigm. But some recent loosely
coupled distributed-memorysystems haveimplementeda software layer on top of the
message-passing
communicationsystem to provide ashared-memory abstraction
to the
programmers.The shared-memoryabstraction gives these systems the illusion of
physically shared memory and allowsprogrammers to use the shared-memory
paradigm. The software layer, which is used for providing theshared-memory
abstraction,can be implementedeither in an operating system kernel or in runtime
library routines with proper system kernel support. The term
Distributed Shared
Memory (DSM) refers to theshared-memoryparadigm applied to loosely coupled
distributed-memorysystems [Stumm and Zhou 1990].
As shown in Figure 5.1, DSM provides a virtual address space shared among
processeson loosely coupled processors. That is, DSM is basically an abstraction
that integratesthe local memory of different machines in a network
environmentinto
a single logical entity shared bycooperatingprocessesexecuting on multiple sites.
The shared memoryitself exists only virtually. Application programs can use it in
the same way as a traditional virtual memory, except, of course, processes
that
using
it can run on different machines in parallel. Due to the virtualexistence of the
shared memory, DSM issometimesalso referred to asDistributed Shared Virtual
Memory (DSVM).
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Distributed sharedmemory
(existsonly virtually)

Communication Network
Fig. 5.1 Distributedshared memory(DSM).

5.2 GENERAL ARCHITEOURE OF DSM SYSTEMS
The DSM systemsnormally have anarchitectureof the form shown in Figure 5.1. Each
node of the systemconsistsof one or moreCPUs and a memory unit. The- nodes are
connectedby a high-speedcommunicationnetwork. A simple message-passing
system
allows processeson different nodes toexchangemessageswith each other.
The DSM abstractionpresentsa large shared-memoryspace to theprocessorsof all
nodes. Incontrastto the sharedphysical memory in tightly coupledparallel architectures,
the sharedmemory of DSM exists only virtually. Asoftwarememory-mappingmanager
routine in each nodemapsthe local memoryonto thesharedvirtual memory. Tofacilitate
the mappingoperation,the shared-memoryspace ispartitionedinto blocks.
Data cachingis a well-known solution to addressmemoryaccess latency. The idea
of
datacachingis used in DSMsystemsto reducenetworklatency.Thatis, the mainmemoryof
individual nodes is used to
c achepiecesof theshared-memoryspace. Thememory-mapping
managero f each node views its local
memoryas a bigcacheof theshared-memorys pacefor
its associatedprocessors.The basic unito f cachingis a memoryblock.
When a processon a nodeaccessessomedata from a memory block of the
sharedmemory space,the local memory-mappingmanagertakes chargeof its request.If the
memory block containingthe accesseddata isresidentin the local memory, therequestis
satisfied by supplying the accesseddata from the local memory.Otherwise,a network
block fault is generatedand thecontrol is passedto the operatingsystem.The operating
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system then sends a message to the node on which the desired memory block is located
to get the block. The missing block is
migrated from the remote node to the client
process'snode and theoperatingsystem maps it into the
application'saddress space. The
faulting instructionis thenrestartedand can now complete.
Therefore,the scenariois that
data blocks keepmigrating from one node toanotheron demand but nocommunication
is visible to the userprocesses.That is, to the userprocesses,the system looks like a
tightly coupledshared-memorymultiprocessorssystem in whichmultiple processesfreely
read and write theshared-memoryat will, Copies of data cached in local memory
eliminatenetwork traffic for a memory access on
cachehit, that is, access to an address
whose data is stored in the cache.
Therefore,network traffic is significantly reducedif
applicationsshow a high degreeof locality of data accesses.
Variationsof this generalapproachare used indifferent implementationsdepending
on whetherthe DSM system allowsreplicationand/ormigration of shared-memorydata
blocks. Thesevariations aredescribedin Section5.6.1.

5.3 DESIGN AND IMPlEMENTAnON ISSUES OF DSM
Important issues involved in the design and
implementationof DSM systemsare as
folJows:

1. Granularity. Granularityrefers to the block size of a DSM
system,that is, to the
unit of sharing and the unitof datatransferacross the network when a network block fault
occurs.Possibleunits are a few words, a page, or a few pages.
Selectingproperblock size
is animportantpart of the designof a DSM system because block size is usually
measure
a
of the granularityof parallelismexploredand theamountof network traffic generatedby
network block faults.
2. Structureofshared-memory space.
Structurerefers to the layout of the shared data
in memory. Thestructureof the shared-memoryspaceof a DSM system is normally
dependenton the type ofapplicationsthat the DSM system isintendedto support.
3. Memory coherence and access synchronization.
In a DSM systemthat allows
replication of shared data items, copies
of shared data items may
simultaneouslybe
availablein the main memoriesof a numberof nodes. In this case, the main problem is
to solve the memorycoherenceproblem that deals with theconsistencyof a piece of
shared data lying in the main
memoriesof two or more nodes. Thisproblemis similar to
that which arises withconventionalcaches [Smith 1982], inparticular with multicache
schemesfor shared-memorymultiprocessors[Frank 1984,Goodman 1983, Katz et al.
1985. Yen et al. 1985]. Sincedifferent memory coherenceprotocols make different
assumptionsand trade-offs, thechoice is usually dependenton the pattern of memory
access. The terms
coherenceand consistencyare usedinterchangeablyin the literature.
In a DSM system,concurrentaccessesto shared data may be
generated.Therefore,
a memorycoherenceprotocol alone is notsufficient to maintainthe consistencyof shared
data. In addition,synchronizationprimitives, such assemaphores,event count, and lock,
are needed tosynchronizeconcurrentaccessesto shared data.
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4. Datu location and access.
To share data in aDSM system, it should bepossible
to locate and retrieve the data accessed
by a user process. Therefore,DSM
a system must
implementsome form of data block locating
mechanismin order to service network data
block faults to meet therequirementof the memorycoherencesemantics being used.
5. Replacementstrategy.If the local memory of a node is full, a cache miss at that
node implies not only a fetch of the accessed data block from a remote node but also a
replacement.That is, a data block of the local memory must be replaced by the new data
block. Therefore,a cachereplacementstrategy is also necessary in the design of a DSM
system.
6. Thrashing. In a DSM system, data blocks migrate
betweennodes on demand.
Therefore, if two nodes compete for write access to a single data item, the
correspondingdata block may be transferred back and forth at such a high rate that no
real work can get done. A DSM system must use a policy to avoid this situation
(usually known as thrashing).
7. Heterogeneity.The DSM systems built forhomogeneoussystems need not
address theheterogeneityissue. However, if die underlying system
environment is
heterogeneous,
the DSM system must be
designedto take care ofheterogeneityso thatit
functions properly with machines having
different architectures.
These design and
implementationissues of DSM systems are
describedin subsequent
sections.

5.4 GRANULARITY
One of the most visible parameters
to be chosen in the design of a DSM system is the
block size. Severalcriteria for choosingthis granularity parameterare describedbelow.
Just as with paged main memory, there are a number of trade-offs and no criterion
single
dominates.

5.4. 1 Factors Influencing 810ck Size Selection
In a typical looselycoupled multiprocessorsystem, sending large packets of data (for
example, 4kilobytes) is not much moreexpensivethan sending small ones (for example,
256 bytes) [Li and Hudak1989J.This is usually due to the typical software protocols and
overheadof the virtual memory layer of theoperatingsystem. This fact favors relatively
large block sizes. However, other factors that
influence the choice of block size are
describedbelow [Nitzberg and Virginia Lo 1991].
1. Paging overhead.Becauseshared-memoryprograms provide locality of reference, a process is likely to access a large region of its shared address space in a small
amount of time.Therefore,paging overheadis less for large block sizes as
comparedto
the pagingoverheadfor small block sizes.
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2. Directory size.A nother factor affecting the choice of block size is the need to
keep directory information about the blocks in the system.Obviously, the larger the
block size, the smaller the directory. This ultimately results in reduced directory
managementoverheadfor larger block sizes.
3. Thrashing.The problemof thrashingmay occurwhen data items in the same data
block are beingupdatedby multiple nodes at the same time,
causinglarge numbersof data
block transfersamongthe nodeswithout much progressin the executionof the application.
While a thrashingproblemmay occurwith any block size, it is more likely withlargerblock
sizes, asdifferentregionsin the same block may be
updatedby processes
on differentnodes,
causingdatablock transfers, that are not
necessarywith smallerblock sizes.
4. False sharing.False sharing occurs when two different processesaccess two
unrelatedvariablesthat reside in the same
d atablock (Fig. 5.2). In such asituation,even
thoughthe original variablesare notshared,the datablock appearsto besharedby the two
processes.The larger is theblock size, thehigher is the probability of false sharing,due
to the fact that the same data block may
contain different data structuresthat are used
independently.Notice that falsesharingof a block may lead to athrashingproblem.

Process P1 accesses .....-----f p
data in this area

Process P2 accesses ..._----1:
data in this area

A data block

1

P2
Fig.5.2 False sharing.

5.4.1 Using Page 51z8 as 810ck Size
The relativeadvantagesand disadvantages
o f small and large block sizes makedifficult
it
for a DSM designerto decideon aproperblock size.Therefore,a suitablecompromisein
granularity,adoptedby severalexisting DSM systems,is to use thetypical page sizeof a
conventionalvirtual memory implementationas the block sizeof a DSM system. Using
page size as the
block size of a DSM systemhas thefollowing advantages[Li and Hudak
1989]:
1. It allows the useof existing page-faultschemes(i.e., hardwaremechanisms)to
trigger a DSM page fault. Thusmemorycoherenceproblemscan be resolvedin
page-faulthandlers.
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2. It allows the accessright control (neededfor each sharedentity) to be readily
integratedinto the functionality of the memory managementunit of the system.
3. As long as a page can fit into p
aacket, page sizes do notimpose undue
communicationoverheadat the timeof network pagefault.
4. Experiencehas shown that a page size is sauitabledataentity unit with respect
to memory contention.

5.5 STRUauRE OF SHARED-MEMORY SPACE
Structuredefines the abstractview of the shared-memoryspaceto be presentedto the
applicationprogrammersof a DSM system.For example,the shared-memoryspaceof one
DSM system may appear to its programmersas a storage for words, while the
programmersof anotherDSM systemmay view itsshared-memoryspace as astoragefor
dataobjects.The structureand granularityof a DSM systemare closely related[Nitzberg
and Virginia Lo 1991]. The threecommonly used approachesfor structuringthe sharedmemory space of aDSM systemare [Nitzberg and Virginia Lo 1991] as follows:
1. No structuring. Most DSM systemsdo not structuretheir shared-memoryspace.
In these systems, the shared-memoryspace is simply a linear array of words. An
advantageof the useof unstructuredshared-memoryspaceis that it is convenientto
chooseany suitablepage size as the unit of
sharingand a fixed grain size may be used for
all applications.Therefore,it is simple and easy todesign such a DSM system. It also
allows applicationsto imposewhateverdata structuresthey want on thesharedmemory.
IVY [Li and Hudak 1989J and Mether [Minnich and Farber 1989] use thisapproach.
2. Structuring by data type.In this method,the shared-memoryspace isstructured
eitheras acollection of objects(as in Clouds [Dasguptaet a1. 1991] and Orca [Bal eta1.
1992]) or as acollection of variablesin the sourcelanguage(as in Munin [Bennettet al.
1990] and Midway [Bershadet al. 1993]). Thegranularity in such DSM systemsis an
object or a variable. But since the sizes of the
objectsand data types vary greatly, these
DSM systemsuse variable grain size to match the size of the
object/variablebeing
accessedby the application.The use ofvariable grain size complicatesthe design and
implementationof these DSMsystems.
3. Structuringas adatabase.A nothermethodis to structurethe sharedmemorylike
a database.For example, Linda [Carriero and Gelernter 1989] takes thisapproach.Its
shared-memoryspace isordered as an associativememory (a memory addressedby
content rather than by name oraddress)called a tuple space~ which is a collection of
immutable tuples with typed data items intheir fields. A set of primitives that can be
addedto any baselanguage(such as C andFORTRAN) are providedto placetuplesin the
tuple space and to read or
extract them from tuple space. Toperform updates,old data
items in the DSM arereplacedby new data items.Processesselecttuples byspecifying
the numberof their fields and their values or types.
Although this structureallows the
location of data to beseparatedfrom its value, it requiresprogrammersto use special
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access functions to interact with the
shared-memoryspace. Therefore, access to shared
data isnontransparent.In most other systems, access to shared data is transparent.

5.6 CONSISTENCY MODELS
Consistencyrequirementsvary from application to application [Bennett eta1. 1990,
Cheriton 1986, Garcia-Molina and Wiederhold 1982]. Aconsistencymodel basically
refers to the degree of
consistencythat has to bemaintainedfor the shared-memorydata
for the memory to workcorrectlyfor a certain seto f applications.It is definedas a set of
rules thatapplicationsmust obeyif they want the DSM system to.
provide the degree of
consistencyguaranteedby theconsistencymodel. Severalconsistencymodels have been
proposedin the literature.Of these, the main ones are
describedbelow.
It may be noted here that the
investigationof new consistencymodels is currently an
active areaof research. The basic idea is to inventconsistencymodel
a
that can allow
consistencyrequirementsto be relaxed to agreaterdegree thanexisting consistency
models, with therelaxationdone in such a way that a set
of applicationscan function
correctly. This helps inimproving the performanceof theseapplicationsbecause better
concurrency can be achieved by relaxing the
consistency requirement. However,
applicationsthat depend on astrongerconsistencymodel may not perform correctly if
executedin a system that supports only a weaker
consistencymodel. This is because if a
system supportsthe strongerconsistencymodel, then the weaker
consistencymodel is
automaticallysupported but theconverseis not true.

Strict Consistency Model
The strict consistencymodel is the strongestform of memorycoherence,having the most
stringentconsistencyrequirement.A shared-memorysystem is said to support the strict
consistencymodel if the .value returned by a read
operationon a memory address is always
the same as the value written by the most recent write
operation to that address,
irrespectiveof the locations of the processes
performing the read and write operations.
That is, all writesinstantaneouslybecome visible to all processes.
Implementationof the strictconsistencymodel requires theexistenceof an absolute
global time so thatmemoryread/writeoperationscan becorrectly orderedto make the
meaning of "most recent" clear. However, asexplained in Chapter 6, absolute
synchronizationof clocks of all the nodes of adistributed system is not possible.
Therefore,the existenceof an absolute global time in d
aistributed system is also not
possible. Consequently,
implementationof the strictconsistencymodel for a DSM system
is practically impossible.

SequentialConsistency Model
The sequentialconsistencymodel was proposed by Lamport [1979]. A
shared-memory
system is said to support the sequential
consistencymodel if all processessee the same
order of all memory access
operationson the shared memory. The exact order in which the
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memory accessoperationsare interleaveddoes not matter. That is,
if the threeoperations
read ('1), write (WI)' read ('2) are performedon a memory address in that order, any of
the orderings('1, WI' '2), ('" '2, WI), (w., '" '2), (W., '2' '1), (r2' '1, WI), (r2' WI' '1)
of the threeoperationsis acceptableprovidedall processessee the same ordering. If one
process sees one of the
orderings of the threeoperationsand anotherprocess sees a
different one, thememoryis not asequentiallyconsistentmemory. Note here that the only
acceptableordering for a strictly consistentmemory is (rl' WI, '2)'
The consistencyrequiremento f the sequentialconsistencymodel isweakerthan that
of the strict consistencymodel because thesequential consistencymodel does not
guaranteethat a readoperationon a particularmemory addressalways returns the same
value as written by the most recent write
operationto that address. As consequence,
a
with
a sequentiallyconsistentmemory, running aprogramtwice may not give the same result
in the absence ofexplicit synchronizationoperations.This problem does not exist in a
strictly consistentmemory.
A DSM systemsupportingthe sequentialconsistencymodel can beimplementedby
ensuring that no memory operation is started until all the previous ones have been
completed.A sequentiallyconsistentmemory providesone-copy/single-copysemantics
becauseall the processessharingamemory locationalways see exactly the same
contents
stored in it. This is the mostintuitively expectedsemanticsfor memory coherence.
Therefore,sequentialconsistencyis acceptableby most applications.

Causal Consistency Model
The causal consistencymodel, proposed by Hutto andAhamad [1990], relaxes the
requirementof the sequential consistencymodel for better concurrency. Unlike the
sequentialconsistencymodel, in the causalconsistencymodel, all processessee only
those memoryreferenceoperationsin the same(correct)orderthat arepotentiallycausally
related.Memory referenceoperationsthat are notpotentiallycausally related may be seen
by different processesin different orders. A memoryreferenceoperation (read/write)is
said to bepotentially causally related toanothermemory referenceoperationif the first
one might have been
influencedin any way by the second one. For example, process
if a
performsa readoperationfollowed by a writeoperation,the write operationis potentially
causally related to the read
operationbecausethe computationof the value written may
have dependedin some way on the value
obtainedby the readoperation.On the other
hand, a write operation performed by one process is notcausally related to a write
operationperformedby anotherprocess if the first process has not read
either the value
written by the second process or any memory variable that directly
was
or indirectly
derived from the value writtenby the second process.
A shared memory system is said to support the causal
consistencymodel if all write
operationsthat are potentially causally related are seen by allprocessesin the same
(correct)order. Writeoperationsthat are notpotentially causallyrelated may be seen by
different processesin different orders. Note that"correct order" means that if a write
operation(w2) is causallyrelated toanotherwrite operation(Wi), the acceptableorderis
(WI' w2) becausethe value written byW2 might have beeninfluencedin some way by the
value written byWI' Therefore,(w2' WI) is not anacceptableorder.
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Obviously, in theimplementationof a shared-memorysystemsupportingthe causal
consistencymodel, there is a need to keep track
of which memoryreferenceoperationis
dependenton which other memoryreferenceoperations.This can be done by
constructing
and maintaininga dependencygraph for the memory access
operations.

PipelinedRandom-AccessMemory Consistency Model
The pipelinedrandom-access memory (PRAM) consistency model,
proposedby Lipton
and Sandberg[1988], provides a weaker consistencysemanticsthan the consistency
modelsdescribedso far. It only ensuresthat all write operationsperformedby a single
processare seen by allotherprocessesin the order in which they were
performedas if all
the write operationsperformedby a single processare in a pipeline. Write operations
performedby different processesmay be seen bydifferent processesin different orders.
For example,if WIl and Wl2 are two write operationsperformedby a processPI in that
order, andw21 and W22 are two writeoperationsperformedby a processP2 in that order,
a processP3 may see them in theorder [(WI I, WI2), (W21' W2Z)] and anotherprocessP4
may see them in the order
[(wz., WZ2), (WIJ' w,z)].
The PRAM consistencymodel is simple and easy to
implementand also has good
performance. It can be implemented by simply sequencing the write operations
performed at each node independentlyof the write operations performed on other
nodes. It leads tobetterperformancethan thepreviousmodels becausea processneed
not wait for a write operationperformedby it to completebefore starting the next one
pipelined. Notice that in sequential
since all write operationsof a single process are
consistencyall processes agree on the same order of memory reference operations, but
in PRAM consistencyall processesdo not agree on the same
o rder of memory
referenceoperations.Therefore,for the examplegiven above,either [(WIl' WIZ), (WZlt
W22)] or [( W21, W22), (w J" W IZ)] is an acceptableordering for sequentialconsistency
but not both. That is, unlike PRAMconsistency,both processesP 3 and P4 must agree
on the same order.

ProcessorConsistencyModel
The processorconsistency model,
proposedby Goodman[1989], is very similar to the
PRAM consistencymodel with anadditionalrestrictionof memorycoherence.That is, a
processorconsistentmemory is both coherentand adheresto the PRAM consistency
model. Memory coherencemeans that for any memory
locationall processesagree on the
sameorderof all write operationsto that location. In effect,processorconsistencyensures
that all write operationsperformedon the same memorylocation (no matter by which
processthey areperformed)are seen by allprocessesin the same order. This
requirement
is in additionto the requirementimposedby the PRAM consistencymodel. Therefore,in
the examplegiven for PRAM consistency,if WIZ and W22 are writeoperationsfor writing
order-wlZbefore
to the samememorylocationx, all processesmust see them in the same
W22 or W22 before W12. This means that forp rocessorconsistencyboth processes
P3 and
P4must see the writeoperationsin the same order, which may be
either[(WII' WIZ), (WZl'
W22)] or [(W21' W22),(Wll' WJ2)]. Notice that, for thisexample,processorconsistencyand
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sequentialconsistencylead to the same final result, but this may not be true for other
cases.

Weak ConsistencyModel
The weak consistencymodel, proposedby Dubois et a1. [1988], is designedto take
advantageof the following two characteristicscommonto many applications:
1. It is not necessary to show the
changein memory done by every writeoperation
to other processes. The results of several write
operationscan becombinedand sent to
other processesonly when they needit. For example,when a processexecutesin a critical
section, otherprocessesare notsupposedto see thechangesmade by the process to the
memory until theprocessexits from the critical section. In this case, changes
all
made to
the memory by theprocesswhile it is in its critical section need be made visible to other
processesonly at the time when the process exits from the critical section.
2. Isolated accessesto shared variables are rare. That is, in many
applications,a
process makes several accesses to a set of shared variables and then no access at all to the
variables in this set for a long time.
Both characteristicsimply that betterperformancecan beachievedif consistencyis
enforcedon a group of memoryreferenceoperationsrather than onindividual memory
referenceoperations.This is exactly the basic idea behind the weak
consistencymodel.
The main problem in implementingthis idea isdetermininghow the system can
know that it is time to show the changes
performedby a process to other
processessince
this time is different for differentapplications.Since there is no way for the system to
know this on its own, theprogrammersare asked to tell this to the system for their
applications.For this, a DSM system thatsupportsthe weakconsistencymodel uses a
special variable called asynchronizationvariable. The operationson it are used to
synchronizememory. That is, when a
synchronizationvariable isaccessedby a process,
the entire (shared) memory synchronizedby
is
making all the changes to the memory
made by allprocessesvisible to all other processes. Note that memory
synchronizationin
a DSM system will involvepropagatingmemory updates done at a node to all other nodes
having a copyof the same memory addresses.
For supportingweak consistency, the followingrequirementsmust be met:
1. All accessesto synchronization variables must obeysequential consistency
semantics.
2. All previouswrite operationsmust becompletedeverywherebefore an access to
a synchronizationvariable is allowed.
3. All previous accesses tosynchronizationvariables must be completedbefore
access to anonsynchronizationvariable is allowed.
Note that the weakconsistencymodel provides better performanceat the cost of
putting extra burden on theprogrammers.
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ReleaseConsistencyModel
We saw that in the weak
consistencymodel the entire (shared) memory synchronized
is
when asynchronizationvariable is accessed by a process, and memory
synchronization
basically involves the following operations:
1. All changes made to the memory by the process are propagated to other nodes.
2. All changes made to the memory by other processespropagated
are
from other
nodes to theprocess'snode.
A closer observation shows that this is not really necessary because the first
operation need only be performed when the process exits from a critical section and
the second operation need only be performed when the process enters a critical section.
Since a single synchronization variable is used in the weak
consistencymodel, the
system cannot know whether a process accessing
synchronizationvariable
a
is entering
a critical section or exiting from a critical section. Therefore, both the first and second
operationsare performed on every access tosynchronizationvariable
a
by a process.
For better performance, therelease consistencymodel [Gharachorloo et al. 1990]
provides a mechanism to clearly tell the system whether a process is entering a critical
section or exiting from a critical section so that the system can decide and perform only
either the first or the second operation whensynchronizationvariable
a
is accessed by
a process. This is achieved by using two
synchronizationvariables (calledacquire and
release) instead of a single synchronization variable.
Acquire is used by a process to
tell the system that it is about to enter a critical section, so that thesystemperforms
only the second operation when this variable is accessed. On the other release
hand,
is used by a process to tell the system that it just
has exited a critical section, so that
the system performs only the first operation when this variable is accessed. Proacquire and release at suitable places in their
grammers are responsible for putting
programs.
Release consistency may also be realized by usingsynchronizationmechanism
the
based on barriers instead of critical sections.barrier
A
defines the end of a phase of
executionof a group ofconcurrentlyexecuting processes. All processes in the group must
complete their execution up to a barrier before any process is alJowed to proceed with its
execution following the barrier. That is, when a process of a group
encountersa barrier
during its execution,it blocks until all other processes in the group
complete their
executionsup to the barrier. When the last process completesexecutionup
its
to the
barrier, all shared variables are synchronized and then all processes resume with their
acquire is departure from a barrier, and
releaseis completionof the
executions. Therefore,
executionof the last process up to a barrier.
A barrier can be implemented by using a centralized barrier server. When a barrier
is created, it is given a count of the number of processes that must be waiting on it before
they can all be released. Each process of a group
concurrentlyexecuting
of
processes
sends a message to the barrier server when it arrives at a barrier and then blocks until a
reply is received from the barrier server. The barrier server does not send any replies until
all processes in the group have arrived at the barrier.
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For supportingreleaseconsistency, the followingrequirementsmust be met:
1. All accessesto acquire and release synchronizationvariables obeyprocessor
consistencysemantics.
2. All previous acquires performedby a processmust becompletedsuccessfully
before the process is allowed to perform a data access
operation on the
memory.
3. All previousdata accessoperationsperformedby a process must be
completed
successfullybefore arelease access done by the
processis allowed.
Note thatacquiresand releasesof locks of different critical regions (or barriers) can
occur independentlyof each other.Gharachorlooet al. [1990] showed thatif processesuse
appropriatesynchronizationaccesses properly, a release
consistentDSM system will
producethe same results for an
applicationas that if theapplicationwas executedon a
sequentiallyconsistentDSM system.
A variationof releaseconsistencyis lazy releaseconsistency,proposedby Keleher et
al. [1992], and is moreefficient than the conventional release consistency. In the
conventionalapproach,when a process does release
a
access, the contents of all the
modified memorylocationsat the process'snode are sent to all other nodes that have a
copy of the same memory locations in their local cache. However, .in the lazy approach,
the modifications are not sent to other nodes at the time of release. Rather, these
modificationsare sent to other nodes only on demand. That is, when a process does an
acquire access, allmodifications of other nodes are acquired by the
process'snode.
Therefore,the modificationsthat were to be sent to this node at the timerelease
of
access
will be received by the node now (exactly when it is needed there). Lazy release
consistencyhasbetterperformancebecause in this method no network trafficgenerated
is
at all until an acquire accessis done by a processat someother node.

Discussion ofConsistencyModels
In thedescriptionabove, we saw some of the main
consistencymodels. Several others have
beenproposedin the literature. A niceoverviewof the consistencymodels can be found in
[Mosberger 1993]. It is difficult to grade theconsistencymodels based onperformance
becausequite different results are usuallyobtainedfor different applications.That is, one
applicationmay have goodperformancefor one model, butanotherapplicationmay have
good performancefor some other model.Therefore,in the. design of a DSM system, the
choice of aconsistencymodel usuallydependson several other factors, such as how easy is
it to implement,how close is itssemanticsto intuition, how muchconcurrencydoes it allow,
and how easy is it to use (does it impose extra burden onprogrammers).
the
Among theconsistencymodels describedabove, strictconsistencyis never used in
the design of a DSM system because implementationis
its
practically impossible.The
most commonlyused model in DSM systems is the
sequentialconsistencymodel because
it can be implemented,it supports the mostintuitively expectedsemanticsfor memory
coherence,and it does not impose any extra burden on the
programmers.Another
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importantreason for its popularity is that a sequentially consistent DSM system allows
existing multiprocessorprograms to be run on multicomputer architectureswithout
modification. This is because programs written for multiprocessors normally assume that
memory is sequentially consistent. However, it is very restrictive and hence suffers from
the drawbackof low concurrency. Therefore, several DSM systems are designed to use
other consistencymodels that are weaker than sequential consistency.
Causal consistency, PRAM consistency,
processorconsistency, weak consistency,
and release consistency are the main choices in the weaker category. The main problem
with the use of causal consistency, PRAM consistency, and processor
consistencymodels
in the design of a DSM system is that they do not support intuitively
the
expected
semantics for memory coherence because different processes may see different sequences
of operations.Therefore, with these three models it becomes responsibility
the
of the
programmersto avoid doing things that work only if the memory is sequentially
consistent. In this respect, these models impose extra burden on the programmers.
Weak consistency and release
consistencymodels, which useexplicit synchronization variables, seem more promising for use in DSM design because they provide better
concurrencyand also support the intuitively expected semantics. The only problem with
theseconsistencymodels is that they require the programmers to usesynchronization
the
variables properly. This imposes some burden on the programmers.
Note that one of the main reasons for taking all the troubleimplementaD5M
to
system is to support the
shared-memoryparadigm to makeprogrammingof distributed
applicationssimpler than in themessage-passing
paradigm. Therefore, some DSM system
designers are of the opinion that no extra burden should be imposed on the programmers.
Designershaving this view prefer to use the sequential consistency model.

5.6. 1 Implam.ntlngSequentialConslst.ncyModel
We saw above that the most commonly used consistency model in DSM systems is the
sequential consistency model. Hence, a description of the commonly used protocols for
implementingsequentiallyconsistentD5M systems is presented below. A protocol for
implementinga release-consistent
DSM system will be presented in the next section.
Protocols for implementing the sequential consistency model in a DSM system
depend to a great extent on whether the DSM system allows replication and/or migration
of shared-memorydata blocks. The designer of a DSM system may choose from among
the following replication and migration strategies [Stumm and Zhou 1990]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nonreplicated,nonmigrating blocks (NRNMBs)
Nonreplicated,migrating blocks (NRMBs)
Replicated, migrating blocks (RMBs)
Replicated, nonmigrating blocks (RNMBs)

The protocols that may be used for each of these categories are described below. The
data-locatingmechanisms suitable for each category have also been described. Several of
the ideaspresentedbelow were first proposed and used in the IVY system [Li 1988].
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Nonreplicated,NonmigratingBlocks
This is the simplest strategy for implementinga sequentiallyconsistentDSM system.
In this strategy,eachblock of the sharedmemory has a single copy whose
location is
owner node
always fixed. All accessrequeststo a block from any node are sent to the
of the block, which has the only copy
of the block. Onreceivinga requestfrom a client
node, the memory managementunit (MMU) and operating system software of the
owner node perform the accessrequeston the block and return raesponseto the client
(Fig. 5.3).

Owner node of the block

Client node

(receives request, performs data
access, and sends response)

(sends request and
receives response)
Request

Response

Fig. 5.3 Nonreplicated,nonmigratingblocks (NRNMB) strategy.

Enforcingsequentialconsistencyis trivial in this casebecausea node having ashared
block can merelyperform all the accessrequests(on the block) in theorder it receives
them.
Although the methodis simple and easy to
implement,it suffers from thefollowing
drawbacks:
• Serializingdata accesscreatesa bottleneck.
• Parallelism, which is a major advantageof DSM, is not possible with this
method.

Data Locating in theNRNMB Strategy. The NRNMB strategy has the
following characteristics:
1. There is a single copyof each block in theentire system.
2. The location of a block never changes.
Basedon thesecharacteristics,the bestapproachfor locating a block in this case is
to use asimplemappingfunction to map ablock to a node. When a fault
occurs,the fault
handlerof the faulting node uses themappingfunction to get thelocationof the accessed
block and forwards the accessrequestto that node.
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Nonreplicated,Migrating Blocks
In this strategy each block of the shared memory has a single copy in the entire system.
However, each access to a block causes the block to migrate from its current node to the
node from where it is accessed.
Therefore,unlike the previous strategy in which the owner
node of a block always remains fixed, in this strategy the owner node of a block changes
as soon as the block is migrated to a new node (Fig. 5.4). When a block is migrated away,
it is removedfrom any local address space it has been mapped into. Notice that in this
strategy only theprocessesexecutingon one node can read or write a given data item at
anyonetime. Thereforethe method ensures sequential consistency.

Ownernode

Client node

(owns the block before
its migration)

(becomes new owner node of
block after its migration)

0= =0
Block req uest

Block migration

Fig.5.4 Nonreplicated,migrating blocks(NRMB) strategy.

The method has the followingadvantages[Stumm and Zhou1990]:
data
1. No communicationcosts are incurred when a process accessescurrentlyheld
locally.
2. It allows the applications to take advantageof data access locality. If an
application exhibits high locality of reference, the cost of data
migration is
amortizedover multiple accesses.
However, the method suffers from the following drawbacks:
1. It is prone tothrashingproblem. That is, a block may keep
migrating frequently
from one node to another, resulting in few memory accesses between migrations
and thereby poorperformance.
2. The advantageof parallelismcannotbe availed in this method also.

Data Locatingin the NRMB Strategy. In the NRMB strategy, although there
is a single copyof each block, the location of a block keeps
changing dynamically.
Therefore,one of the following methods maybe used in this strategy to locate a block:
1. Broadcasting.In this method, each node maintains owned
an
blocks tablethat
contains an entry for each block for which the node is the current owner (Fig. 5.5). When
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Node boundary

Node boundary

Node 1

Node I

Node At

Block address
(changes dynamically)

Block address
(changes dynamically)

Block address
(changes dynamically)

Contains an entry for
each block for which
this node is the current
owner

Contains an entry for
each block for which
this node is the current
owner

Contains an entry for
each block for which
this node ;s the current
owner

Owned blocks table

Owned blocks table

Owned blocks table

Fig. 5.5 Structureand locationsof owned blocks table in thebroadcasting
data-locatingmechanismfor NRMB strategy.

a fault occurs, the faulthandlerof the faulting nodebroadcastsa read/writerequest on the
network. The nodecurrently having therequestedblock then responds to the
broadcast
request bysendingthe block to therequestingnode.
A major disadvantageof the broadcastingalgorithm is that it does not scale well.
When arequestis broadcast,not just the node that has the
requestedblock but all nodes
must process the
broadcastrequest. This makes the
communicationsubsystema potential
bottleneck.The network latency of abroadcastmay also require accesses to take a long
time to complete.
2. Centralized-serveralgorithm. In this method, acentralizedserver maintains a
block table thatcontainsthe location information for all blocks in theshared-memory
space (Fig. 5.6). The location and identity of the
centralizedserver is well known to all
nodes.
When a faultoccurs,the fault handlerof the faulting node(N) sends a request for the
accessedblock to the centralizedserver. Thecentralizedserver extracts the location
informationof the requestedblock from the block table, forwards the request to that node,
andchangesthe locationinformation in the correspondingentry of the block table to node
N. On receiving the request, thecurrent owner transfers the block to node
N, which
becomesthe newowner of the block.
The centralized-server
method suffers from twodrawbacks:(a) thecentralizedserver
serializes locationqueries, reducingparallelism, and (b) the failure of thecentralized
serverwill cause the DSM system to stop
functioning.
3. Fixeddistributed-serveralgorithm. The fixed distributed-serverscheme is adirect
extensionof the centralized-serverscheme. Itovercomesthe problems of thecentralizedserverschemeby distributing the role of thecentralizedserver.Therefore,in this scheme,
there is a block manager on several nodes, and each block manager is given a
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Nodeboundary

Node 1

Nodeboundary
Node I

Block
address
(remains
fixed)

Node If

Owner
node
(changes
dynamically)

Contains an entryfor
eachblockin the sharedmemory space

Blocktable

Fig. 5.6 Structure and location of block table

Centralized server

in the centralized-serverdatalocating mechanism for NRMB
strategy.

predeterminedsubset of data blocks to manage (Fig. 5.7). The mapping from data blocks
to block managers and their
correspondingnodes isdescribedby a mapping function.
Whenevera fault occurs, the mapping function is used
by the fault handlerof the faulting
node to find out the node whose block
manageris managing thecurrentlyaccessedblock.
Then a request for the block is sent to the block
managerof that node. The blockmanager
handles the request exactly in the same manner asdescribed
that
for the centralized-server
algorithm.

Nodeboundary

Nodeboundary
Owner
node
(changes
dynamically)

Owner
Block
address node
(remains (changes
dynamically)
fixed)

Node If
Owner
Block
address node
(remains (changes
dynamically)
fixed)

Contains entriesfor a
fixedsubsetof all blocks
in the shared-memory
space

Contains entriesfor a
fixedsubsetof all blocks
in the shared-memory
space

Contains entries for a
fixedsubset of all blocks
in the shared-memory
space

Blocktable
Blockmanager

Blocktable
Blockmanager

Blocktable
Blockmanager

Node 1

Block
address
(remains
fixed)

Node I

Flg.5.7 Structure and locations of block table in the fixed
distributed-server
data-locatingmechanism for NRMB strategy.
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4. Dynamic distributed-serveralgorithm. This scheme does not use any block
manager and attempts to keep track of ownershipinformation
the
of all blocks in each
node. For this, each node has a block table that contains
ownershipinformationfor
the
all
blocks in theshared-memoryspace (Fig. 5.8). However, the
informationcontainedin the
ownershipfield is not necessarilycorrect at all times, but if incorrect, it at least provides
the beginningof a sequence of nodes to be traversed to reach the true owner node of a
block. Therefore,this field gives the node a hint on the location of the owner of a block
and hence is called the
probable owner.
Node boundary

Node boundary
Node 1

Block
address
(remains
fixed)

Probable
node
(changes
dynamically)

Containsan entry for
each block in the sharedmemoryspace

Blocktable

Node I

Block
address
(remains
fixed)

Probable
node
(changes
dynamically)

Containsan entry for
each block in the sharedmemoryspace

Block table

NodeM
Block
address
(remains
fixed)

Probable
node
(changes
dynamically)

Containsan entryfor
each block in the sharedmemoryspace

Blocktable

(f'ig. 5.8 Structureand locationsof block table in thedynamic distributed-server
data-locating mechanism for NRMB strategy.

When a fault occurs, the faulting node
(N) extracts from its local block table the node
information stored in theprobableowner field of the entry for the accessed block. It then
sends a request for the block to that node. If that node
is the true owner of the block, it
transfers the block to node
N and updates the location
informationof the block in its local
block table to nodeN. Otherwise,it looks up its local block table, forwards the request to
the nodeindicatedin the probable-ownerfield of the entry for the block, and updates the
value of this field to nodeN. When nodeN receives the block, it becomes the new
owner
of the block.

Replicated,Migrating Blocks
A major disadvantageof the nonreplicationstrategies is lack ofparallelismbecause only
the processes on one node can access containedin
data
a block at any given time. To
increaseparallelism,virtually all DSM systems replicate blocks. With replicated blocks,
readoperationscan be carried out in
parallelat multiple nodes by accessing the local copy
of the data. Therefore, the average cost of read
operations is reduced because no
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communicationoverheadis involved if a replica of the data exists at the local node.
However,replicationtends toincreasethe costof write operationsbecausefor a write to
a block all its replicas must be invalidated or updated to maintain consistency.
Nevertheless,if the read/writeratio is large, the extraexpensefor the writeoperationsmay
be more than offset by the
l ower averagecost of the readoperations.
Replicationcomplicatesthe memory coherenceprotocol due to therequirementof
keepingmultiple copiesof a block consistent.The two basicprotocolsthat may be used
for ensuringsequentialconsistencyin this case are as follows:
1. Write-invalidate. In this scheme,aJl copies of a piece of data except one are
invalidatedbefore a write canbe performedon it. Therefore,when a write fault occurs
at a node, its faulthandlercopies the accessedblock from one of the block's current
nodes to its own node,invalidatesall othercopiesof the block bysendingan invalidate
messagecontainingthe block addressto the nodeshaving a copy of the block, changes
the accessof the local copyof the block to write, and returns to the
faulting instruction
(Fig. 5.9). After returning, the node"owns" that block and canproceedwith the write
operationand other read/write operationsuntil the block ownershipis relinquishedto
someothernode. Notice that in thismethod,after invalidation of a block, only the node
that performsthe write operationon the block holds themodified version of the block.

Nodeshavingvalid copies
of the data brock before
write operation

ellenlnode
(has the valid cop~
of the data block after
write operation)

Fig.5.9 Write-invalidatememory coherenceapproach for replicated. migrating
blocks (RMB) strategy.
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If one of the nodes that had a copyo f the block beforeinvalidation tries to perform
a memory accessoperation (read/write) on the block afterinvalidation, a cache miss
will occur and the faulthandler of that node will have to fetch theblock again from
a node having a valid copy of the block.
Therefore the schemeachievessequential
consistency.
2. Write-update. In this scheme,a write operation is carried out by updating all
copiesof the data on which the write is
performed.Therefore,when a write faultoccurs
at a node, the faulthandler copiesthe accessedblock from oneof the block'scurrentnodes
to its own node,updatesall copiesof the block byperformingthe write operationon the
local copy of the block andsendingthe address of the
modified memorylocation and its
new value to the nodes having a copy of the block, and then returns to the faulting
instruction(Fig. 5.10). The writeoperationcompletesonly after all thecopiesof the block
have beensuccessfully updated. Notice that in this method, after a write
operation
completes,all the nodes that had a copy of the block
beforethe write also have a valid
copy of the block after the write. In this method,
sequentialconsistencycan beachieved
by using amechanismto totally order the write operationsof all the nodes so that all
processesagree on theorderof writes. Onemethodto do this is to use a global
sequencer
to sequencethe write operationsof all nodes. In this method, the
intendedmodificationof
each writeoperationis first sent to the global sequencer. The
sequencerassigns the next

Nodes havingvalid copies
of the data block both before and
after write operation

Client node

(also has a valid copy
of the data block after
write operation)

Fig. S.10

Write-update memory
coherenceapproach for replicated, migrating
blocks (RMB) strategy.
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sequence number to the modification and multicasts the modification with this sequence
number to all the nodes where a replica of the data block to be modified is located (Fig.
5.11). The write operations are processed at each node in sequence number order. That is,
when a new modification arrives at a node, its sequence number is verified as the next
expected one. If the verification fails, either a modification was missed or a modification
was received out of order, in which case the node requests the sequencer for a
retransmissionof the missing modification. Obviously, a log of recent write requests must
be maintained somewhere in this method. Note that the set of reads that take place
between any two consecutive writes is well defined, and
their ordering is immaterial to
sequential consistency.
Other nodes haVing
a replicaof the
data block

Sequenced
modification

Client node

(has a replica

Sequenced
modification

0

of the data block)

Fig. 5.11 Globalsequencingmechanismto sequence the write operations of all nodes.

The write-update approach is very expensive for use with loosely coupled
distributed-memorysystems because it requires a network access on every write operation
and updates all copies of the modified block. On the other hand, in the write-invalidate
approach, updates are only
propagatedwhen data are read, and several updates can take
place (because many programs exhibit locality of reference) before
communicationis
necessary. Therefore, most DSM systems usewrite-invalidateprotocol.
the
In the basic
implementationapproach of thewrite-invalidateprotocol, there is a status tag associated
with each block. The status tag indicates whether the block is valid, whether it is shared,
and whether it is read-only or writable. With this status information, read and write
requests are carried out in the following manner [Nitzberg and Virginia Lo 1991]:
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Read Request

1. If there is a localblock containingthe data and if it isvalid, the requestissatisfied
by accessing the local copy of the data.
2. Otherwise,the fault handler of the requesting node
generatesa read fault and
obtains a copy of the block from a node having a valid copy of the block. If the
block was writable on another node, this read request will cause it to become readonly. The read request is now satisfied accessing
by
the data from the local block,
which remains valid until an invalidate request is received.

Write Request
1. If there is a local blockcontainingthe data and if it is valid and writable, the
request isimmediatelysatisfied by accessing the local copy of the data.
2. Otherwise, the fault handler of the requesting node generates a write fault and
obtains a valid copy of the block and changes its status to writable. A write fault
for a block causes theinvalidation of all other copies of the block. When the
invalidation of all other copies of the blockcompletes,the block is valid locally
and writable, and the original write request may now be performed.

Data Locating in theRMB Strategy. The following data-locating. issues are
involved in thewrite-invalidateprotocol used with the RMB strategy:
1. Locating the owner of a block. An
ownerof a block is the node that owns the
block, namely, the most recent node to have write access to it.
2. Keeping track of the nodes that currently have a valid copy of the block.
One of the followingalgorithmsmay be used to address these two issues:

1. Broadcasting.In this method, each node has an owned blocks table (Fig. 5.12).
This table of a node has an entry for each block for which the node is the owner. Each
entry of this table has acopy-setfield that contains a list of nodes that currently have
a valid copy of thecorrespondingblock.
When a read fault occurs, the faulting node
(N) sends a broadcast read request
on the network to find theowner of the required block. The owner of the block
responds by adding node
N to the block's copy-set field in its owned blocks table
N. Similarly, when a write fault occurs, the
and sending a copy of the block to node
faulting node sends abroadcastwrite request on the network for the required block.
On receiving this request, the owner of the block
relinquishesits ownership to node
N and sends the block and its copy set to node
N. When nodeN receives the block
and the copy set, it sends an
invalidation message to all nodes in the copy set. Node
N now becomesthe new owner of the block, and
thereforean entry is made for the
block in its local-ownedblocks table. 'Thecopy-setfield of the entry isinitialized to
indicate that there are no other copies of the block since all the copies were
invalidated.
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Node boundary

Node boundary
Node 1
Copy-set
Block
(changes
address
(changes dynamically
dynamically)

Node I

NodeM

Block
Copy-set
address
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dynamically)

Block
~opy-set
address
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Contains an entry for
each block for which
this node is the owner

Contains an entry for
each block for which
this node is the owner

Contains an entry for
each block for which
this node is the owner

Owned blocks table

Owned blocks table

Owned blocks table

Fig. 5.12 Structure andlocationsof owned blocks table in thebroadcasting
data-locatingmechanismfor RMB strategy.

The method of broadcastingsuffers from the disadvantagesmentioned during
the descriptionof the data-locatingmechanisms for the NRMB strategy.

2. Centralized-server algorithm.This method is similar to thecentralized-server
algorithm of the NRMB strategy. However, in this case, each entry of the block table,
managed by thecentralizedserver, has anowner-nodefield that indicates the current
owner node of the block and copy-set
a
field that contains a list of nodes having a valid
copy of the block (Fig. 5.13).
When aread/writefault occurs, the faulting node
(N) sends aread/writefault request
for theaccessedblock to thecentralizedserver. For a read fault, the
centralizedserver adds
nodeN to the block'scopy set and returns the owner node
informationto nodeN. On the
other hand, for a write fault, it returns both the copy set and owner node
information to
node N and theninitializes the copy-setfield to contain only nodeN. Node N then sends
a request for the block to the
owner node. Onreceiving this request, theowner node
N. In a write fault, nodeN also sends an invalidate
returns a copy of the block to node
N can then perform the read/write
message to all nodes in the copy set. Node
operation.
The disadvantages
of the centralized-serveralgorithm have already been mentioned
during descriptionof the data-locatingmechanisms for the NRMB strategy.
3. Fixed distributed-serveralgorithm. This scheme is a directextensionof the
centralized-server
scheme. In this scheme, the role of the
centralizedserveris distributed
to severaldistributed servers.Therefore,in this scheme, there is a block manager on
several nodes (Fig. 5.14). Each block manager manages
predetermined
a
subset of blocks,
and a mapping function is used to map a block to particular
a
block managerand its
correspondingnode. When a fault occurs, the mapping function is used to find the location
of the block managerthat is managing the currently requested block. Then a request for
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Node boundary

Node boundary
Node I

Node 1

Node If

Block
address OwnernodeCopy-set
(changes
(remains (changes
dynamically) dynamically~
fixed)

Contains an entryfor eachblock
in the shared-memory space

Blocktable
Fig. 5.13 Structureand location of block table in thecentralized-serverdata-locating
mechanismfor RMB strategy.

the accessedblock is sent to the blockmanagerof that node. A request ishandledin
exactly the samemanneras thatdescribedfor the centralized-serveralgorithm.
The advantagesand limitations of the fixed distributed-serveralgorithmhave already
been mentionedduring thedescriptionof the data-locatingmechanismsfor the NRMB
strategy.

Node boundary

Node boundary

Node;

Node 1

NodeM

Block
address Owner node Copy-set
(changes
(remains (changes
fixed) dynamicaUy) dynamicafly~

Block
address Owner node Copy-set
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Block
address Ownernode ~opy-set
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subsetof all blocksin the
shared-memory space
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subsetof all blocks in the
shared-memory space
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subsetof all blocksin the
shared-memory space

Blocktable

Blocktable

Blocktable

Block manager

Blockmanager

Blockmanager

Fig. 5.]4 Structureand locationsof block table in the fixeddistributed-server
data-locatingmechanismfor RMB strategy.
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4. Dynamic distributed-server algorithm.
This scheme works in a similar manner
as the dynamicdistributed-serveralgorithm of the NRMB strategy. Each node has a
block table that contains an entry for all blocks in the shared-memory space (Fig. 5.15).
Each entryof the table has aprobable-ownerfield that gives the node a hint on the
location of the owner of the corresponding block. In addition, if a node is the true
owner of a block, the entry for the block in the block table of the node also contains
a copy-set field that provides a list of nodes having a valid copy of the block.

Node boundary

Node boundary

Node;

Node 1
Block
address
(remains
fiXed)
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Copy-set
owner
(changes
(changes
dynamically) dynamically)

Containsan
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block in the
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of the
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if this node is
the true owner
of the
corresponding
block

Block table

Fig. 5.15 Structureand locations of block table in the
dynamicdistributed-server
data-locatingmechanismfor RMB strategy.

When a fault occurs, the fault handler of the faulting node
(N) extracts the probableowner node information for the accessed block from its local block table and sends a
request for the block to that node. If that node is not the true owner of the block, it looks
..
up its local block table and forwards the request to the node indicated in the probable
owner fieldof the entry for the block. On the other hand,
if the node is the true owner of
in the
the block, it proceeds with the request as follows. For a read fault, it addsNnode
copy-set field of the entry corresponding to the block and sends a copy of the block to
it sends a copy of the
nodeN, which then performs the read operation. For a' write fault,
N and deletes the copy-set information of that
block and its copy-set information to node
block from the local block table, On receiving the block and copy-set information, node
N sends an invalidation request to all nodes in the copy set. After this, it becomes the new
owner of the block, updates its local block table, and proceeds with performing the write
operation.
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To reduce the length of the chain of nodes to be traversed to reach the true owner of
a block, theprobable-ownerfield of a block in anode'sblock table is updated as follows
[Li and Hudak 1989]:
(a) Wheneverthe node receives an
invalidation request
(b) Wheneverthe noderelinquishesownership,that is, on a write fault
(c) Wheneverthe node forwards a fault request
In the first two cases, the
probable-ownerfield is changedto the new ownerof the
block. In the third case, the
probable-ownerfield is changed to the original faulting node
(N). This is because, if the request is for write, the faulting node
(N) is going to be the new
owner. If the request is for read, we know that after the request is satisfied, the faulting
node (N) will have the correctownershipinformation. In either case, it is a good idea to
change theprobable-ownerfield of the block to nodeN.
It has been proved in [Li and Hudak 1989] that a fault any
on node for a block
eventuallyreaches the true owner of the block, and if there altogether
are
M nodes, it will
take at most M - 1 messages to locate the true owner of a block.
Some refinements of the
data-locatingalgorithms describedabove may be found in
[Li and Hudak 1989].

Replicated,NonmigratingBlocks
In this strategy, ashared-memoryblock may be replicated at multiple nodes of the
system, but the location of each replica is fixed. A read or write access to a memory
address is carried out by sending the access request to one of the nodes having a
replica of the blockcontaining the memory address. All replicas of a block are kept
consistentby updating them all in case of a write access. protocol
A
similar to the
write-updateprotocol is used for this purpose. Sequential consistency is ensured by
using a globalsequencerto sequence the writeoperationsof all nodes (Fig. 5.11).

Data Locating in theRNMBStrategy. The RNMB strategy has the following
characteristics:
1. The replica locations of a block never change.
2. All replicas of a data block are kept consistent.
3. Only a read request can be directly sent to one of the nodes having a replica of the
block containing the memory address on which the read request
performedand
is
all write requests have to be first sent to the sequencer.
Based on these
characteristics,the best approach of data locating for handling read!
write operationsin this case is to have a block table at each node and a sequence table
with the sequencer(Fig. 5.16). The block table of a node has an entry for each block
in the shared memory. Each entry maps a block to one of its replica locations. The
sequence table also has an entry for each block. inshared-memory
the
space. Each entry
of the sequence table has three
fields-a field containingthe block address, a replica-
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Structure and locations of block table and sequence table in
centralized
the
sequencerdata-locatingmechanism for RNMB strategy.

set field containinga list of nodes having a replica of the block, and a sequence number
field that is incremented byI for every new modification performed on the block.
For performing a read operation on a block, the replica location of the block is
extracted from the local block table and the read request is directly sent to that node.
A write operationon a block is sent to the sequencer. The
sequencerassigns the next
sequence number to the requested modification. It then multicasts the modification
with this sequence number to all the nodes listed in the replica-set field of the entry
for the block. The write operations are performed at each node
sequence"
in
number
order.
Note that, to prevent all read operations on a block getting serviced at the same
replica node, as far as practicable, the block table of different nodes should have
different replica locations entered in the entry
correspondingto the block. This will help
in evenly distributing the read operations on the same block emerging from different
nodes.
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5.6.2 Munin: A Release Consistent DSM System
We saw in thediscussionof consistencymodels that inadditionto sequentialconsistency,
releaseconsistencyis alsopromisingandattractivefor use in DSM systems.
Therefore,as a
case studyofa releaseconsistentDSM system, adescriptionof the Munin system is
presentedbelow [Bennettet al. 1990, Carter et al. 1991,
Carteret al. 1994].

Structureof Shared-MemorySpace
The shared-memoryspace of Munin isstructuredas a collection of shared variables
(includesprogramdata structures).The sharedvariablesare declaredwith the keyword
sharedso thecompilercan recognizethem. A programmercan annotate a shared variable
with one of the standardannotationtypes (annotationtypes for shared variables are
describedlater). Each shared variable,
by default, is placed by thecompileron a separate
page that is the unit of data
transferacross thenetworkby the MMU hardware. However,
programmerscan specify that multiple shared variables having the same
annotationtype be
placed in the same page. Placing of variablesdifferentannotation
of
types in the same page
is not allowed because theconsistencyprotocol used for a page
dependson theannotation
type of variablescontainedin the page. Obviously, variables of size larger than the size of a
page occupy multiple pages. The shared variablesdeclaredwith
are
the keywordsharedso
the compilercanrecognizethem.

Implementationof Release Consistency
In the descriptionof release consistency, we saw that for release
consistencyapplications
must bemodeledaround critical sections.Thereforea DSM system thatsupportsrelease
consistencymust havemechanismsand programminglanguageconstructsfor critical
sections. Muninprovidestwo suchsynchronizationmechanisms-alocking mechanism
and abarriermechanism.
The locking mechanismuses lock synchronizationvariables withacquirel.ock and
releaseLockprimitivesfor accessingthese variables. The
acquirel.ockprimitive with a lock
variable as itsparameteris executedby a process to enter a critical section,
and the
releaseLockprimitive with the same lock variable as its
parameteris executedby the
process to exit from the critical section. To
ensurerelease consistency, write
operationson
shared variables must be
performedonly within critical sections, but read
operationson
shared variables may be
performedeitherwithin or outsidea critical section.Modifications
made to a shared variable within a critical section are sent
othernodes
to
having a
replicaof
the shared variable only when the process making the update exits from the critical section.
If programsof an applicationare properlystructuredasdescribedabove, the DSM system
will appear to besequentiallyconsistent.
When aprocessmakes anacquirel.ockrequestfor acquiringa lock variable, the system
probable-owner
first checksif the lock variable isavailableon the local node. If not, the
mechanismis used to find thelocation of the currentownerof the lock variable, and the
requestis sent to that node.
Whetherthe lock is on the local or remote node, if it is free, it is
grantedto therequestingprocess.Otherwise,the requestingprocessis added to the end of
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the queue of processes waiting to acquire the lock
variable. When the lock variable is
released by its current owner,it is given to the next process in the waitingqueue.
The barriermechanismusesbarrier synchronizationvariables with awaitAtBarrier
primitive for accessing these
variables.Barriers areimplementedby using the centralized
barrier servermechanism.
In a network page fault, theprobable-owner-baseddynamic distributed-server
algorithm (already describedduring the descriptionof RMB strategy) is used in Munin to
locate a page containingthe accessed shared
variable.A mechanismsimilar to the copy-set
mechanism(alsodescribedduring descriptionofRMB
the
strategy)is used to keep track of
all the replica locationsof a page.

Annotationsfor SharedVariables
The release consistencyof Munin allows
applicationsto have better performancethan in a
sequentiallyconsistentDSMsystem.For further
performance improvement,
Munindefines
several standard annotations for shared variablesand uses a differentconsistency protocol
for each type that is most suitable for that type. That is, consistency protocols in this
approach are applied at the granularity of individual data items. The standard
annotations
and the consistencyprotocolfor variablesof each type are as follows [Bennettet
a1. 1990]:
I. Read-only.Shared-datavariablesannotatedas read-onlyare immutabledata items.
These variables are read but never written after
initialization. Therefore, the question of
consistencycontrol does not arise.As these variablesaremodified,their
never
average read
cost can be reduced drastically by freely replicatingthem on all nodes from where they are
accessed. Therefore, when a reference to such a variable causes a network page fault, the
page having the variableis copied to the faultingnode from one of the nodes already having
a copy of the page. Read-onlyvariablesare protectedby the MMUhardware,and an attempt
to write to such a variablecauses a fatal error.
2. Migratory. Sharedvariables that are accessed in phases, where each phase
corresponds to a series of accesses by a single process,
bemay
annotated asmigratory
variables. The locking
mechanismis used to keep migratory variablesconsistent. That is,
migratory variables are protected by lock
synchronizationvariablesand are used within
critical sections.
To access a migratory
variable,a processfirst acquiresa lock for the variable, uses the
variablefor sometime,and then releasesthe lock whenit has finishedusing it. At a time,the
system allows only a single process to acquirea lock for a migratory variable.
network
If a
page fault occurs when a process attempts to acquire a lock for a migratory
variable,the
page is migrated to the faulting node from the node that is its current owner.
The
NRMB
strategy is used in this case. That is, pages migrate from one node to another on a demand
basis, but pages are not
replicated.Therefore, only one copy of a page containing a
migratory variableexists in the system.
Migratory variablesare handledefficientlyby integratingtheir movementwith that of
the lock associatedwith them.That is, the lock and the variableare sent togetherin a single
it.
messageto the locationof the next process that is given the lock for accessing
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3. Write-shared.A programmermay use thisannotationwith a shared variable to
indicateto the systemthat the variable isupdated concurrently
by multiple processes,but
the processesdo not update the same parts of the variable. example,in
For
a matrix,
different processescan concurrently update different row/column elements,with each
processupdatingonly the elementsof one row/column. Munin avoids the false sharing
problem of write-sharedvariables by allowing them to be concurrently updated by
multiple processes.
A write-sharedvariable isreplicatedon all nodes where p
arocesssharing is located.
That is, when access to such a variable causes
network
a
page fault to occur, the page
having the variable is copied to the faulting node from one ofcurrent
its
nodes. If the
access is a write access, the system first makes a copy of the page (called
twin page)and
then updates the
original page. The process may perform several writes to the page before
releasingit. When the page is released, the system
performsa word-by-wordcomparison
of the original page and the twin page and sends differencesto
the
all nodes having a
replica of the page.
When a node receives the
differencesof a modified page, the system checks if the
local copy of the pagewasalsomodified. If not, the local copy of the page is updated by
incorporatingthe receiveddifferencesin it. On the other hand, if the local copy of the page
was also modified, the local copy, its twin, and the
receiveddifferencesare compared
word by word. If the same word has not been
modified in both the local and
r emotecopies
of the page, the words of the original local page are updated by usingdifferences
the
if the comparisonindicates that the
receivedfrom the remotenode. On the other hand,
same word wasupdatedin both the local and remote copies of the page,
conflict
a
occurs,
resulting in a runtime error.
4. Producer-consumer.Shared variables that are written
(produced)by only one
process and read
(consumed)by a fixed set of otherprocessesmay beannotatedto be of
producer-consumertype. Munin uses an"eagerobject movement" mechanismfor this
type of variable. In thismechanism,a variable is moved from the
producer'snode to the
nodes of theconsumersin advance of when they are
requiredso that no network page fault
occurs when aconsumeraccesses the variable. Moreover, the
write-updateprotocol is
used to updateexisting replicas of the variablewhenever the producer updates the
variable. If desired, theproducermay send several updates
togetherby using the locking
mechanism.In this case, theprocedureacquiresa synchronizationlock, makes several
updates on the variable, and then releases the lock when the variable or the updates are
sent to the nodes of
consumerprocesses.
oppositeof producer-consumervariables in
5. ResuLt. Result variables are just the
the sense that they are written by multiple
processesbut read by only one process.
Different processeswrite to different parts of thevariablethat do not conflict. The variable
is read only when all its parts have been written. example,in
For
an applicationthere may
be different "worker" processesto generateand fill the elementsof eachrow/columnof
a matrix, and once the matrix complete,
is
it may be used by "amaster"process for further
processing.
Munin uses a specialwrite-updateprotocol for result variables in which updates are
sent only to the node having the master process and not to all replica
locationsof the
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variable (each worker processnode has areplica of the variable). Since writes to the
variableby differentprocessesdo notconflict, all workerprocessesare allowedto perform
write operationsconcurrently.Moreover,sinceresult variablesare not read until all parts
have beenwritten, a workerprocessreleasesthe variableonly when it hasfinished writing
all partsthat it is supposedto write, whenall updatesare senttogetherin a singlemessage
to the masterprocessnode.

6. Reduction.Shared variables that must be atomically modified may be annotated to beof reduction type. For example, in a parallel computation application, a
global minimum must be atomically fetched and modified if it is greater than the
local minimum. In Munin, a reduction variable is always modified by being locked
(acquire lock), read, updated,and unlocked (releaselock). For better performance,a
reduction variable is stored at a fixed owner that receives updates to the variable
from other processes,synchronizesthe updates received from different processes,
performs the updates on the variable, and propagatesthe updated variable to its
replica locations.
7. Conventional.Sharedvariablesthat are notannotatedas oneof the abovetypes
are conventionalvariables.The alreadydescribedreleaseconsistencyprotocol of Munin
is used to maintain the consistencyof replicated conventional variables. The write
invalidation protocol is used in thiscase to ensurethat no processever reads a stale
version of a conventional variable. The page containing a conventional variable is
dynamicallymovedto the locationof a processthat wants toperforma write operationon
the variable.
Experiencewith Munin has shownthat read-only,migratory, and write-sharedannotation
types are very usefulbecausevariablesof these types arefrequently used, butproducerconsumer,result,and reductionannotationtypes areof little usebecausevariablesof these
types are lessfrequently used.

5.7 REPLACEMENT STRATEGY
In DSM systemsthat allow shared-memoryblocksto bedynamicallymigrated/replicated,
the following issuesmust be addressedwhen theavailablespacefor cachingshareddata
fills up at a node:
1. Which block should be replacedto make space for a newlyrequiredblock?
2. Where should the replacedblock be placed?

5.7. 1 Which Ilock to lleplac.
The problemof replacementhas beenstudiedextensivelyfor paged mainmemoriesand
shared-memorymultiprocessorsystems.The usual classification of replacementalgorithms group them into thefollowing categories[Smith 1982]:
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1. Usagebasedversusnon-usagebased.Usage-basedalgorithmskeep track of the
information to make replacement
history of usageof a cacheline (or page) and use this
decisions.That is, the reuse of caacheline normally improvesthe replacementstatus of
that line. Leastrecently used (LRU) is an exampleof this type of algorithm. Conversely,
o f useof cachelines intoaccountwhen
non-usage-based
algorithmsdo not take the record
doing replacement.First in, first out (FIFO) and Rand(randomor pseudorandom)belong
to this class.

2. Fixed spaceversusvariable space.Fixed-spacealgorithmsassume that the cache
size is fixed whilevariable-spacealgorithmsare based on the
assumptionthat the cache
size can bechangeddynamicallydependingon the need.Therefore,replacementin fixedspacealgorithmssimply involvesthe selectionof a specificcacheline. On theotherhand,
in a variable-spacealgorithm, a fetch does not imply areplacement,and aswap-outcan
take place without acorrespondingfetch.
Variable-spacealgorithms are not suitablefor a DSM systembecauseeach node's
memory that acts as
c achefor the virtualJy sharedmemory is fixed in size.Moreover,as
comparedto non-usage-based
algorithms, usage-basedalgorithmsare moresuitablefor
DSM systemsbecausethey allow to takeadvantageof the data access locality feature.
However, unlike mostcachingsystems, which use simple
a
LRU policy for replacement,
most DSMsystemsdifferentiatethe statusof data items and use a priority
mechanism.As
an example,the replacementpolicy used by the DSMsystemof IVY [Li 1986, 1988] is
presentedhere. In the DSM system of
IVY, eachmemoryblock of a node isclassifiedinto
one of the folJowing five types:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unused. A free memory block that is notcurrently being used.
Nil. A block that has beeninvalidated.
Read-only.A block for which the node has only read access right.
Read-owned.A block for which the node has only read access right but is also the
owner of the block.

5. Writable. A block for which the node has write access
permission.Obviously, the
node is theowner of the block becauseIVY uses thewrite-invalidateprotocol.

Based on thisclassificationof blocks, the following replacementpriority is used:
1. Both unused and nil blocks have the
highestreplacementpriority. That is, they
will be replacedfirst if a block is needed. It isobvious for an unused block to have the
highestreplacementpriority. A nil block also has the same
replacementpriority because
it is no longeruseful and future access to the
block would causea network fault to occur.
Notice that a nilblock may be arecentlyreferencedblock, and this is exactly why a simple
LRU policy is not adequate.
2. The read-onlyblocks have the nextreplacementpriority. This is becausea copy
of a read-only block is available with its owner, andtherefore it is possibleto simply
discardthat block. When the node again requires that
block in the future, the block has to
be brought from its owner node at that time.
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3. Read-ownedand writable blocks for which replica(s) exist on some other node(s)
have the nextreplacementpriority because it is sufficient to pass
ownershipto one of the
replica nodes. The blockitself need not be sent, resulting insmallermessage.
a
4. Read-ownedand writable blocks for which only this node has a copy have the
lowest replacementpriority becausereplacementof such a block involvestransferof the
block'sownershipas well as the block from the current node to some
othernode. An LRU
policy is used to select a block for
replacementwhen all the blocks in the local cache have
the same priority.

5.7.2 Wiler. to 'lac.a "-placedBlock
Once a memory block has been selectedreplacement,
for
it should be ensured that if there
is some useful information in the block, it should not be lost. For example, simply
discardinga block having unused, nil, or read-only status does not lead to any loss of data.
Similarly, discardinga read-ownedor a writable block for whichreplica(s)exist on some
othernode(s) is also harmless. However,
discardinga read-ownedor a writable block for
which there is no replica on any other node may lead to loss of useful data. Therefore, care
must be taken to store themsomewherebefore discarding. The twocommonly used
approachesfor storing a useful block at the time of its
replacementare as follows:
I. Usingsecondarystore.In this method, the block is simply
transferredon to a local
disk. Theadvantageof this method is that it does not waste any memory space, and if the
node wants to access the same block again,
it can get the block locally without a need
for
network access.

2. Using the memory space
ofother nodes.Sometimesit may be faster to transfer a
block over the network than to transfer it to a local disk. Therefore,
anothermethod for
storing a useful block is to keep track of free memory space at all nodes in the system and
to simply transferthe replaced block to the memory of a node with
availablespace. This
method requires each node to maintain a table of free memory space in all other nodes.
This table may be updated by having each node
piggybackits memory status information
during normal traffic.

5.8 THRASHING
Thrashing is said to occur when the system spends a large amount of time transferring
shared data blocks from one node to another,
comparedto the time spent doing the useful
work of executingapplicationprocesses. It is a serious
performanceproblem with DSM
systems that allow data blocks to migrate from one node to another.
Thrashingmay occur
in the following situations:
1. Wheninterleaveddata accesses made processes
by
on two or more nodes causes
a data block to move back and forth from one node to another in quick succession
(a ping-pongeffect)
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2. When blocks with read-only permissionsare repeatedlyinvalidated soon after
they arereplicated
Such situationsindicatepoor (node)locality in references.If not properly handled,
thrashingdegradessystemperformanceconsiderably.Therefore,steps must be taken to
solve thisproblem.The following methodsmay be used to solve the
thrashingproblemin
DSM systems:
I. Providing application-controlledlocks. Locking data topreventother nodes from
accessingthat data for a short periodof time can reduce thrashing. An applicationcontrolled lock can beassociatedwith each data block toimplementthis method.

2. Nailing a block to a nodefor a minimum amount of time. Another method to
reduce thrashingis to disallow a block to be taken away from a node untilminimum
a
amountof time t elapsesafter its allocation to that node. The timet can either be fixed
statically or be tuneddynamically on the basis of access
patterns.For example,Mirage
[Fleisch and Popek 1989J employs this method to reducethrashing and dynamically
determinesthe minimum amountof time for which a block will beavailableat a node on
the basis of access
patterns.
The maindrawbackof this schemeis that it is very difficult to choosethe appropriate
value for the timet. If the value is fixed statically, it isliable to be inappropriatein many
cases. Forexample, if a processaccessesa block for writing to it only once,other
processeswill be preventedfrom accessingthe block until time t elapses. On theother
hand, if aprocessaccessesa block for performing severalwrite operationson it, time t
may elapsebefore theprocesshas finished using the block and the system may
grant
permissionto anotherprocess foraccessingthe block. Therefore,tuning the valueof t
dynamically is the preferredapproach.In this case, the valueof t for a block can be
decidedbased onpastaccesspatternsof the block. TheMMU's referencebits may be used
for this purpose.Another factor that may be used for
decidingthe value.o f t for a block
is the length of the queue of
processeswaiting for their turn to access the block.
3. Tailoring the coherencealgorithm to the shared-datausagepatterns.Thrashing
can also beminimized by using different coherenceprotocols for shareddata having
different characteristics.For example,the coherenceprotocol used in Munin for writeshared variables avoids the false sharing problem, which ultimately results in the
avoidanceof thrashing.
Notice from thedescriptionabove thatcompletetransparencyof distributedshared
memory iscompromisedsomewhatwhile trying to minimize thrashing.This is because
most of the approachesdescribed above require the programmer'sassistance.For
example, in the method of application-controlledlocks, the useof locks needs to be
directed toward a particular shared-memoryalgorithm and hence theshared-memory
abstractioncan nolonger be transparent.Moreover,the applicationmust be aware of the
shared data it is accessingand its sharedaccesspatterns. Similarly, Munin requires
programmersto annotatesharedvariableswith standardannotationtypes, whichmakes
the shared-memoryabstractionnontransparent.
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5.9 OTHER APPROACHES TO DSM
Dependingon the manner in which data caching (placement and migration of data) is
managed, there are three main approaches for designing a DSM system:
1. Data caching managed by the operating system
2. Data caching managed by the MMU hardware
3. Data caching managed by the language runtime system
This being a book on operating systems, in this
chapterwe mainly concentrateon
the first approach. Systems such as IVY [Li 1986] and Mirage [Fleish and Popek
1989] fall in this category. In these systems, each node has its own memory and
access to a word in another node's memory causes a trap to the operating system. The
operating system then fetches and acquires the page containing the accessed word
from the remote node's memory by exchanging messages with that machine. Therefore, in these systems, the placement and migration of data are handled by the
operating system. For completion, the other two approaches of designing a DSM
system are briefly described below.
The second approach is to manage caching by the MMU. This approach is used
in multiprocessorshaving hardware caches. In these systems, the DSM
implementation
is done either entirely or mostly in hardware. For example, if the multiprocessors are
interconnected by a single bus, their caches are kept consistent by snooping on the
bus. In this case, the DSM isimplementedentirely in hardware. The DEC Firefly
workstation belongs to this category. On the other hand, if the multiprocessors are
interconnectedby switches, directories are normally used in addition to hardware
caching to keep track of which CPUs have which cache blocks. Algorithms used to
keep cached data consistent are stored mainly in MMU microcode. Therefore, in this
case, the DSM is implemented mostly in hardware.
Stanford'sDash [Lenoski el al.
1992] andMIT's Alewife [Agarwal et al. 1991, Kranz et al. 1993] systems belong to
this category. Notice that in these systems, when a remote access is detected, a
message is sent to the remote memory by the cache controller or MMU (not by the
operating system software).
The third approach is to manage caching by the language runtime system. In
these systems, the DSM is structured not as a raw linear memory of bytes from 0 to
total size of the combined memory of all machines, but as a collection of programming language constructs, which may be shared variables and data structures (in
conventionalprogramming languages) or shared objects object-orientedprogram(in
ming languages). In these systems, the placement and migration of shared variables/
objects are handled by the language runtime system in cooperation with the operating
system. That is, when a variable/object is accessed by a process, it is the responsibility
of the runtime system and the operating system to successfully perform the requested
access operation on the variable/object independently of its current location. An
advantage of this approach is that programming languages may be provided with
features to allow programmers to specify the usage pattern of shared variables/objects
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for their applications,and the system can support several
consistencyprotocols and
use the one most suitable for a shared variable/object.
Therefore, these systems can
allow consistencyprotocols to be appliedat the granularity of individual data items
and can rely on'weaker consistencymodels than sequential consistencymodel for
better concurrency. However, a drawback of this approach is that it imposes extra
burden on programmers.Munin [Bennett et al. 1990] and Midway [Bershad et at
1993] are examples of systemsthat structure their DSM as a collection of shared
variables and data structures.On the other hand, Orca [Bal et al. 1992] andLinda
[Carriero and Gelernter 1989] are examplesof systemsthat structuretheir DSM as a
collection of sharedobjects.

5.10 HETEROGENEOUS DSM
Computersof different architecturesnormally have different characteristicfeatures.For
example,supercomputers
and multiprocessorsare goodat compute-intensiveapplications
while personal computers and workstations usually have good user interfaces. A
heterogeneous
computingenvironmenta llows the applicationsto exploit the bestof all the
characteristicfeaturesof severaldifferent types of computers.Therefore,heterogeneityis
often desirablein distributedsystems,
HeterogeneousDSM is a mechanismthat providesthe shared-memoryparadigmin
a heterogeneouse nvironmentand allows memory sharingamong machinesof different
architectures.At first glance,sharingmemory amongmachinesof different architectures
seems almost impossible. However, based on the measurementsmade on their
experimentalprototype heterogeneousD SM, called Mermaid, Zhou et al. [1990, 1992]
have concludedthat heterogeneous
DSM is not only feasiblebut can also becomparable
in performanceto its homogeneousc ounterpart(at least forsomeapplications).The two
main issues inbuilding a DSM systemon a network of heterogeneous
machinesare data
conversionand selectionof block size. Theseissuesare describedbelow. The following
descriptionis basedon the material presentedin [Zhou et al. 1990, 1992J.

5. 1O. 1 Data Conversion
Machinesof different architecturesmay usedifferent byte orderingsand floating-point
representations.When data is transferredfrom a node of one type to a nodeof another
type, it must beconvertedbefore it is accessedon the destinationnode. However, the
unit of data transfer in a DSM system is normally a block. Therefore, when a block
is migrated betweentwo nodes of different types, the contentsof the block must be
converted.But the conversionitself has to bebasedon the types of data stored in the
block. It is not possiblefor the DSM systemto convert a block without knowing the
type of application-level data contained in the block and the actual block layout.
Therefore, it becomesnecessaryto take assistancefrom application programmers,who
know the layout of the memory being used by their application programs. Two
approachesproposedin the literature for data conversionin a heterogeneousDSM are
describedbelow.
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Structuringthe DSM System asa Collection of Source
LanguageObjects
In this method,the DSM systemis structuredas acollectionof variablesor objectsin the
sourcelanguageso that the unitof data migration is an objectinsteadof a block. A DSM
compileris used that adds
c onversionroutinesfor translatingvariables/objectsin the source
languageamongvariousmachinearchitectures.For eachaccessto ashared-memoryobject
from a remotenode, acheckis madeby the DSM systemif the machineof the node that
holdstheobjectand therequestingnode arecompatible.If not, asuitableconversionroutine
is usedto translatethe objectbeforemigratingit to the requestingnode.
This methodof data conversionis used in theAgorashared-memorys ystem[Bisiani
et a1. 1987]. In Agora, each machinemarks messageswith a machinetag. A message
containsan objectbeing migratedfrom one node to another.
Messagesbetweenidentical
or compatiblemachinesdo not requiretranslation.When translationis necessary,the type
of informationassociatedwith the destinationcontextis used to do aone-passtranslation
of the object.Dependingon the field tag and the
m achinerequirementsfor dataalignment,
the translationprocessmay involve such operationsas field-by-fieJd swappingof bytes,
inserting/removinggaps wherenecessary,and shuffling of bits.
Structuringa DSM systemas acollectionof sourcelanguage objectsmay be useful
from the data conversion point of view but is generally not recommendeddue to
performancereasons.This is becauseobjects in conventionalprogramminglanguages
typically are scalars(single-memorywords), arrays, andstructures.None of these types is
suitableas asharedentity of a DSM system.For eachsharedentity, accessrights mustbe
issuedfor every entity and themigration of an entity involves communicationoverhead.
Therefore,the choiceof scalardata types as a unit
of sharingwould make asystemvery
inefficient. On the other hand, arrays may easily be too large to betreatedas units of
sharingand data migration. Large data objectslead to falsesharingand thrashing,and
their migration often requiresfragmentationand reassemblyoperationsto be carriedout
on them due to thelimited packetsize of transportprotocols.

Allowing Only One Type of Data in a Block
This mechanismis used inMermaid [Zhou et al. 1990, 1992], which uses a page size as
its block size. Therefore,a pagecan containonly one type of data. InMermaid,the DSM
page (block) table entry keeps additional information identifying the type of data
maintainedin that pageand theamountof data allocatedto the page.Whenevera page is
movedbetweentwo machinesof different architectures,a routineconvertsthe data in the
pageto the appropriateformat. Mermaidrequiresthe applicationprogrammersto provide
the conversion routine for each user-defineddata type in theapplication. Mermaid
designerspointedout that the costo f convertinga pageis small comparedto the overall
cost of pagemigration.
Zhou et ale [1990] identified the following limitations of this approach:
1. Allowing a pageto containdataof only one type may lead to
w astageof memory
due to fragmentation,resultingin increasedpagingactivity.
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2. The mechanismrequires that the compilers used on different types of machines
must becompatiblein the sense that in the
compiler-generated
code the size of each data
type and the order of the fields within
compoundstructures must be the same on each
machine. Ifincompatiblecompilersare used for anapplicationto generate code for two
different machines such that the size of the
application-leveldata structures differs for the
two machines, the mapping between pages on the two machines would
not to one.
be one
That is, it may not be possible for a structure to fit on a page in its entirety after the
conversionor, conversely, some data from the following page may
be needed in order to
completethe conversionof the current page [Zhou et al. 1990]. This
complicatesthe
conversionprocess.
3. Another problem associatedwith this method is that entire pages are
converted
even though only asmall.portion may be accessed before it is transferred away.
Sometimesthis problem may be more severe in the first method, which converts an entire
object. For example, a large array may occupy several pages of memory, and migration of
this object would convert the data in all the occupied pages even when only the first few
array elements may be accessed before the object
transferredaway.
is
4. The mechanism is not fully transparent because it requires the users to provide the
conversion routines foruser-defineddata types and a table specifying the mapping of data
types toconversionroutines. The transparency problem may be solvedautomatically
by
generating theconversionroutines and the mapping table by usingpreprocessor
a
on the
user program [Zhou et al. 1990].
Anotherserious problemassociatedwith the dataconversionissue inheterogeneous
DSM systems is that of the accuracy of floating-point values in numerical applications.
Since anapplication has no control over how often a data is migrated converted,
or
numerical accuracy offloating-pointdata may be lost if the data is converted several times
and the results may become numerically questionable.

5.10.2 Block Size Salaction
Recall that in ahomogeneousDSM system the block size is usually the same size as
a native virtual memory (VM) page, so that the MMU hardware can be used to trigger
a DSM block fault. However, in aheterogeneousenvironment, the virtual memory
page size may be different for machines of different types. Therefore, block size
selection becomesa complicated task in such a situation. Zhou et al. [1990, 1992]
proposed the use of one of the following algorithms for block size selection in a
heterogeneousDSM system:

1. Largest page size algorithm.
In this method, the DSM block size is taken as the
largest VM page size of all machines. Since VM page sizes are normally powers of 2,
multiple smallerVM pages fit exactly in one DSM block. If a page fault occurs on a node
with a smaller page size, it will receive a block of multiple. pages that includes the desired
page. This algorithm suffers from the same false sharing and thrashing problems
associated withlarge-sizedblocks.
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2. Smallest page size algorithm.
In this method, the DSM block size is taken as the
smallestVM page sizeof all machines. Ifa page fault occurs on a node with
a larger page
size, multiple blocks (whose total size is equal to the page size of the faulting node) are
movedto satisfy the page fault.
Although this algorithmreducesdatacontention,it suffers
from the increasedcommunicationand block tablemanagementoverheadsassociated
with small-sizedblocks.
3. Intermediate page size algorithm.
To balancebetween theproblemsof large- and
small-sizedblocks, a heterogeneousDSM system may select to
choosea block size
somewherein between the largestVM page size and the smallest
VM page size of all
machines.

5.11 ADVANTAGES OF DSM
DistributedSharedMemory is a high-level mechanismfor interprocesscommunicationin
loosely coupled distributed systems. It isreceiving increasedattention becauseof the
advantagesit has over themessage-passing
mechanisms.Theseadvantagesare discussed
below.

5.11.1 Simpl.rAbstraction
By now it is widely recognizedthat directly programmingloosely coupleddistributedmemory machinesusing message-passing
models is tedious and error prone. The main
reason is that themessage-passing
models forceprogrammersto be consciousof data
movement between processesat all times, since processes must explicitly use
communicationprimitives and channelsor ports. To alleviate this burden, RPC was
introduced to provide a procedurecall interface. However, even in RPC, since the
procedurecall is performedin an address space
different from that of the caller'saddress
space, it isdifficult for the caller to passcontext-relateddata orcomplexdata structures;
that is, parametersmust be passed by value. In the
message-passingmodel, the
programmingtask is furthercomplicatedby the fact that datastructurespassedbetween
processesin the form of messagesmust be packedand unpacked. Theshared-memory
programmingparadigmshields theapplicationprogrammersfrom many such low-level
concerns.Therefore,the primaryadvantageof DSM is thesimplerabstractionit provides
to the applicationprogrammersof loosely coupleddistributed-memorymachines.

5.11.1 ktt.r Portabilityof DistributedApplication
Programs
The accessprotocol used in caseof DSM is consistent with the way sequential
applicationsaccess data. This allows for a more natural
transition from sequentialto
distributed applications. In principle, distributed application programs written for a
shared-memorymultiprocessorsystem can beexecutedon a distributedshared-memory
system without change.Therefore,it is easier to port anexisting distributedapplication
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programto a distributed-memorysystem with DSM facility than to adistributed-memory
systemwithout this facility.

5. 11.3 letter Performance of Some Applications
The layerof softwarethat providesDSM abstractionis implementedon topof a messagepassingsystem and uses the
servicesof the underlying message-passing
communication
system.Therefore,in principle,theperformanceof applicationsthat use DSM isexpectedto
be worse than if they use
message-passing
directly. However, this is not always true, and it
has been found that some
applicationsusing DSM can evenoutperformtheir messagepassingcounterparts.This ispossiblefor three reasons[Stummand Zhou 1990]:
1. Locality of data. The computationmodel of DSM is to make the data more
accessibleby moving it around. DSMalgorithmsnormally move databetweennodes in
large blocks.Therefore,in those applicationsthat exhibit a reasonabledegreeof locality
in their data accesses,communicationoverheadis amortized over multiple memory
accesses.This ultimately results in reduced overall communication cost for such
applications.
2. On-demanddata movement.The computationmodel of DSM also facilitates 00demandmovementof data as they are being accessed. Onotherhand,
the
there are several
distributedapplicationsthat executein phases, where each
computationphase ispreceded
by a data-exchangephase. The time needed for the
data-exchange
phase is oftendictated
by thethroughputof existingcommunicationbottlenecks.Therefore,in suchapplications,
the on-demanddata movementfacility provided by DSM eliminatesthe data-exchange
phase, spreads the
communicationload over a longer period of time, and allows for a
greaterdegreeof concurrency.
3. Larger memoryspace.With DSM facility, the total memory size is the sum
o f the
memorysizesof all the nodes in thesystem,Thus, paging andswappingactivities,which
involve disk access, arc greatly reduced.

5. 11.4 Flexible Communication Environment
The message-passing
paradigm requires recipient identification and coexistenceof the
sender and receiver processes.That is, the senderprocess of a pieceof data must
know the namesof its receiverprocesses(exceptin multicast communication),and the
receiversof the data must exist at the time the data is sent and in a state that they can
(or eventually can) receive the data.Otherwise,the data isundeliverable.In contrast,
the shared-memoryparadigm of DSM provides a more flexible communication
of the receiver
environmentin which the senderprocess need not specify the identity
processesof the data. It simply places the data in the shared
memory and thereceivers
access it directly from the shared memory.Therefore, the coexistenceof the sender
and recei verprocessesis also not necessaryin the shared-memoryparadigm. In fact,
the lifetime of the shared data isindependentof the lifetime of any of its receiver
processes.
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5.11.5 Eas.of 'roc.ssMigration
Migration of a process from one node to another in a distributed system (described in
Chapter8) has been shown to be tedious and time consuming due to the requirement of
transferring the migrantprocess'saddress space from its old node to its new node.
However, thecomputationmodel of DSM provides the facility of on-demand migration of
data between processors. This facility allows the migrant process to leave its address space
on its old node at the time of migration and fetch the required pages from its new node
on demand at the ·time of accessing. Hence in a distributed system with DSM facility,
process migration is as simple as detaching the process control block (PCB) of the migrant
process from the processor of the old node and attaching it to the ready queue of the new
node'sprocessor. A PCB is a data block or a record associated with each process that
containsuseful information such as process state, CPU registers, scheduling information,
memory managementinformation, I/O status information, and so on. This approach
provides a very natural and efficient form of process migration between processors in a
distributed system.

5.11 SUMMARY
Programmingof applications for loosely coupled
distributed-memorymachines with the
message-passing
paradigm is a difficult and error-prone task. The Distributed Shared
Memory (DSM) facility simplifies this programming task by
providing a higher level
abstractionthat allows programmers to write programs with shared-memory
the
paradigm,
which is consistentwith the way sequential applications access data.
Important issues involved in the design and implementation of a DSM system are
granularity of data sharing, structure of the shared-memory space, memory coherence and
accesssynchronization,data location and access, replacement strategy, handling of
thrashing, and heterogeneity.
Granularity refers to block size, which is the unit of data sharing and data transfer
across the network. Both large- and small-sized blocks have their own advantages and
limitations. Several DSM systems choose the virtual memory page size as block size so
that the MMU hardware can be used to trigger a DSM block fault.
The structure of the shared-memory space of a DSM system defines the abstract view
to be presented to application programmers of that system. The three commonly used
methods for structuring the shared-memory space of a DSM system are no structuring,
structuring by data type, and structuring as a database. The structure and granularity of a
DSM system are closely related.
Memory coherence is an important issue in the design of a DSM system. It deals with
the consistencyof a data block lying in the main memories of two or more nodes of the
system. Several consistency models have been proposed in the literature to handle this
issue. The main ones described in this chapter are strict consistency, sequential
consistency, causal consistency, PRAM consistency, processor consistency, weak
consistency, and release consistency.
Of these, sequential consistency and release
consistency are appropriate for a large number of applications.
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Protocolsfor implementingthesequentialconsistencymodel in a DSMsystemdepend
on thefollowing four replicationand migrationstrategiesused by the DSM system:
1. Nonreplicated,nonmigratingblocks (NRNMBs)
2. Nonreplicated,migrating blocks (NRMBs)
3. Replicated,migrating blocks (RMBs)
4. Replicated,nonmigratingblocks (RNMBs)
Protocolsfor implementingsequentialconsistencyfor eachof thesestrategieshave
beendescribedin this chapter. Thedata-locatingmechanismssuitablefor each case have
also beendescribed.In addition, the Munin system has been
presentedas anexampleof
a releaseconsistentDSM system.
Replacementstrategydeals with theselectionof a block to be replaced when the
availablespace forcachingshared data fills up and the
placemento f a replacedblock. The
usual classificationsof replacementalgorithmsare usage-basedversusnon-usage-based
and fixed-space versus variable-space.DSM systems usefixed-space, usage-based
replacementalgorithms.At the time of its replacement,a useful block may be placed in
either the secondarystorage of the local node or the memory space of some
other
node.
Thrashing is a seriousperformanceproblem with DSM systemsthat allow data
blocks to migrate from one node to another.Methods that may be used to solve the
thrashingproblem in DSM systemsare providing application-controlledlocks, nailing a
block to a node for aminimum amountof time, and tailoring thecoherencealgorithm to
the shared-datausage patterns.
Dependingon the mannerin which datacaching is managed,there are three main
approachesto designinga DSM system: datacachingmanaged by theoperatingsystem,
datacachingmanagedby the MMU hardware,and datacachingmanagedby the language
runtime system.
HeterogeneousDSM is a mechanismthat provides theshared-memoryparadigm
in a heterogeneousenvironment and allows memorysharing among machines with
different architectures.The two main issues inbuilding this facility are dataconversion
and selection of block size. Two approachesproposed in the literature for data
conversionin a heterogenousDSM are structuring the DSM system as a
collection of
sourcelanguageobjects and allowing only one type of data in a DSM block.Three
algorithms that may be used for block size
selectionin a heterogeneousDSM system
are largest page size
algorithm, smallestpage sizealgorithm, and intermediatepage size
algorithm.
Researchhas shown that DSMsystemsare viable, and they have
severaladvantages
over the message-passing
systems. However, they are still far from mature. Most
existing
DSM systemsare very smallexperimentalor prototypesystemsconsistingof only a few
nodes. Theperformanceresults to date are also
preliminary and based on a small
group
of applicationsor a synthetic workload. Nevertheless,research hasproved that DSM
effectively supportsparallel processingand promisesto be a fruitful andexciting areaof
researchfor the coming decade.
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EXERCISES
5.1. The distributed shared-memoryabstractionis implementedby using the services of the
underlyingmessage-passing
communicationsystem.Therefore.in principle, the performance
of applicationsthat use DSM isexpectedto be worse than if they use message passing
directly. In spite of this fact, why do some
distributedoperatingsystemdesignerssupportthe
DSM abstractionin their systems?Are there anyapplicationsthat can havebetterperformance
in a system with DSM facility than in a system that has only
message-passing
facility? If yes,
give the types of suchapplications.If no, explain why.
5.2. Discussthe relativeadvantagesand disadvantagesof using large block size and small block
designersprefer
size in the designof a block-basedDSM system. Why do most DSM system
to use the typical page size used inconventionalvirtual-memory
a
implementationas the
block size of the DSMsystem?
5.3. It is often said that thestructureof the shared-memoryspace and thegranularity of data
sharingin a DSM system are closely related. Explain why.
5.4. What is falsesharing?When is it likely tooccur?Can this problem lead to any
otherproblem
in a DSM system?Give reasons for your answer.
5.5. What should be done to
minimize the false sharingproblem?Can thisproblem be completely
eliminated?What other problemsmay occur if one tries tocompletely eliminate the false
sharingproblem?
5.6. Discussthe relativeadvantagesand disadvantagesof using theNRNMB. NRMB, RMB, and
RNMB strategiesin the design of a DSM system.
5.7. Discussthe relative advantagesand disadvantagesof the variousdata-locatingmechanisms
that may be used in a DSM system that uses the NRMB strategy.
5.8. A sequentiallyconsistentDSM system uses the RMB strategy.
It employsthe write-invalidate
approachfor updatingdata blocks and the
centralized-server
algorithm for locating theowner
of a block and keeping track of the nodes that
currently have a valid copy of the block. Write
pseudocodefor the implementationof the memorycoherenceschemeof this DSM system.
5.9. Why is a globalsequencerneeded in asequentiallyconsistentDSM system thatemploysthe
write-updateprotocol?
5.10. Most DSM systemsin which caching is managedby the operatingsystem use the writeinvalidate scheme forconsistencyinstead of thewrite-updatescheme. Explain why.
5.11. Differentiate between weakconsistencyand release consistency. Which of the two will you
prefer to use in the design of a -DSM
system?Give reasons for your answer.
5.12. A programmeris writing an applicationfor a release-consistent
DSM system.Howeverthe
applicationneeds,sequentialconsistencyto produce correct results. What
precautionsmust the
programmertake?
S.13. Differentiatebetween PRAMconsistencyand processorconsistency.
5.14. Give the relative advantagesand disadvantagesof sequential and releaseconsistency
models.
5.15. What is causalconsistency?Give anexampleof an applicationfor which causalconsistency
is the mostsuitableconsistencymodel.
5.16. Proposea suitablereplacementalgorithm for a DSM system whoseshared-memoryspace is
structured as objects. One of the goals in this case may be minimize
to
memory
fragmentation.
5.17. Why does the simple LRU policy often used for
replacingcache lines in a buffercachenot
work well as areplacementpolicy for replacingblocks in a DSMsystem?
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5.18. To handle the issueof where to place a replacedblock, the DSM system of Memnet [Delp
1988] uses the concept of "home
memory," in which each block has
a home memory. When
replacement ofa block requires that the block be transferred to some other node's memory,
the block is transferred to the node whose memory is the home memory for the block. What
are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach as compared to the one presented in this
chapter?

5.19. What are the main causes of thrashing in a DSM system? What are the commonly used
methods to solve the trashing problem in a DSM system?
5.20. Complete transparency of a DSM system is compromised somewhat when a method is used
to minimize thrashing. Therefore, the designer of a DSM system is of the opinion that instead
of using a method to minimize thrashing, a method should be used by which the system
automatically detects and resolyes this problem. Propose a method by which the system can
detect thrashing and a method
to resolve it once it has been detected.
5.21. A distributed system has DSM facility. The process-scheduling mechanism of this system
selects another process to run when a fault occurs for the currently running process, and the
CPU is utilized while the block is being fetched. Two system engineers arguing about how to
better utilize the CPUs of this system have the following opinions:
(a) The first one says that if a large number of processes are scheduled for execution at a
node, the available memory space of the node can be distributed among these processes
so that almost always there will be a ready process to run when a page fault occurs. Thus,
CPU utilization can be kept high.
(b) The second one says that if onlyfew
a processes are scheduled for execution node,
at a
theavailable memory space of the node can be allocated to each of the
processes,
few
and
Thus, CPU utilization can be kept high.
each process will produce fewer page faults.
Whose argument is correct? Give reasons for your answer.
5.22. Whatare the three main approaches for designing a DSM system?
5.23. What are some of the issues involved in building a DSM system on a network of
heterogeneous machines? Suggest suitable methods for handling these issues.
5.24. Are DSM systems suitable for both
LAN and WAN environments? Give reasons for your
answer.
5.25. Suggest some programming practices that will reduce network block faults in a DSM
system.
5.26. Write pseudocode descriptions for handling a block fault in each of the following types of
DSM systems:
NRNMB strategy
(a) A DSM system that uses the
(b) A DSM system that uses the NRMB strategy
(c) A DSM system that uses the
RMB strategy
(d) A DSM system that uses the RNMB strategy
You can make any assumptions that you feel necessary, but state the assumptions made.
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6

SynchronizQtion

6.1 INTRODUOION
A distributed system consistsof a collection of distinct processes that are spatially
separatedand run concurrently. In systems with multiple concurrent processes , it is
economical to share the system resources
(hardwareor software) among the
concurrently
executingprocesses
. In such a situation, sharing may be
cooperativeor competitive. That
is, since the number of available resources computingsystem
in a
is restricted , one process
must necessarily influence the action of other
concurrently executing processes as it
competesfor resources. Forexample,for a resource (such as a tape drive) that cannot be
usedsimultaneouslyby multiple processes, a process willing to use it must wait
another
if
process is using it. At times,
concurrentprocesses must
cooperateeither to achieve the
desired performanceof the computing system or due to the nature of the computation
beingperformed. Typical examples of process
cooperationinvolve two processes that bear
a producer-consumeror client-serverrelationship to each other. For instance, a client
process and a file server process must
cooperatewhen performingfile access operations .
Both cooperativeand competitivesharing requireadherenceto certain rules of behavior
that guaranteethat correct interaction occurs . The rules for enforcing correct interaction
are implementedin the form of synchronizationmechanisms . Thischapter presents
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synchronizationmechanismsthat aresuitable for distributed systems.In particular, the
following synchronization-relatedissues are described:
• Clock synchronization
• Event ordering
• Mutual exclusion
• Deadlock
• Election algorithms

6.2 ClOCK SYNCHRONIZATION
Every computerneeds a timermechanism(called a computerclock) to keep track of
currenttime and also for variousaccounting purposes
such ascalculatingthe time spent
correspondinguser can
by a process in CPUutilization, disk I/(), and so on, so that the
be charged properly. In adistributed system, anapplication may haveprocessesthat
concurrently run on rnultiple nodes of the system. For
correct results, several such
distributed applicationsrequire that theclocks of the nodes aresynchronizedwith each
other. For example, for a distributed on-line reservationsystem to be fair, the only
remainingseat booked almost
simultaneouslyfrom two different nodes should be offered
to the client who booked first, even if the time
differencebetweenthe twobookingsis very
o f the system are
small. It may not bepossibleto guaranteethis if the clocks of the nodes
not synchronized.In a distributedsystem,synchronizedclocks alsoenableone tomeasure
terminateon anothernode,
the durationof distributedactivities that start on one node and
for instance,calculatingthe time taken totransmita message from one node anotherat
to
any arbitrary time. It is difficult to get thecorrect result in this case if the clocks of the
sender andreceivernodes are notsynchronized.There are several other
applicationsof
synchronizedclocks in distributed systems. Some good
examplesof such applications
may be found in [Liskov 1993].
The discussionabove shows that it is the jobo f a distributed operating system
designerto devise and use
suitablealgorithmsfor properly synchronizingthe clocks of a
distributedsystem. This sectionpresentsa descriptionof suchalgorithms.However, for a
better understandingof thesealgorithms, we will first discuss howcomputerclocks are
implementedand what arc the main issues synchronizingthe
in
clocks of a distributed
system.

6.2.1 How Computer Clocks Are Implemented
A computerclock usuallyconsistsof threecomponents-a
quartz crystal thatoscillatesat
a well-definedfrequency, acounterregister, and aconstantregister. Theconstantregister
is used to store aconstantvalue that isdecidedbasedon thefrequencyof oscillation of
the quartz crystal. Thecounterregister is used to keep track of the
oscillations of the
quartz crystal. That is, the value in the
counterregister is decrementedby 1 for each
of the counterregisterbecomeszero, an
oscillation of the quartz crystal. When the value
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interrupt is generatedand its value isreinitialized to the value in theconstantregister.
Eachinterrupt is called a clock tick.
To makethe computerclock function as anordinaryclock used by us in ourday-today life, the following things are done:

1. The value in theconstantregister is chosenso that 60 clock ticks occur in a
second.
2. The computerclock is synchronizedwith realtime (externalclock). For this, two
more values arestored in the system-afixed starting date and time and the
numberof ticks. For example,in UNIX, time beginsat 0000on January1, 1970.
At the time of initial booting,the systemasks theoperatorto enterthe currentdate
and time. Thesystemconvertsthe enteredvalue to thenumberof ticks after the
fixed starting date and time. Atevery clock tick, the interrupt service routine
incrementsthe valueof the numberof ticks to keep theclock running.

6.2.1 Drifting or Clocks
A clock alwaysruns at aconstantrate becauseits quartzcrystaloscillatesat awell-defined
frequency. However,due todifferencesin the crystals,the rates atwhich two clocks run
are normally different from each other. Thedifferencein the oscillation period between
two clocks might be extremely small, but the difference accumulatedover many
oscillationsleads to anobservabledifferencein the timesof the two clocks,no matterhow
accuratelythey wereinitialized to the same value.Therefore,with the passageof time, a
computerclock drifts from the real-time clock that was used for itsinitial setting. For
clocks basedon a quartzcrystal,the drift rate isapproximately10-6 , giving a difference
of 1 secondevery 1,000,000seconds,or 11.6 days[Coulouris et al. 1994]. Hence a
computerclock must be periodically resynchronizedwith the real-time clock to keep it
nonfaulty. Even nonfaulty clocks do not always maintain perfect time. A clock is
considerednonfaultyif thereis aboundon theamountof drift from real time for any given
finite time interval.
More precisely,let us supposethat when the real time is
t, the time value of aclock
p is Cp(t). If all clocks in the world wereperfectly synchronized,we would have Cp(t) =
t for all p and all t. That is, if C denotesthe time valueof a clock, in the ideal casedCldt
should be 1. Therefore,if the maximumdrift rate allowable is p, a clock is said to be
nonfaulty if the following condition holds for it:
dC

l-p~-~l+p

dt

As shown in Figure 6.1, after synchronizationwith a perfect clock, slow and fast
clocks drift in oppositedirectionsfrom the perfectclock. This is becausefor slow clocks
dCldt < 1 and for fastclocks dCldt > 1.
A distributedsystemconsistsof severalnodes,eachwith its own clock, running at
its own speed.Becauseof the nonzerodrift rates of all clocks, the set of clocks of a
distributedsystemdo notremainwell synchronizedwithout someperiodicresynchroniza-
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Fig. 6.1 Slow, perfect,and fast clocks.
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tion. This means that the nodes ofdistributedsystem
a
mustperiodically resynchronize
their local clocks to maintain a global time base across the entire system. Recall from
Figure 6.1 that slow and fast clocks drift oppositedirectionsfrom
in
the perfect clock.
a t after they were
Therefore,of two clocks, if one is slow and one is fast, at a time
synchronized,the maximumdeviation between the time value of the two clocks will be
2pat. Hence, toguaranteethat no two clocks in a set of clocks ever differ by more than
0, the clocks in the set must be
resynchronizedperiodically, with the time interval between
two synchronizationsbeing less than or equal to
0/2p. Therefore,unlike a centralized
system in which only thecomputerclock has to besynchronizedwith the real-time clock,
a distributedsystem requires the following types of clock
synchronization:

1. Synchronizationofthe computer clocks with real-time (or external) clocks.
This
type of synchronizationis mainly required for real-timeapplications.That is, external
clock synchronizationallows the system toexchangeinformation about the timing of
and users.
events with other systems
An external time source that is often used as
referencefor
a
synchronizingcomputer
clocks with real time is theCoordinated Universal Time (UTC).The UTC is an
international standard. Many standard bodies
disseminate UTe signals by radio,
telephone, and satellite. For instance, the WWV radio station in the United States and the
GeostationaryOperational Environmental Satellites (GEOS) are two such standard
bodies.Commercialdevices (calledtime providers) are availableto receive andinterpret
these signals.Computersequipped with time provider devices cansynchronizetheir
clocks with these timing signals.
2. Mutual (or internal) synchronization
o fthe clocksofdifferent nodesofthe system.
This type of synchronizationis mainly required for those applicationsthat require a
consistentview of time across all nodes of d
aistributed system as well as for the
measurementof the duration ofdistributed activities that terminateon a node different
from the one on which they start.
Note thatexternallysynchronizedclocks are also internallysynchronized.However,
the converseis not true because with the
passageof time internally synchronizedclocks
may drift arbitrarily far from external time.
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6.1.3 Clock SynchronlzQtlonIssues
We have seen that no twoclocks can be perfectly synchronized. Therefore, in
practice, two clocks are said to besynchronizedat a particular instanceof time if the
difference in time values of the twoclocks is less thansome specified constant 8.
The difference in time values of two clocks is called clock skew.Therefore,a set of
clocks are said to besynchronizedif the clock skew of any two clocks in this set is
less than 8.
Clock synchronizationrequires each node to read the
o ther nodes' clock values.
The actual mechanism used by a node to readother clocks differs from one
algorithm to another. However, regardlessof the actual reading mechanism,a node
can obtain only an approximateview of its clock skew with respectto other nodes'
clocks in the system. Errors occur mainly becauseof unpredictablecommunication
delays during messagepassing used to deliver a clock signal or a clock message
from one node to another. Aminimum value of the unpredictablecommunication
delays betweentwo nodes can becomputedby counting the time neededto prepare,
transmit, and receive an empty messagein the absenceof transmissionerrors and
any other system load. However, in general, it is rather impossible to calculate the
upper bound of this value becauseit dependson the amount of communicationand
computation going on in parallel in the system, on the possibility that transmission
errors will cause messagesto be transmitted several times, and on other random
events, such aspage faults, processswitches, or the establishmentof new communication routes.
An important issue in clock synchronization is that time must never run
backwardbecausethis could causeseriousproblems,such as therepetition of certain
operationsthat may behazardousin certain cases.Notice that during synchronization
a fast clock has to be slowed down. However, if the time of a fast clock is
readjustedto the actual time all at once, it may lead running
to
the time backward
for that clock. Therefore, clock synchronizationalgorithms are normally designedto
gradually introduce such a changein the fast running clock instead of readjustingit
to the correct time all at once. One way to do this is to
make the interrupt routine
more intelligent. When an intelligent interrupt routine is instructed by the clock
synchronizationalgorithm to slow down its clock, it readjuststhe amount of time to
be addedto the clock time for each interrupt. For example,supposethat if 8 msec is
added to the clock time on each interrupt in the normal situation, when slowing
down, the interrupt routine only adds 7 msec on eachinterrupt until the correction
has been made. Although not necessary,for smooth readjustment, the intelligent
interrupt routine may also advanceits clock forward, if it is found to be slow, by
adding 9 msec oneach interrupt, instead of readjusting it to the correct time all at
once.

6.1.4 ClockSynchronlzQtlonAlgorithms
Clock synchronization algorithms may be broadly classified as centralized and
distributed.
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CentralizedAlgorithms
In centralizedclock synchronizationalgorithmsone node has a
real-time receiver. This
node is usuallycalledthe time servernode,and the clock timeof this node isregardedas
correctand used as the
referencetime. The goal of thealgorithm is to keep theclocksof
all other nodessynchronizedwith the clock time of the time server node.
Dependingon
the role of the time server node,
centralizedclock synchronizationalgorithmsare againof
two types-passivetime serverand active time server.

Passive Time ServerCentralizedAlgorithm. In this method, each node
periodically(with the interval between two periods being less than or equal
to sends
8/2p)
the
it
a message("time = ?") to the time server. When the time server receives message,
quickly responds with a message
("time = T"), where T is the current time in the clock of
the time server node. Let us assume that when the client node sends
"time
the=?"
message, its clock time is
To, and whenit receives the"time = T" message, itsclock time
is T). Since To and T) are measured using the same clock, in the absence of any other
information, the bestestimateof the time requiredfor the propagationof the message
client's node is(T 1 - To)/2. Therefore,when
"time = T" from the time server node to the
the reply is received at the
client's node, itsclock is readjustedto' T+(T 1 - To)/2.
Since there may be
unpredictablevariation in the message
propagationtime between
two nodes, (T) - To)/2 is not a very goodestimateof the time to be added toT for
calculatingthe currenttime of theclient's node clock. Severalproposalshave been made
to improve thisestimatedvalue. Two such methods are
describedbelow. The first one
assumes theavailability of someadditionalinformation and the second one assumes that
no additional information is available:
1. In this method, it is assumed that the
approximatetime taken by the time server
to handle theinterrupt and process a
"time =?" requestmessageis known. Let this time
of the time taken forpropagationof the message
be equal to 1. Then a better estimate
"time = J'" from the tirne server node to the
client's node would be(T) - To-/)/2.
Therefore,in this method, when the reply is received at the
client's node, its clock is
readjustedto T + (T) - To- I )/2.
2. This method wasproposed by Cristian [1989]. In this method, several
measurementso f T) - To are made, and those
measurementsfor which T) - To exceeds
some thresholdvalue areconsideredto be unreliableand discarded. The average
of the
remainingmeasurements
is thencalculated,and half of thecalculatedvalue is used as the
value to be added toT. Alternatively, themeasurementfor which the value of T1- To is
minimum is consideredto be the1110staccurateone, andhalf of this value is used as the
value to be added to
T. One limitation of this approach is the needrestrict
to
the number
of measurements
for estimatingthe value to be added to
T, since these are directly related
to the message trafficgeneratedand theoverheadimposedby the algorithm.

Active Time ServerCentralized Algorithm. In the passive time server
approach, the time server only responds to requests for time from other nodes. On the other
hand, in the active time server approach, the time server
periodically broadcastsits clock
time ("time = T"). The other nodes receive the
broadcastmessage and use the clock time in
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the message for correcting their own clocks. Each node has a priori
knowledgeof the
approximatetime (To) required for thepropagationof the message
"time = T" from the time
sever node to its own node. Therefore, when the broadcast message is received at a node, the
node'sclock isreadjustedto the timeT + To. A major drawback of this method is that it is not
fault tolerant. If the broadcastmessage reaches too late at a node due to some
communicationfault, the clock of that node will be readjusted toincorrectvalue.
an
Another
drawbackof this approach is that it requires broadcast facility be
to supportedby the
network.
Another active time server algorithm that
overcomesthe drawbacksof the above
algorithmis theBerkeleyalgorithm. It was proposed by Gusella and Zatti [1989] for internal
synchronizationof clocks of a group ofcomputersrunning the Berkeley UNIX. In this
algorithm,the time serverperiodicallysends a message
("time = ?") to all thecomputersin
the group. On receiving this message, each
computersends back its clock value to the time
server. The time server has a priori knowledge of approximatetime
the
required for the
propagationof a message from each node to its own node. Based onknowledge,it
this
first
readjuststhe clock valuesof the reply messages. It then takes
efault-tolerant average
of the
clock valuesof all thecomputers(including its own). To take the
fault-tolerantaverage, the
time server chooses a subset of all clock values that do not differ fromanotherby
one
more
than aspecifiedamount, and the average is taken only for the clock values in this subset.
This approacheliminatesreadings from unreliable clocks whose clock values could have a
significantadverse effect if an ordinary average was taken.
The calculated average is the current time to which all the
clocks should be
readjusted. The time server readjusts its own clock to this value. However, instead of
sending thecalculatedcurrenttime back to the othercomputers,the time server sends the
amount by which each individualcomputer'sclock requiresadjustment.This can be a
positive or a negative value and calculatedbased
is
on theknowledgethe time server has
about theapproximatetime required for thepropagationof a message from each node to
its own node.
Centralizedclock synchronizationalgorithmssuffer from two major drawbacks:
I. They are subject to single-point failure. If the time server node fails, the clock
synchronizationoperation cannot be performed. This makes the system unreliable. Ideally, a distributed system should be more reliable than its individual
nodes. If one goes down, the rest should continue to function correctly.
2. From a scalability point of view it is generally not
acceptableto get all the time
requests serviced by a single time server. In a large system, such a solution puts
a heavy burden on that one process.
Distributedalgorithmsovercome these drawbacks.

DistributedAlgorithms
Recall thatexternally synchronizedclocks are also internally synchronized. That is, if
each node'sclock is independentlysynchronizedwith real time, all the clocks of the
system remain mutually synchronized. Therefore, a simple method for clock synchroniza-
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tion may be to equip each node of the system with a real-time
receiverso that eachnode's
clock can beindependentlysynchronizedwith real time. Multiple real-timeclocks (one
for each node) are normally used for this purpose.
Theoretically, internalsynchronizationof clocks is not required in this approach.
However, in practice, due to the inherent inaccuracy of real-time clocks, different realtime clocks produce different time. Therefore, internal
synchronizationis normally
performed for better accuracy. One of the following two
approachesis usually used for
internal synchronizationin this case.

GlobalAveragingDistributedAlgorithms. In this approach, the clock process
at each node broadcasts its local clock time in the form of a special
"resync" message
when its local time equalsTo + iR for some integeri, where To is a fixed time in the past
agreed upon by all nodes and
R is a systemparameterthat depends on such factors as the
total number of nodes in the system, the maximum allowable drift rate, and so on. That
is, a resync message is broadcast from each node at the beginning of every fixed-length
resynchronizationinterval. However, since the clocks of different nodes run at slightly
different rates, these broadcasts will not happen
simultaneouslyfrom all nodes.
After broadcastingthe clock value, the clock process of a node waits for time
T,
where T is a parameterto be determined by the algorithm. During this waiting period, the
clock process collects the resync messages broadcast by other nodes. For each resync
message, the clock process records the time, according to its own clock, when the message
was rcceived. At the end of the waiting period, the clock process estimates the skew of its
clock with respect to each of the other nodes on the basis of the times at which it received
resync messages. It then computes
fault-tolerantaverage
a
of the estimated skews and uses
it to correct the local clock before the start of the next
resynchronizationinterval.
The global averaging algorithms differ mainly in the manner in which the faulttolerant average of the estimated skews is calculated. commonlyused
Two
algorithms are
described here:
1. Thesimplestalgorithm is to take the average of the
estimatedskews and use it as
the correction for the local clock. However, to limit the impact of faulty clocks on the
average value, theestimatedskew with respect to each node is compared against a
threshold, and skews greater than the threshold are set to zero before
computing the
average of theestimatedskews.
2. In another algorithm, each node limits the impact of faulty clocks by first
discarding them highest and m lowestestimatedskews and thencalculatingthe average
of the remaining skews, which is then used ascorrectionfor
the
the local clock. The value
of m is usually decided based on the total number of clocks (nodes).

Localized Averaging Distributed Algorithms. The global averaging algorithms do not scale well because they require the network to support broadcast facility and
also because of the large amount of message traffic generated. Therefore, they are suitable
for small networks, especially for those that have fully
connectedtopology (in which each
node has a directcommunicationlink to every other node). The localized
averaging
algorithms attempt to overcome these
drawbacksof the global averaging algorithms. In
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this approach, the nodes ofdistributedsystem
a
are logically arranged in some kind
of
pattern, such as a ring or a grid. Periodically, each node
exchangesits clock time with its
neighbors in the ring, grid, or other structure and then sets its clock time to the average
of its own clock time and the clock times of its neighbors.

6.2.5 (aseStudy: Distributed nme Service
Two popularservices forsynchronizingclocks and for providing timinginformationover
a wide varietyof interconnectednetworks are the Distributed Time Service (DTS) and the
Network Time Protocol (NTP). DTS is acomponentof DCE (Distributed Computing
Environment)that is used tosynchronizeclocks of a network ofcomputersrunning DCE,
and NTP is used in the Internet for clock
synchronization.DTS is briefly describedbelow
as a case study of clock
synchronization.Details of NTP can be found in [Mills 1991].
In a DeEsystem, each node is configured as either
DTS
a client or a DTS server.On
each DTS client node runs a daemon process called
DTSa clerk.To synchronizeits local
clock, each DTS clerk makes requests to the DTS servers on the same LAN for timing
information.The DTS servers provide timing information to DTS clerks or to other DTS
servers upon request. To make them publicly known, each DTS server exports its name to
a LAN profile.
DTS does not define time as a single value. Instead, time
expressed
is
as an interval
containingthe correcttime. By using intervals instead of values, DTS provides the users
with a clear idea of how far off the clock mightbe from reference time.
A DTS clerk synchronizesits local clock in the following manner. It keeps track of
the drift rateof its local clock, and whenit discovers that the time error of the local clock
hasexceededthe allowable limit, it initiatesresynchronizationby doing an RPC with all
the DTS servers on its LAN requesting for the time. Each DTS server that receives this
message returns a reply
containinga time interval based on the
server'sown clock. From
the receivedreplies, the DTS clerk computes its new value of time in the following
manner(see Fig. 6.2 for an example). At first, time intervals that do not intersect with the
majority of time intervals areconsideredto be faulty and discarded. For instance, in Figure
6.2, the value supplied by DTS server 3 is discarded. Then the largest
intersectionfalling
within the remainingintervals is computed. The DTS clerk then resets its clock value to
the midpoint of this interval. However, instead
o f resetting the clock to the calculated
value all at once, anintelligent interrupt routine is used to gradually
introduce such a
change in the clock time.
of the method of intersection for
computingnew clock value,
Note that due to the use
it is recommendedthat each LAN in a DCE system should have at least three DTS servers
to provide time information.
In addition to DTS clerkssynchronizingtheir clocks with DTS servers, the DTS
serversof a LAN also communicateamong themselves
periodically to keep their clocks
mutually synchronized.They also use the algorithm of Figure 6.2 computethe
to
new
clock value.
So far we have seen how clocks of nodes belonging to the same LAN are
synchronized.However, a DCE system. may have several
interconnectedLANs. In this
case, a need arises synchronize
to
the clocks of all nodes in the network. For this, one DTS
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Timeintervals
supplied by

-----.~

Time

DTS server 1

DTS server 2

DTS server 3

Discarded
interval
DTS server 4
Largestintersection falling
within the remaining intervals I
I

Midpoint of this interval
is the new clock value
Fig.6.2 Computation of new clock value in DTS from obtained time intervals.

server of each LAN is designated.global
a
server.Although not necessary for external
synchronization,it is recommendedthat each global server be
equippedwith a time
provider device to receiveUTe signals. The global servers of all LANs
communicate
among themselvesperiodically to keep their clocks mutually synchronized. Since the
global server of a LAN is also a DTS server, its clock valueautomaticallyused
is
to
synchronizethe clocks of other nodes in the LAN. In this manner, DTS
synchronizesthe
clocks of all nodes in the network.
DTS is transparentto DeE users in the sense that users cannot access DTS directly.
However, DTSapplication programminginterface (API) provides a rich set of library
proceduresto allow DTS applicationsto perform time-relatedactivities to control their
executions. In particular, there are library procedures to get the current time,
convert
to
between binary and ASCII
representations
of time, to manipulate binary time
information,
to comparetwo times, to perform arithmetic operations on times, to get time zone
information,and so on. In addition, there is an
administrativeinterface to DTS that allows
a system administratorto perform administrativeoperations such as
configuring and
dynamically reconfiguring the number of DTS clients and DTS servers on a LAN,
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changing a DTS server into a global server when the global server of a LAN fails, and
setting the maximum inaccuracy and error tolerance to decide how frequently
resynchronizationshould take place.

6.3 EVENT ORDERING
Keeping the clocks in a distributed system synchronized to within 5 or 10 msec is an
expensiveand nontrivial task. Lamport [1978] observed that for most applications it is not
necessary tokeepthe clocks in a distributed system synchronized. Rather, it is sufficient
to ensure that all events that occur in a distributed system be totally ordered in a manner
that is consistentwith an observed behavior.
For partial ordering of events, Lamport defined a new relation called
happenedbefore and introduced the concept of logical clocks for ordering of events based on the
happened-beforerelation. He then gave a distributed algorithm extending his idea of
partial ordering to a consistent total ordering of all the events in a distributed system. His
idea is presented below.

6.3.1 HOPfMn.d-kfor. Ralotlon
The happened-before
relation (denoted by~) on a set of events satisfies the following
conditions:
1. If a and b are events in the same process and
a occurs beforeb, then a ~ b.
2. If a is the event of sending a message by one processb and
is the event of the
receipt of the same message by another process,athen
~ b. This condition holds
by the law of causality because a receiver cannot receive a message until the
sender sends it, and the time taken to propagate a message from its sender to its
receiveris always positive.
3. If a ~ b andb ~ c, thena ~ c. That is, happened-before is a transitive relation.
Notice that in a physically meaningful system, an event cannot happen before itself,
that is, a ~ a is not true for any eventa. This implies thathappened-beforeis an
irreflexive partial ordering on the set of all events in the system.
In terms of thehappened-before
relation, two eventsa andb are said to beconcurrent
if they are not related by the happened-before relation. That is, neither
a ~ b nor b --7 a
is true. This is possible if the two events occur in different processes that do not exchange
messageseither directly or indirectly via other processes. Notice that this definition of
concurrencysimply means that nothing can be said about when the two events happened
or which one happened first. That is, two events are concurrent if neither can causally
affect the other. Due to this reason, the happened-before relation is sometimes also known
as the relation ofcausalordering.
A space-timediagram (such as the one shown in Fig. 6.3) is often used to illustrate
the conceptsof the happened-before
relation and concurrent events. In this diagram, each
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Process P1

Process P2

Process P 3

Fig.6.3 Space-time diagram for three processes.

vertical line denotes a process, each dot on a vertical line denotes an event in the
correspondingprocess,and each wavy line denotes a message transfer from one process
to another in the direction of the arrow.
From this space-time diagram it is easy to see that for two events
a and b, a ~ b is
true if and only if there exists a path from
a to b by moving forward intime along process
and message lines in the direction of the arrows. For example, some of the events of
Figure 6.3 that are related by the happened-before relation are
elO ~ ell
e30 ~ e24
ell ~ e32

e20 ~ e24

(since e30 -)
(since e II ~

ell ~ e23

e22

and e22

e23' e23

e2l ~ el3

~ e24)

~ e24'

and e24 ~

e32)

On the other hand, two events
a and b are concurrent if and only if no path exists
of Figure
either from a to b or frOITI b to a. For example, some of the concurrent events
6.3 are

6.3.2 logicalClocksConcept
To determine that an event
a happened before an event
b, either a common clock or
a set of perfectly synchronized clocks is needed. We have seen that neither of these is
available in a distributed system. Therefore, in a distributed system
happened-before
the
relation must be defined without the use of globally synchronized physical clocks.
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Lamport [1978] provided a solution for this problem byintroducing the concept of
logical clocks.
The logical clocksconceptis a way toassociatea timestamp(which may be simply
a numberindependento f any clock time) with each system event so that events that are
related to eachother by the happened-beforerelation (directly or indirectly) can be
properly orderedin that sequence.Under this concept, eachprocessP; has a clock C;
associatedwith it that assigns anumberC,{a) to any eventa in that process. The clock of
eachprocessis calleda logical clock becauseno assumptionis made about the relation of
the numbersC;(a) to physical time. In fact, the logical clocks may
be implementedby
counterswith no actual timingmechanism.With each process having its own clock, the
b the
entire systemof clocks isrepresentedby the function C, which assigns to any event
numberC(b), where C(b) = Cj(b) if b is an event in process
Pj.
The logical clocksof a system can be
consideredto be correct if the events of the
system that are related to each other by happened-before
the
relation can beproperly
orderedusing these clocks.
Therefore,the timestampsassignedto the events by the system
of logical clocks must satisfy the followingclock condition:
For any twoeventsa and b. if a

~

b. then C(a) < C(b).

Note that wecannotexpectthe conversecondition to hold as well, since that would
imply that any twoconcurrentevents mustoccurat the same time, which is not
necessarily
true for all concurrentevents.

6.3.3 Impl.m.ntatlonof logicalClocks
From thedefinition of the happened-beforerelation, it follows that theclock condition
mentionedabove issatisfiedif the following conditionshold:

Cl: If a and b are two events within the same process
Pi and a occurs beforeb, then
Ci(a) < Cj(b).
C2: If a is the sending of amessageby processPi and b is the receiptof that message
by processPj, then C;(a) < Cj(b).
In additionto theseconditions,which arenecessaryto satisfy the clockcondition,the
following condition is necessaryfor the correctfunctioning of the system:

C3: A clock C, associatedwith a process Pi must always go forward, never
backward.That is, correctionsto time of a logical clock must always be made by
addinga positive value to the clock, never by
subtractingvalue.
Obviously,any algorithmused forimplementinga set of logical clocks must satisfy
all these threeconditions.The algorithm proposedby Lamport is given below.
To meet conditions CI, C2, and C3, Lamport's algorithm uses the following
implementationrules:
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IRl: Each processPi incrementsC, betweenany two successiveevents.
IR2: If event a is the sending of a message
m by processPi' the messagem contains
m a processPj setsC, greater
a timestampTm =Cia), and uponreceivingthe message
than or equal to its present value but
greaterthan Tm :
Rule IR1 ensuresthat conditionC 1 is satisfiedand rule IR2 ensures that
conditionC2
is satisfied. Both IR 1 and IR2 ensure that
conditionC3 is also satisfied. Hence the simple
implementationrules IR 1 and IR2guaranteea correct systemof logical clocks.
The implementationof logical clocks can best be
illustratedwith an example.How
a systemof logical clocks can beimplementedeither by using counters with no actual
timing mechanismor by using physical clocks is shown below.

Implementationof Logical Clocksby Using Counters
As shown in Figure 6.4, twoprocessesPI and P2 each have acounter C I and C2 ,
respectively. Thecounters act as logical clocks. At the beginning, the
counters are
initialized to zero and a process
incrementsits counterby 1 wheneveran event occurs in
that process. If the event is sending of a message (e.g., events
e04 and e14), the process
includes theincrementedvalue of thecounterin the message. On the other hand, if the
e)3 and e~g), instead of simplyincrementing
event isreceivingof a message (e.g., events
the counterby 1, a check is made to see
if the incrementedcountervalue is less than or
equal to thetimestampin the received message. If so, the
countervalue iscorrectedand

C1=8

eoa

C1=7

eo7

C1=6

Bos

C1=5

Bos

C1=4

904

C1=3

e03

C1=2

Bo2

C1=1

eo1

e13
Q)

E

t=

C1=O - - " ' - - - - - - - -.........-

Process
Fig. 6.4

Pt

C2=-35

since 3 is less than
timestamp 4

C2 =0

Process P2

Example illustrating the
implementationof logical clocks by using counters.
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set to 1 plus the timestamp in the received message (e.g., in eJ3).
eventIf not, the counter
value is left as it is (e.g., in event
e08).

Implementationof Logical Clocks by Using Physical
Clocks
The implementationof the example of Figure 6.4 by using physical clocks instead of
counters is shown in Figure 6.5. In this case, each process has a physical clock associated
with it. Each clock runs at caonstantrate. However, the rates at which different clocks run
are different. For instance, in the example of Figure 6.5, when the clock
of processPI has
ticked 10 times, the clock of process
P2 has ticked only 8 times.

Physicalclock times if
no correctionswere made

Physical clock times
after corrections (if any)

101

e08

110

88

93

907

100

80

85

806

90

72

77

90s

80

64

69

70

56

61

CD

E

i=

Bo4

60
50

803

40

802

30
---20

eo1

10
0
Process P1

------------- ..

-------------- ....

----------------------------------------

--------------

614

913

48
40
32

812

24
16

8

---- 911

0
Process P2

Fig. 6.5 Example illustrating theimplementationof logical clocks by using physical
clocks.

To satisfy condition C I, the only requirement is that the physical clock of a
process must tick at least once between any two events in that process. This is usually
not a problem because computerclock
a
is normally designed to click several times
between two events that happen in quick succession. To satisfy condition C2, for a
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message-sendingevent (e.g., eventse04 and eI4), the process sending the
message
includes itscurrent physical time in the message. And formessage-receiving
a
event
(e.g., eventsel3 and e~g), a check is made to see if the current time in the
receiver's
clock is less than or equal to the time included in the message. If so,receiver's
the
physical clock is correctedby fast forwarding its clock tobe 1 more than the time
included in the message(e.g., in evente13). If not, the receiver'sclock is left as it is
(e.g., in event e~g).

6.3.4 Total Or.rlng of Ev.nts
We have seen how a system of clocks
satisfying the clock condition can be used to
order the events of a system based on happened-before
the
relationship among the
events. We simply need to order the events by the times at which they occur.
However, recall that thehappened-beforerelation is only a partial ordering on the set
of all events in the system. With this
event-orderingscheme, it is possible that two
events a and b that are not related by the
happened-beforerelation (either directly or
indirectly) may have the sametimestamps associatedwith them. For instance, if
events a and b happen respectivelyin processesPI and P2' when the clocks of both
processesshow exactly the same time (say 100), both events will have
timestampof
a
100. In this situation, nothing can be said about the order of the two events.
Therefore,for total ordering on the set of all system events, an additional
requirement
is desirable: No two events ever occur at exactly the same time. To fulfill this
requirement,Lamport proposed the use of any arbitrary total ordering of the processes.
For example, process identity numbers may be used to break ties and to create a total
ordering of events. For instance, in the
situation described above, thetimestamps
associatedwith events a and b will be 100.001 and100.002,respectively, where the
process identity numbers of
processesPI and.P2 are 001 and 002, respectively. Using
this method, we now have a way to assign a unique timestamp to each event in a
distributed system to provide a totalordering of all events in the system.

6.4 MUTUAL EXCLUSION
There are severalresourcesin a system that must not be used simultaneously
by multiple
processesif program operation is to be correct. For example, a file must not be
simultaneouslyupdated by multiple processes. Similarly, use of unit record
peripherals
such as tape drives or printers must restrictedto
be
a single process at a time.
Therefore,
exclusive access to such a. shared resource by a process must be ensured. This
exclusivenessof access is calledmutual exclusionbetween processes. The sections of a
programthat needexclusiveaccess to shared
resourcesare referred to as
critical sections.
For mutual exclusion, means areintroduced to prevent processes fromexecuting
concurrentlywithin their associatedcritical sections.
An algorithm for implementing mutual exclusion must satisfy the following
requirements:
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1. Mutual exclusion.Given a shared resource accessed by multiple
concurrent
processes, at any time only one process should access the resource. That is, a
process that has been granted the resource must release it itbefore
can be granted
to another process.
2. No starvation.If every process that is granted the resource
eventuallyreleases it,
every request mustbe eventuallygranted.
In single-processorsystems, mutual exclusion is implemented using semaphores,
monitors, and similar constructs. The three basic approaches used by different algorithms
for implementingmutual exclusion in distributed systems are described below. Interested
readers who want to explore further on this topic may refer to [Agarwal and Abbadi 1991,
Bulgannawarand Vaidya 1995,Rayna11991,Sanders 1987, Suzuki and Kasami 1985]. To
simplify our description,we assume that each process resides at a different node.

6.4. 1 C.ntrallzM Approach
In this approach, one of theprocessesin the system is elected as the
coordinator
(algorithmsfor electing acoordinatorare described later in this chapter) and
coordinates
the entry to the critical sections. Each process that wants to enter a critical section must
first seek permission from the coordinator. If no other process is currently in that critical
section, thecoordinatorcan immediately grant permission to the requesting process.
However, if two or more processes
concurrentlyask for permission to enter the same
critical section, thecoordinator grants permission to only one process at a time in
accordance with some
schedulingalgorithm. After executing a critical section, when a
process exits the critical section, it must notify the
coordinatorso that thecoordinatorcan
grantpermissionto anotherprocess (if any) that has also asked permissionto
for
enter the
same critical section.
An algorithm for mutual exclusion that uses the centralized approach is described
here with the help of an example. As shown in Figure 6.6, let us suppose that there is a
coordinatorprocess(Pc:) and three other processes
PI' P2 , and P3 in the system. Also
assume that the' requests are granted in the first-come, first-served order for which the
PI wants to enter a critical section for
coordinatormaintains a request queue. Suppose
which it sends arequestmessage toPc. On receiving the request message,
Pc checks to
see whether some
otherprocessis currently in that critical section. Since no other process
is in the critical section,P; immediatelysends back areply message granting permission
to Pl. When the reply arrives,PI enters the critical section.
Now suppose that while
PI is in the critical sectionP2 asks forpermissionto enter
Pc.to
SincePI is already in the
the same critical section by sending a request message
critical section, P2 cannot be granted permission. The exact method used to deny
permissionvaries from one algorithm to another. For our algorithm, let us assume that the
coordinatordoes not return any reply and the process that made the request remains
blocked until it receives the reply from the coordinator. Therefore,
P, does not send a reply
to P2 immediatelyand enters its request in the request queue.
Again suppose that whilePI is still in the critical sectionP3 also sends a request
message toP; asking for permissionto enter the same critical section. Obviously,
P3
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cannotbe grantedpermission,so no reply is sentimmediatelyto P3 by PC' and itsrequest
is queuedin the requestqueue.
Now supposeP I exits the critical sectionand sendsa releasemessageto P; releasing
its exclusiveaccessto the critical section.On receivingthe releasemessage,P; takes the
first request from the queue of deferred requestsand sends a replymessageto the
correspondingprocess,granting it permissionto enter the critical section. Therefore,in
this case,P; sends a replymessageto P z.
On receivingthe reply message,P2 entersthe critical section,and when it exits the
critical section,it sends areleasemessageto Pc. Again P; takesthe first requestfrom the
requestqueue(in this caserequestof P 3 ) and sends a replymessageto the corresponding
process(P3)' On receiving the reply message,P3 entersthe critical section,and when it
m ore
exits the critical section,it sendsa releasemessageto Pc. Now since there are no
requests,P, keeps waiting for the next requestmessage.
This algorithm ensuresmutual exclusionbecause,at a time, thecoordinatorallows
only one processto entera critical section.The algorithm also ensuresthat no starvation
will occur becauseof the use of first-come, first-served schedulingpolicy. The main
advantagesof this algorithm is that it is simple to implement and requiresonly three
messagesper critical sectionentry: a request,a reply, and a release.
However, it suffers
from the usualdrawbacksof centralizedschernes.T hat is, a single coordinatoris subject
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to a single point of failure and can becomeperformancebottleneckin
a
a large system.
Furthermore, for failure handling, means must be provided to detect a failure of the
coordinator, to elect a unique new coordinator, and to reconstruct its request queue before
the computationcan be resumed.

6.4.1 Dlstribut.dApproach
In thedistributedapproach, the decision making for mutual exclusiondistributedacross
is
the entire system. That is, all
processesthat want to enter the same critical section
cooperate
with each other before reaching a decision on which process will enter the critical section
next. The first such algorithm was presented by Lamport [1978] based on
event-ordering
his
schemedescribedin Section ·6.3. Later, Ricart and Agrawala [1981] proposed a more
efficient algorithm that also requires there be a total ordering of all events in the system. As
an example of a distributedalgorithm for mutual exclusion, Ricart andAgrawala's
algorithm is described below. In the following description we assumeLamport'seventthat
ordering scheme is used generate
to
a unique timestamp for each event in the system.
When a process wants to enter a critical section, it sends a request message to all
other processes. The message contains the following information:
1. The processidentifier of the process
2. The name of the critical section that the process wants to enter
3. A unique timestampgeneratedby the process for the request message
On receiving a request message, a process either
immediately sends back a reply
message to the sender or defers sending a reply based on the following rules:
1. If the receiverprocess isitself currently executing in the critical section, it simply
queues the request message and defers sending a reply.
2. If the receiverprocess is currently not executing in the critical section but is
waiting for its turn to enter the critical section, it compares timestampin
the
the
received request message with the
timestampin its own request message that it
has sent to other processes. If the timestamp of the received request message is
lower, it means that the
senderprocess made a request before the recciver process
to enter the critical section. Therefore, the receiver process immediately sends
back a reply message to the sender. On the other hand, receiverprocess's
if the
own request message has a lower timestamp,receiverqueues
the
the received
request message and defers sending a reply message.
3. If the receiverprocess neither is in the critical section nor is waiting for its turn
to enter the critical section, it immediately sends back a reply message.
A process that sends out a request message keeps waiting for reply messages from
other processes. It enters the critical section as soon as it has received reply messages from
all processes. After it finishes
executingin the critical section, it sends reply messages to
all processesin its queue and deletes them from its queue.
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To illustrate how the algorithm works, let us consider the example of Figure 6.7.
There are four processes
PI, P2' P3' and P4' While processP4 is in a critical section,
processesPI and P2 want to enter the same critical section. To get permission from other
PI and P2 send request messages with timestamps 6 and 4
processes, processes
6.7(a)).
respectively to other processes (Fig.
Now let us consider the situation in Figure7(b).
6. Since processP4 is already in the
critical section, it defers sending a reply messagePIto and P2 and enters them in its
queue. Process
P3 is currently not interested in the critical section, so it sends a reply

TS=6

Fig. 6.7 Example illustrating thedistributedalgorithm for mutual exclusion:(a) status
when processesP I and P2 send request messages to other processes while
processP4 is already in the critical section;(b) status while processP4 is
P4 exits critical section;(d)
still in critical section; (c) status after process
status after process
P2 exits critical section.
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messageto PI and enters
messageto both PI and Pz. ProcessPz defers sending a reply
P1 in its queuebecausethe timestamp(4) in its own requestmessageis less than the
timestamp(6) in PI'S requestmessage. On the other hand,
PI immediatelyreplies toP2
becausethe timestamp(6) in its requestmessage is found to be
greaterthan thetimestamp
(4) of P2'S request message.
Next considerthe situation in Figure 6.7{c). When processP4 exits the critical
section, it sends a reply
messageto all processesin its queue (in this case to
processesPI
and P2) and deletes them from its queue. Now since process
P2 has receiveda reply
messagefrom all otherprocesses( PI' P3 , and P4), it enters the critical section. However,
processPI continuesto wait since it has not yet received a reply
messagefrom process

P2 •

Finally, when processP2 exits the critical section, it sends a reply
messageto PI (Fig.
6.7(d». Now since processPI has receiveda reply message from all other processes, it
enters the critical section.
The algorithm guaranteesmutual exclusionbecause a process can
enter its critical
section only after gettingpermissionfrom all other processes, and in the case of
conflict
a
only one of the conflicting processescan getpermissionfrom all other processes. The
algorithm also ensures freedom from
starvation since entry to the critical section is
scheduledaccordingto the timestampordering. It has also been proved by Ricart and
Agrawala [1981] that thealgorithm is free from deadlock.Furthermore,if there aren
processes,the algorithm requiresn-I requestmessagesand n-l reply messages,giving a
total of 2(n-I) messagesper critical section entry. However, this
algorithm suffers from
the following drawbacksbecauseof the requirementthat all processesmust participatein
a critical section entry request by any process:
1. In a system havingn processes,the algorithm is liable to n points of failure
because if one of the
processesfails, the entire scheme collapses. This is because the failed
process will not reply torequestmessages that will be falsely
interpretedas denial of
permissionby the requestingprocesses,causing all the requestingprocessesto wait
indefinitely.
Tanenbaum [1995]proposeda simple modification to the algorithm to solve this
problem. In the modifiedalgorithm, insteadof remainingsilent by deferringthe sending
of the reply message in cases when
permissioncannot be granted immediately, the
receiversends a"permissiondenied" reply messageto the requestingprocessand then
later sends anOK message when the
permissioncan be granted.Therefore, a reply
message(either "permissiondenied" or OK) isimmediatelysent to therequestingprocess
in any case.I f the requestingprocessdoes not receive a reply from a process within a fixed
timeoutperiod, iteitherkeeps trying until the process replies concludes
or
that the process
has crashed. When the
requestingprocess receives "permissiondenied"reply
a
message
from one or moreof the processes,it blocks until an OKmessageis received from allo f
them.
2. The algorithm requires that each process know the identity of all the processes
participatingin the mutual-exclusionalgorithm.This requirementmakesimplementation
of the algorithmcomplexbecauseeach processo f a group needs to
dynamicallykeep track
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of the processes entering or leaving the group.
That is, when a process joinsa group, it

must receive the names of all the other processes in the group, and the name of the new
process must be distributed to all the other processes in the group. Similarly, when a
processleavesthe group or crashes,all membersof that group must beinformed so that
they can delete it from their membershiplist. Updating of the membershiplist is
particularlydifficult whenrequestand replymessagesare alreadybeingexchangedamong
the processesof the group. Therefore,the algorithm is suitableonly for groups whose
memberprocessesare fixed and do notc hangedynamically.
3. In this algorithm, a processwilling to entera critical sectioncan do so onlyafter
communicatingwith all other processesand getting permissionfrom them. Therefore,
assumingthat thenetwork can handleonly one messageat a time, thewaiting time from
the momentthe processmakesa requestto entera critical region until it actually enters
the critical section is the time for exchanging2(n-1) messagesin a system having n
processes.This waiting time may be large ifthereare too manyprocessesin the system.
Therefore,the algorithm is suitableonly for a small group of cooperatingprocesses.
Some improvementsto this algorithm have beenproposedin the literature. For
instance, a simple improvement is possible by using the idea of majority consensus
rather than the consensusof all other processesfor critical section entry [Tanenbaum
1995]. That is, in an algorithm that uses the ideaof majority consensus,a processcan
enter a critical section as soon as it hascollected permissionfrom a majority of the
other processes,r ather than from all of them. Note that in thisalgorithm a processcan
grant permissionfor a critical sectionentry to only a single processat a time. Twoother
possibleimprovementsto the algorithm can befound in [Carvalhoand Roucairol 1983,
Maekawa et al. 1987).

6.4.3 Token-Passing Approach
In this method, mutual exclusion is achievedby using asingle token that iscirculated
amongthe processesin the system.A token is a special type of messagethat entitles its
holder to enter a critical section. For fairness,the processesin the systemare logically
organizedin a ring structure,and the token iscirculated from one processto another
aroundthe ring always in the samedirection (clockwise or anticlockwise).
The algorithm works asfollows. When a processreceivesthe token, itchecksif it
wants toentera critical sectionand acts asfollows:
• If it wants toentera critical section,it keepsthe token, entersthe critical section,
and exits from thecritical sectionafter finishing its work in thecritical section.It
then passesthe tokenalong the ring to itsneighborprocess.Note that theprocess
can enteronly one critical section when it receivesthe token. If it wants to enter
anothercritical section, it must wait until it gets the token again.
• If it does not want toentera critical section,it just passesthe tokenalongthe ring
to its neighborprocess.Therefore"if none of the processesis interestedin entering
a critical section,the token simply keepscirculating aroundthe ring.
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Mutual exclusion is guaranteed by the algorithm because at any instance of time only
one process can be in a critical section, since there is only a single token. Furthermore,
since the ring is unidirectional and a process is permitted to enter only one critical section
each time it gets the token, starvation cannot occur. In this algorithm the number of
messages per critical section entry may vary from 1 (when every process always wants to
enter a critical section) to an unbounded value (when no process wants to enter a critical
section). Moreover, for a total ofn processes in the system, the waiting time from the
moment a process wants to enter a critical
sectionuntil its actual entry may vary from the
time needed to exchange 0 n-l
to token-passing messages. Zero token-passing messages
are needed when the process receives the token just when it wants to enter the critical
section, whereasn -I messages are needed when the process wants to enter the critical
sectionjust after it has passed the token to its neighbor process.
The algorithm, however, requires the handling of the following types of failures:
1. Process failure.A process failure in the system causes the logical ring to break.
In such a situation, a new logical ring must be established to ensure the continued
circulation of the token among other processes. This requires detection of a failed process
and dynamic reconfiguration
of the logical ring when a failed process is detected or when
a failed process recovers after failure.
Detection of a failed process can be easily done by making
it a rule that a
process receiving the token from its neighbor always sends an acknowledgment
message to its neighbor. With this rule, a process detects that its neighbor has failed
when it sends the token to it but does not receive the acknowledgment message within
a fixed timeout period. On the other hand, dynamic reconfiguration of the logical ring
can be done by maintaining the current ring configuration with each process. When a
process detects that its neighbor has failed, it removes the failed process from the
group by skippingit and passing the token to the process after it (actually to the next
alive process in the sequence). When a process becomes alive after recovery, it simply
informs the neighbor previous to it in the ring so that it gets the token during the next
round of circulation.
2. Lost token.If the token is lost, a new token must be generated. Therefore, the
algorithm must also have mechanisms to detect and regenerate a lost token. One method
to solve this problem is to designate one of the processes on the ring as a "monitor"
process. The monitor process periodically circulates a "who has the token?" message on
the ring. This.message rotates around the ring from one process to another. All processes
simply pass this message to their neighbor process, except the process that has the token
when it receives this message. This process writes its identifier in a special field of the
message before passing it to its neighbor. When the message returns to the monitor
process after one complete round, it checks the special field of the message. If there is no
entry in this field, it concludes that the token has been lost, generates a new token, and
circulates it around the ring.
There are two problems associated with this
method-themonitor process may
itself fail and the "who has the token?" message may itself get lost. Both problems may
be solvedby using more than one monitor processes. Each monitor process independently checks the availability of the token on the ring. However, when a monitor process
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detects that the token is lost, it holds election
an
with other monitor processesto decide
which monitor process will generate and
circulate a new token(election algorithmsare
describedlater in this chapter). Anelection is needed toprevent the generationof
multiple tokens that may happen when each monitor process
independentlydetects that
the token is lost, and each one
generatesa new token.

6.5 DEADLOCK
We saw in the previous section that there are several
resourcesin a system for which
the resource allocation policy must ensure
exclusiveaccess by a process. Since a system
consists of a finite number of units of each resource type (for example, three printers,
six tape drives, four disk drives, two CPUs, etc.), multiple
concurrent processes
normally have tocompeteto use a resource. In this
situation, the sequence of events
required to use a resource by a process is as follows:

I. Request.The process first makes a request for the resource. If requested
the
resource is not available, possibly
becauseit is being used by another process, the
requesting process must wait until the requested resource is allocated to it by the
system. Note that if the system has multiple units of the requested resource type, the
allocation of any unit of the type will satisfy the request. Also note that a process may
request as many units of a resource as it requires with the restriction that
number
the
of units requested may not exceed the total
number of available units of the
resource.
2. Allocate. The system allocates the resource to the
requestingprocess as soon
as possible. It maintains a table in which
it records whether each resource is free or
allocatedand, if it is allocated,to which process. If therequestedresource iscurrently
allocated to another process, the
requestingprocess is added to a queue
of processes
waiting for this resource. Once the system
allocates the resource to therequesting
process, that process can
exclusively use the resource by
operatingon it.

3. Release.After the process has finished using the allocated resource, it releases the
resource to the system. The system table records are updated at the allocationand
time of
release to reflect the current status availability
of
of resources.

requestand releasefor
The request and release resources
of
are system calls, such as
devices, open and closefor files, and allocate andfree for memory space. Notice that
of
the threeoperations,allocate is the only operationthat the system can control. The
other
two operationsare initiated by a process.
With the above-mentionedpattern of request,allocation, and release of resources,
if the total request made by multiple
concurrentprocessesfor resources of a certain
type exceeds the amount available, some strategy is needed to order
assignment
the
of
resources in time. Care must be taken that the strategy applied
cannot cause a
deadlock, that is, a situation in whichcompeting processesprevent their mutual
progresseven though no single one requests more
resourcesthan are available. It may
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happen that some
o f the processes that entered the waiting state (because the requested
resources were not available at the time of request) will never again change state,
because the resources they have requested are held by other waiting processes. This
situation is calJeddeadlock, and the processes involved are said to deadlocked.
be
Hence, deadlock is the state of
permanentblocking of a set ofprocesseseach of
which is waiting for an event that only another process in the set can cause. All the
processes in the set block permanently because all the processes are waiting and hence
none of them will ever cause any of the events that could wake up any of the other
membersof the set.
A deadlocksituation can be best
explainedwith the help of an example. Suppose
that a system has two tape drivesI and
T T2 and the resourceallocation strategy is
such that a requested resourceimmediatelyallocated
is
to therequesterif the resource
is free. Also suppose that two
concurrentprocessesPI and P2 make requests for the
tape drives in the following order:
1.

PI

requests for one tape drive and the system allocates
it.
I to T

2. P2 requests for one tape drive and the system allocates
T2 to it.

3. PI requests for one more tape drive and enters a waiting state because no tape
drive is presently available.
4. P2 requests for one more tape drive and it also enters a waiting state because no
tape drive is presently available.

From now on, PI and P2 will wait for each other indefinitely, sincePI will not
release T I until it gets T2 to carry out its designated task, that is, not until
P2 has
released T2 , whereas Pz will not release T2 until it gets TI . Therefore, the two
processes are in a state of deadlock. Note that the requests made by the two processes
are totally legal because each is requesting for only two tape drives, which is the total
number of tape drives available in the system. However, the deadlock problem occurs
because the total requests of both processes exceed the total number
of units for the
tape drive and the resource allocation policy is such that
immediately
it
allocates a
resource on request if the resource is free.
In the context of deadlocks, the term"resource" applies not only to physical
objects (such as tape and disk drives, printers, CPU cycles, and memory space) but
also to logical objects (such as a locked record in a database, files, tables, semaphores,
and monitors). However, these resources should permit exclusive
only
use by a single
process at a time and should be
nonpreemptable.A nonpreemptableresource is one
that cannot be taken away from a process to which it was allocated until the process
voluntarily releases it. If taken away, it has ill effects on the
computation already
performed by the process. For example, a printer is nonpreemptableresource
a
because taking the printer away from a process that has started printing but has not
yet completedits printing job and giving it to another process may produce printed
output that contains a mixture of the output of the two processes. This is certainly
unacceptable.
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6.5.1 Necessary Conditions for Deadlock
Coffman et al. [1971] stated that the
following conditionsare necessaryfor a deadlock
situation to occur in a system:
1. Mutual-exclusioncondition. If a resourceis held by aprocess,any otherprocess
requestingfor that resourcemust wait until theresourcehas beenreleased.
2. Hold-and-wait condition. Processesare allowed to requestfor new resources
without releasingthe resourcesthat they arecurrently holding.
3. No-preemptioncondition. A resourcethat has beenallocatedto a processbecomes
available for allocation to another processonly after it has beenvoluntarily
releasedby the processholding it.
4. Circular-wait condition. Two or more processesmust form a circular chain in
which eachprocessis waiting for a resourcethat is held by the nextmemberof
the chain.

All four conditionsmust holdsimultaneouslyin a systemfor a deadlockto occur. If
anyoneof them isabsent,no deadlockcan occur.Notice that the fourconditionsare not
completely independentbecausethe circular-wait condition implies the hold-and-wait
condition. Although these fourconditionsare somewhatinterrelated,it is quite useful to
considerthem separatelyto devise methodsfor deadlockprevention.

6.5.2 Deadlock Modeling
Deadlockscan be modeledusingdirectedgraphs.Beforepresentinga graphicalmodel for
deadlocks,some terminology from graph theoryis needed:
1. Directed graph. A directedgraph is a pair(N, E), where N is a nonemptyset of
nodes andE is a set ofdirectededges.A directededge is anorderedpair (a, b),
where a and b are nodes inN.

2. Path. A path is asequenceof nodes(a, b, c, ... , i, j) of a directedgraph such that
(a, b), (b, c), ... , (i, j) are directededges.Obviously, a pathcontainsat least two
nodes.

3. Cycle. A cycle is a path whose first and last nodes are the same.
4. Reachableset. The reachableset of a nodea is the setof all nodesb such that a
path exists from a to b.

5. Knot. A knot. is anonemptyset K of nodes such that the
reachableset of each node
in K is exactly the set K. A knot always containsone or more cycles.
An exampleof a directedgraph isshownin Figure6.8. The graph has a set of nodes
{a, b, c, d, e,f} and a set ofdirectededges {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, e), (e,j), if, a), (e,
b)}. It has two cycles (a, b, c, d, e, f, a) and (b, C, d, e, b). It also has a knot{a, b, C, d,
e,11 that containsthe two cycles of the graph.
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e
Fig. 6.8 A directed graph.

For deadlock modeling, a directed graph, called
resourceallocation
a
graph, is used
in which both the setof nodes and the set of edges are
partitionedinto two types, resulting
in the following graph elements:
1. Process nodes.
A process node represents a process of the system. In a resource
allocation graph, it is normally shown as a circle, with the name of the process written
inside the circle (nodesP I' Pz, and P3 of Fig. 6.9).
A resource node represents a resource of the system. In a
2. Resource nodes.
resource allocation graph, it is normally shown as a rectangle with the name
of the
resource written inside the rectangle. Since a resource R,
type
may have more than one
unit in the system, each such unit is represented as a bullet within the rectangle. For
instance, in the resource allocation graph of Figure 6.9, there are twoof
units
resourceR J ,
one unitof R2 , and three unitsof R3 •

3. Assignmentedges.An assignment edge is a directed edge from a resource node to
a process node. It signifies that the resource is currently held by the process. In multiple
units of a resource type, the tail of an assignment edge touchesofone
the bullets in the
rectangle to indicate that only one unit of the resource is held by that process. (R
Edges
1,
PI), (R I , P3), and(R2 , P2 ) are the three assignment edges in the resource allocation graph
of Figure 6.9.
4. Requestedges.A request edge is a directed edge from a process node to a resource
node. It signifies that the process made a request for a unit of the resource type and is
currently waiting for that resource. Edges
(PI' R2 ) and (P2, RI ) are the two request edges
in the resource allocation graph of Figure 6.9.
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G
I:

Rj

A process named Pi'

I

A resource Rj having 3 unitsin the system.

~

Process Pi holding a unitof resource Rj'

~

Process Pi requesting for a unit of resource Rj'

Fig. 6.9 Resource
allocation graph.

Constructinga Resource Allocation Graph
A resourceallocationgraph provides an overall view of the processes holding or waiting
for the variousresourcesin the system.Therefore,the graph changes
dynamicallyas the
processesin the system request for or release resources or the system allocates a resource
to a process. That is, when a process
Pi requests for a unit of resource type
Rj , a request
edge (Pi' Rj ) is inserted in the resourceallocation graph. When thisrequestcan be
fulfilled, a unit of resource R, is allocated to Pi and the request edge
(Pi' Rj ) is
instantaneouslytransformedto anassignmentedge(Rj , Pi). Later, whenPi releasesRj , the
assignmentedge (Rj , Pi) is deleted from the graph.
Note that in many systems the resource
allocation graph is notconstructedin the
above-mentionedmanner. Rather it is used as a tool for making resource
allocation
decisionsthat do not lead to deadlock. In these systems, for the available resources,
different request/release
sequences are
simulatedstep by step, and
a fter every step, the
graph is checked for deadlock. Later, in the resource allocation strategy, only those
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sequencesare allowed that do not lead to deadlock. Therefore, in these systems, the
resourceallocationgraph is basically used to formulate a deadlock free resource
allocation
strategy.

Necessaryand Sufficient Conditionsfor Deadlock
In a resourceallocation graph, a cycle is a necessary condition for
deadlockto
a
exist. That
is, if the graph has no cycles, thenrepresents
it
a state that is free from
deadlock.On the
other hand,if the graphcontainsa cycle, a deadlock may exist.
Therefore,the presenceof
a cycle in a general resource allocation graph is a necessary butsufficient
not a
condition
for the existenceof deadlock. For instance, the resource
allocation graph of Figure 6.9
containsa cycle (Ph Rz, PZ , R h P,) but does notrepresenta deadlockstate. This is
R I can beallocatedto Pz. With both
becausewhen P3 completesusing R) and releases it,
R1 and R2 allocated to it,P2can nowcompleteits job after which it will releaseboth RI
and R2 . As soon asR2 is released, it can be allocated PI'
to Therefore,all processescan
finish their job one by one.
The sufficient condition for deadlockis different for thefollowing different cases:
1. A cycle in the graph is both a necessary and a sufficient
condition for deadlockif
all the resourcetypesrequestedby theprocessesforming the cycle have only a single unit
each.
For example,the resourceallocationgraph of Figure 6.10 shows deadlockstate
a
in
which processesPI and Pz are deadlocked.Notice that in this graph, although there are
R 3 , it is not involved in the cycle(P I , R z, P z, R I , PI)' Both R I and
three units of resource
Rz that areinvolved in the cycle have only one unit each.
Therefore,the cyclerepresents
a deadlockstate.
2. A cycle in the graph is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for deadlockif
one or more of the resource types requested by the processes forming the cycle have more
than one unit. In this case, a knot is a sufficientcondition for deadlock.

Fig.6.10 A cy.clerepresentinga deadlock.
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We havealreadyseen that the cycle
(PI' R2 , P2 , R}, PI) in thegraphof Figure6.9
does notrepresenta deadlock.Thisis becauseresourcetypeRI has two unitsand thereare
no knots in thegraph.Nowsupposethat in the samegraph
P3 requestsfor R2 and arequest
edge (P3' Rz ) is added to the graph. The
modified graph isshown in Figure 6.11. This
graph has twocycles (PI' R2 , P2 , «; PI) and (P3, R2 , P2 , R}, P3) and a knot {PI' Pz,
P3 , R., R2 } . Since the graph containsa knot, it representsa deadlock state in which
processesp., Pz, and P3 are deadlocked.

Fig. 6.11 A knot representinga deadlock.

In terms of theresourceallocationgraph, thenecessaryand sufficient conditionsfor
deadlockcan besummarizedas follows:
• A cycle is anecessarycondition for deadlock.
• If there is only a single unit of each
resourcet.ype invol ved in the cycle, acycle
is both anecessaryand asufficient condition for a deadlockto exist.

• If one or more of the resource types
involved in the cycle have more than one unit,
a knot is asufficient condition for a deadlockto exist.

Wait-for Graph
When all theresourcetypes have only a single unit each,simplified
a
form of resource
allocation graph is normally used. Thesimplified graph is obtained from the original
resourceallocationgraph byremovingthe resourcenodes andcollapsingthe appropriate
edges. This simplificat.ion is based on the
observationthat a resource can always be
identified by its current owner (processholding it). Figure 6.12 shows an
exampleof a
resourceallocation graph and itssimplified form.
The simplified graph is commonly known as await-for graph (Wf-'G) becauseit
clearly shows whichprocessesare waiting for which otherprocesses. For
instance,in the
WFG of Figure 6.12(b), processesP I and P3 arc waiting for P2 and processPz is waiting
for P J • Since WFG isconstructedonly when eachresourcetype has only a single unit, a
cycle is both anecessaryand sufficient condition for deadlockin a WFG.
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.....---- Simplified to

--+

(a)

(b)

Fig.6.12 A conversion from a resource allocation graph to a WFG:
(0) resource allocation graph;
(b) corresponding WFG.

6.5.3 Handling Deadlocks In Distributed Systems
In principle, deadlocks in distributed systems are similar to deadlocks in centralized
systems. Therefore, the description of deadlocks presented above holds good both for
centralized and distributed systems. However, handling of deadlocks in distributed
systems is more complex than in centralized systems because the resources, the processes,
and other relevant information are scattered on different nodes of the system.
Three commonly used strategies to handle deadlocks are as follows:

1. Avoidance.Resources are carefully allocated to avoid deadlocks.
2. Prevention.Constraints are imposed on the ways in which processes request
resources in order to prevent deadlocks.
3. Detection and recovery.
Deadlocks are allowed to occur and a detection algorithm
is used to detect them. After a deadlock is detected, it is resolved by certain
means.
Although the third strategy is the most commonly used one in distributed systems, for
completion, the other two strategies will also
be briefly described.
At this point, it may also be noted that some people prefer to make a distinction
between two kinds of distributeddeadlocks-resourcedeadlocksand communication
deadlocks. As already described, a resource deadlock occurs when two or more
processes wait permanently for resources held by each other. On the other hand, a
communication deadlock occurs among a set of processes when they are blocked
waiting for messages from other processes in the set in order to start execution but
there are no messages in transit between them. When there are no messages in transit
between any pair of processes in the set, none of the processes will ever receive a
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message. This implies that all
processesin the set aredeadlocked.Communication
deadlocks can be easily modeledby using WFGs to indicate which processes are
waiting to receive messagesfrom which other processes. Hence, the detection of
communicationdeadlockscan be done in the samemanneras that for systems having
only one unit of each resource type.

DeadlockAvoidance
Deadlock avoidancemethods use some advance
knowledge of the resource usage of
processesto predict the future state of the system for avoiding allocations that can
eventually lead to a deadlock.
Deadlockavoidancealgorithmsare usually in the following
steps:
1. When a process requests for a resource, even if the resource is available for
allocation, it is not immediately allocated to the process. Rather, the system
simply assumesthat the request is granted.
2. With theassumptionmade in step 1 and advance
knowledgeof the resource usage
of processes,the system performs some analysis to decide whether granting the
process'srequest is safe or unsafe.
3. The resource isallocatedto the process only when the analysis of step 2 shows
that it is safe to do so;otherwisethe request is deferred.
Since thealgorithmsfor deadlock avoidance are based on the concept of safe and
unsafe states, it is
importantto look at the notion of safety in resource allocation. A system
is said to be in asafe stateif it is not in a deadlock state and there exists some ordering
of the processesin which the resource requests of the
processescan be granted to run all
of them to completion. For a particular safe state there may be many such process
orderings. Any ordering of theprocessesthat canguaranteethe completion of all the
processes is called safe
a sequence.
The formation of a safe sequence is based on the idea
of satisfying thecondition that, for any processPi in a safe sequence, the resources that
Pi can still request can be satisfied by the
currently availableresources plus the resources
held by all theprocesseslying before Pi in the safe sequence. This
condition guarantees
that processPi can be run tocompletionbecause if the resources that
Pi needs are not
immediatelyavailable, Pi can wait until all otherprocessesin the sequence lying before
Pi have finished. When they have finished,
Pi can obtain all its needed resources and run
to completion.A system state is said to be
unsafe if no safe sequence exists for that
state.
The concept of safe and unsafe states can be illustrated
best
with the help of an
example. Let us assume that in a system there are a total of 8 units
particularresource
of a
type for which three processes
PI' Pz, andP3 arecompeting.Suppose themaximumunits
of the resourcerequiredby PJ, Pz, andP3 are 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Also suppose that
currently each of the three
processesis holding 2 units of the resource.
Therefore,in the
current state of the system, 2 units of the resource are free. The current state of the system
can be modeled as shown in Figure
6.13(a).
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Fig. 6.13 Demonstrationthat the state in(a) is a safe state and has two safe
sequences.

Now let us try to find out whether the state of Figure
6.13(a) is safe or unsafe. The
analysis performed in Figure 6.13 shows that this state is safe because there exists a
sequenceof allocations that allows all processes to complete. In fact, as shown in the
(Ph P2' P 3) and (Ph P3' P 2 ) . Let us
figure, for this state there are two safe sequences,
see theschedulingof the resource units for the first of these two safe sequences. Starting
from the state of Figure6.13(a), the schedulercould simply runPI exclusively, until it
asked for and got two more units of the resource that are currently free, leading to the state
of Figure 6.13(b). When PI completes and releases the resources held by it, we get the
state of Figure 6.13(c). Then the
schedulerchooses to runP2' eventually leading to the
state of Figure 6.13(d). When
P2 completes and releases the resources held by it, the
system enters the state of Figure
6.13(e). Now with the available resources,
P3 can be run
to completion. The initial state of Figure
6.13(a) is a. safe state because the system, by
careful scheduling, can avoid deadlock. This example also shows thatparticularstate
for a
there may be more than one safe sequence.
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If resourceallocationis not donecautiously,the system may move from a safe state
to an unsafe state. For
instance,let us considerthe exampleshown in Figure 6.14. Figure
6.14(a) is the same initial state as that of Figure
6.l3(a). This time, supposeprocessP2
requests for oneadditional unit of the resource and the same allocatedto
is
it by the
system. Theresultingsystem state is shown in Figure
6.14(b).The system is no longer in
a safe statebecausewe only have one unitof the resourcefree, which is notsufficient to
run anyof the threeprocessesto completion.Therefore,there is no safesequencefor the
stateof Figure6.14(b).Thus thedecisionto allocate one unito f the resource toP 2 moved
the system from a safe state to an unsafe state.
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(a) Free

Fig. 6.14 Demonstrationthat anallocation
[nay move thesystemfrom a safe
to an unsafe state.
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It is importantto note the following remarks about safe and unsafe states:
1. The initial state in which noresourcesare yetallocatedand all areavailable(free)
is always a safe state.
2. From a safe state, the system can
guaranteethat all processescan be run to
completion.
3. An unsafe state is not deadlockstate,
a
but it may lead to daeadlockstate. That
is, from an unsafe state, the system
cannotguaranteethat all processes can be run
to completion.
Deadlock avoidancealgorithms basically perform resourceallocation in such a
manneras to ensure that the system will always remain in a safe state. Since the initial
whenevera processrequests a resource that is
state of a system is always a safe state,
currently available,the system checks to find out if the
allocationof the resource to the
process will changethe state of thesystemfrom safe to unsafe. If no, the request is
immediatelygranted;otherwiseit is deferred.
Although theoreticallyattractive,deadlockavoidancealgorithmsare rarely used in
practicedue to the following reasons:
1. The algorithmswork on theassumptionthat advanceknowledgeof the resource
requirementsof the variousprocessesis available. However, in practice,
processesrarely
know in advancewhat theirmaximumresourceneeds will be.Modernoperatingsystems
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are attempting to provide more and more user-friendly interfaces, and as a result, it is
becoming common to have users who do not have the slightest idea about what their
resource needs are.
2. The algorithms also assume that the number of processes that compete for a
particularresource is fixed and known in advance. However, in practice, the number of
processesis not fixed but dynamically varies as new users log in and log out.
3. The algorithms also assume that the number of unitsparticularresource
of a
type
is always fixed and known in advance. However, in practice, the actual number of units
available may change dynamically due to the sudden breakdown and repair of one or more
units.
4. The manner in which these algorithms work restricts resource allocation too
severely and consequently degrades the system performance considerably. This is because
the algorithms first consider the worst possible case and then guarantee that the system is
deadlock free even in the worst situation. This worst situation may arise but would be very
unlikely. Thus many safe requests could be turned down.
The practical limitations of deadlock avoidance algorithms become more severe in a
distributed system because the collection of information needed for making resource
allocation decisions at one point is difficult and inefficient. Therefore, the deadlock
avoidance strategy is never used in distributed operating systems.

DeadlockPrevention
This approach is based on the idea of designing the system in such a way that deadlocks
become impossible. It differs from avoidance and detection in that no runtime testing of
potential allocations need be performed.
We saw that mutual-exclusion, hold-and-wait, no-preemption, circular-wait
and
are
the four necessary conditions for a deadlock to occur in a system. Therefore, if we can
somehow ensure that at least one of these conditions is never satisfied, deadlocks will be
impossible. Based on this idea, there are three important
deadlock-preventionmethodscollective requests, ordered requests, and preemption. The first one denies the hold-andwait condition, the second one denies circular-waitcondition,
the
and the third one denies
the no-preemptioncondition.
The mutual-exclusioncondition can also be denied for some nonsharable resources
by devising an alternative way of using them. For instance, the following example, taken
from [Tanenbaum 1992], illustrates how this can be done for a printer. A printer is a
nonsharableresource. However, by spooling printer output, several processes can generate
output at the same time. The spooled outputs are .transferred one by one to the printer by
the printer daemon. Therefore, the printer daemon is the only process that actually
requests for the physical printer. Since the daemon never requests for any other resources,
deadlock for the printer becomes structurally impossible. Unfortunately, in general, it is
not possible to prevent deadlocks by denying mutual-exclusioncondition
the
because
some resources are intrinsically nonsharable and it is not possible to devise an alternative
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way of using them. Therefore, denial of the
mutual-exclusioncondition for deadlock
prevention is rarely used. The other three methods that are more commonly used are
described below.

Collective Requests. This method denies thehold-and-wait condition by
ensuring that whenever a process requests a resource, it does not hold any other resources.
One of the following resource allocation policies may
be used to ensure this:
1. A process must request all of its resources before it begins execution. If all the
needed resources are available, they are allocated to the process so that the process can run
to completion. If one or more of the requested resources are not available, none will be
allocated and the process would just wait.
2. Instead of requesting all its resources before its execution starts, a process may
request resources during its executionit ifobeys the rule that it requests resources only
when it holds no other resources. If the process is holding some resources, it can adhere
to this rule by first releasing all of them and then re-requesting all the necessary
resources.
The second policy has the following advantages over the first one:
1. In practice, many processes do not know how many resources they will need until
they have started running. For such cases, the second approach is more useful.
2. A long process may require some resources only toward the end of its execution.
In the first policy, the process will unnecessarily hold these resources for the entire
duration of its execution. In the second policy, however, the process can request
for these resources only when it needs them.
Thecollectiverequests method of deadlock prevention is simple and effective but has
the following problems:
1. It generally has low resource utilization because a process may hold many
resources but may not actually use several of them for fairly long periods.
2. It may cause starvation of a process that needs many resources, but whenever it
makes a request for the needed resources, one or more of the resources is not
available.
3. The method also raises an accounting question. When a process holds resources
for extended periods during which they are not needed,
it is not clear who should
pay the charge for the idled resources.

Ordered Requests. In this method, each resource type is assigned a unique global
number to impose a total ordering of all resource types. Now a resource allocation policy
is used according to which a process can request a resource at any time, but the process
should not request a resource with a number lower than the number of any of the resources
that it is already holding. That is, if.a process holds a resource type whose number
i, it is
may request a resource type having the number j only
ifj »i. If the process needs several
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units of the same resource type, it must issue a single request for all the units. It has been
proven that with this rule the resource allocation graph can never have cycles (denying the
circular-wait condition), and hence deadlock is impossible.
Note that this algorithm does not require that a process must acquire all its resources
in strictly increasing sequence. For instance, a process holding two resources having
numbers 3 and 7 may release the resource having number 7 before requesting a resource
having number 5. This is allowed because when the process requests for the resource
having number 5, it is not holding any resource having number larger than 5.
The ordering of resources is decided according to the natural usage pattern of the
resources. For example, since the tape drive is usually needed before the printer, it would
be reasonable to assign a lower number to the tape drive than to the printer. However, the
natural ordering is not always the same for all jobs. Therefore,
jobathat matches the
decided ordering can be expected to use resources efficiently but others would waste
resources. Another difficulty is that once the ordering is decided, it will stay for a long
time because the ordering is coded into programs. Reordering will require
reprogramming
of several jobs. However, reordering may become inevitable when new resources are
added to the system. Despite these difficulties, the method of ordered requests is one of
the most efficient methods for handling deadlocks.

Preemption. A preemptableresource is one whose state' can be easily saved and
restored later. Such a resource can be temporarily taken away from the process
whichto
it is currently allocated without causing any harm to the computation performed so far by
the process. The CPU registers and main memory are examples
preemptable
of
resources.
If the resources are preemptable, deadlocks can be prevented by using either of the
following resource allocation policies that deny the no-preemption condition:
1. When a process requests for a resource that is not currently available, all the
resources held by the process are taken away (preempted) from it and the process is
blocked. The process is unblocked when the resource requested by it and the resources
preempted from it become available and can be allocated to it.
2. When a process requests a resource that is not currently available, the system
checks if the requested resource is currently held by a process that is blocked, waiting for
some other resource. If so, the requested resource is taken (preempted)from
away
the
waiting process and given to the requesting process. Otherwise, the requesting process is
blocked and waits for the requested resource to become available. of
Some
the resources
that this process is already holding may be taken away (preempted) from it while it is
blocked, waiting for the allocation of the requested resource. The process is unblocked
when the resource requested by it and any other resource preempted from it become
available and can be allocated to it.
In general, the applicability of this method for deadlock prevention is extremely
limited because it works only forpreemptableresources. However, the availability of
atomic transactions and global timestamps makes this method an attractive approach for
deadlock prevention in distributed and database transaction processing systems. The
transaction mechanism allows a transaction (process) to be aborted (killed) without any ill
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effect (transactionsare described in Chapter 9). This makes itpossible to preempt
resourcesfrom processesholding them without any harm.
In the transaction-based
deadlockpreventionmethod, eachtransactionis assigneda
unique priority numberby the system, and when two or more
transactionscompetefor the
sameresource,their priority numbers are used to break the tie. For example,
Lamport's
algorithm may be used togeneratesystemwideglobally unique timestamps,and each
transactionmay be assigneda unique timestamp when it is created. Atransaction's
timestampmay serve as its priority number;transaction
a
having lower value oftimestamp
may have higherpriority becauseit is older.
Rosenkrantzet at [1978] proposedthe following deadlockpreventionschemesbased
on this idea:

1. Wait-die scheme.In this scheme,if a transaction1'; requestsa resourcethat is
currentlyheld byanothertransaction1), T, is blocked(waits) if its timestampis lower than
that of 1); otherwise it is aborted (dies). For example, suppose that of the three
timestampvalue) and T
transactionsT1 , T2 , and T3 , 1'1 is the oldest (has the lowest
3 is the
youngest(has thehighesttimestampvalue). Now if T) requests aresourcethat is currently
held by T2 , T1 will be blocked and will wait until the resource voluntarily
is
released by
T2 • On the other hand, if T3 requests a resource held by
T2 , T3 win be aborted.
2. Wait-wound scheme.In this scheme, if atransaction T, requests a resource
currentlyheld byanothertransactionT, T, is blocked(waits) if its timestampis larger than
that of 1); otherwise T, is aborted (woundedby T;). Once againconsideringthe same
exampleof transactionsT), T2 , and T), if T I requests a resource held T
by
2 , the resource
will be preemptedby aborting T2 and will be given to1'). On the other hand, ifT3 requests
is
a resource held byT2 , T3 will be blocked and will wait until the resource voluntarily
released byT2 .
Notice that bothschemesfavor oldertransactions,which is quitejustified because, in
general, an oldertransactionhas run for a longer period and has used more system
resourcesthan ayoungertransaction.However, themannerin which the two schemes treat
a youngertransactionis worth noticing. In the wait-die scheme, youngertransactionis
a
transaction.The aborted
aborted when it requests for a resource held by an older
transactionwill be restartedafter a predeterminedtime and will be aborted again if the
older transactionis still holding the resource. This cycle may be repeated several times
before theyoungertransactionactually gets the resource. This
problem of the wait-die
scheme can be solved by using implementationmechanism
an
that ensuresthat an aborted
transactionis restartedonly when itsrequestedresource becomes available.
On the other hand, in the
wait-woundscheme, when yaoungertransactionis aborted
(wounded)by an oldertransaction,it will be restartedafter apredeterminedtime, and this
time it will be blocked (will wait) if its preemptedresource is being held by the older
transaction.Therefore,the implementationof the wait-woundscheme issimplerthan the
wait-die scheme. Furthermore, to avoid starvation, it is important that in the
implementationof both schemes, a
transactionshould not beassigneda new timestamp
when it is restartedafter being aborted (a
youngertransactionwill become older as time
passes and will not be aborted again and again).
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DeadlockDetection
In this approachfor deadlockhandling,the system does not make any
attemptto prevent
deadlocksand allows processesto requestresourcesand to wait for eachother in an
uncontrolledmanner. Rather, it uses an
algorithm that keepsexaminingthe stateof the
systemto determinewhether adeadlockhas occurred. When deadlockis
a
detected,the
systemtakes some action torecover from the deadlock.Some methodsfor deadlock
detectionin distributed systems arepresentedbelow, and someof the ways torecover
from a deadlocksituationare presentedin the next section.
In principle, deadlockdetectionalgorithms are the same in bothcentralizedand
distributedsystems. It is based on
maintenanceof information on resourceallocation to
variousprocessesin the formof a resourceallocationgraph andsearchingfor a cyclelknot
in the graphdependingon whetherthe system hassingle/multipleunits of each 'resource
type. However, for simplicity, in thefollowing descriptionwe consideronly the case of a
single unit of each resourcetype. Therefore, the deadlock detection algorithms get
simplified to maintainingWFG andsearchingfor cycles in the WFG.
The following steps may be followed toconstruct the WFG for a distributed
system:
1. Constructa separateWFG for each site of the system in the
following manner.
Using theconventionof Figure 6.9,constructa resourceallocation graph for all
the resourceslocated on this site. That is, in the
resourceallocationgraphof a site,
a resourcenode exists for all the localresourcesand aprocessnode exists for all
processesthat areeitherholding or waiting for a resourceof this site immaterial
of whetherthe processis local or nonlocal.
2. Converttheresourceallocationgraphconstructedin step 1 to acorrespondingWFG
by removingthe resourcenodes andcollapsingthe appropriateedges. It maybe
noted that step 1 and this step are
mentionedhere only forclarity of presentation.
The actualalgorithmmay bedesignedto directly constructa WFG.
3. Take the unionof the WFGsof all sites andconstructa single global WFG.
Let us illustrate the procedurewith the helpof the simpleexampleshown in Figure
6.15. Supposethat the system iscomprisedof only two sites(S. and S2) with SJ having
two resourcesR I and R2 and S2 having oneresourceR3 • Also supposethat there are three
processes(PI' P2 , P3 ) that are competing for the three resourcesin the following
manner:

• PI is holding R I and requestingfor R3
• P2 is holding R2 and requestingfor R.
•

P3

is holding R3 and requestingfor R2

The correspondingresourceallocationgraphs for the two sites are shown in Figure
6.15(a). Notice thatprocessesPI and P3 appearin the graphof both the sites because they
haverequestedfor resourceson both sites. On the
otherhand, processP2 appears only in
the graphof site SI becauseboth resourcesrequestedby it are on SI .
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~
P2
Site 51

(a)

Site 52

P1

Site 51

(b)

SiteS2

Fig.6.15 Illustration of the constructionof a
WFO in a distributed system:(a)
resourceallocation graphs of each
site; (b) WFGs correspondingto
graphs in(a); (c) global WFG by
taking the union of the two local
WFOs of (b).

(c)

Figure 6.15(b) shows thecorrespondingWFGs for the two sites and Figure
6.15(c)
shows the global WFGobtainedby taking the union of the local WFGs of the two sites.
Notice that although the local WFGs of the two sites do not contain any cycle, the global
WFG contains a cycle, implying that the system is in a deadlock state. Therefore, this
example shows that the local WFGs are not sufficientcharacterize
to
all deadlocks in a
distributedsystem and theconstructionof a global WFG by taking the union of all local
WFGs isrequiredto finally conclude whether the system is in a state of deadlock or not.
The main difficulty in implementingdeadlock detection in adistributedsystem is
how to maintain the WFG. Three
commonlyused techniques for organizing the WFG in
a distributedsystem are centralized, hierarchical, and distributed. These techniques are
describedbelow. However, before we describe
them,it may be noted that one of the most
important features of deadlock detection algorithms is correctness, which depends on the
following properties [Knapp 1987]:

I. Progressproperty. This property states that all
deadlocksmust be detected in a
finite amount of time.
2. Safety property.If a deadlock is detected,
it must indeed exist. Message delays and
out-of-dateWFGs sometimes cause false cycles to be detected, resulting in the
detection of deadlocks that do not actually exist. Such deadlocks are called
phantomdeadlocks.
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Centralized Approachfor Deadlock Detection. In the centralizeddeadlock
detectionapproach, there is a local
coordinatorat each site that maintains a WFG for its local
resources,and there is a central
coordinator(also known as a
centralizeddeadlockdetector)
that is responsiblefor constructingthe union of all the individual WFGs. The central
coordinator constructs the global WFG from information received from the local
coordinatorsof all the sites. In this approach, deadlock detection
performedas
is
follows:
1. If a cycle exists in the local WFG of any site, it represents a local deadlock. Such
deadlocksare detected and resolved locally by the local
coordinatorof the site.
2. Deadlocksinvolving resources at two or more sites get
reflectedas cycles in the
global WFG. Therefore, such deadlocks are detected and resolved by the central
coordinator.
In the centralizedapproach, the localcoordinatorssend local stateinformationto the
central coordinatorin the form of messages. One
of the following methods is used to
transferinformation from local coordinatorsto the central coordinator:

1. Continuous transfer.A local coordinatorsends a message
providing the update
done in the local WFGwhenevera new edgeis added to or deleted from
it.
2. Periodic transfer. To reduce the number of messages, a local
coordinator
periodically(when a number of changes have occurred in its local WFG) sends a list
of edges added to or deleted from its WFG since the previous message was sent.
3. Transfer-on-request.
A local coordinatorsends a list of edges added to or deleted
from its WFG since the previous message is sent only when the central
coordinatormakes a request for
it. In this case, the central
coordinatorinvokes the
cycle detection algorithmperiodicallyand requestsinformationfrom each site just
before invoking the algorithm.
Although thecentralizeddeadlock detection approachconceptually
is
simple, it suffers
from several drawbacks. First, it is vulnerable to failures of the central coordinator. Hence
specialprovision for handling such faults have to be made. One approach is to provide a
back..up centralcoordinatorthat duplicatesthejob of the central coordinator. Second, the
centralizedcoordinatorcanconstitutea performancebottleneckin large systems having too
many sites. Third, thecentralizedcoordinatormay detect false deadlocks. Below we
illustrate with a simple examplehow the algorithm may lead to the
detectionof false
deadlocksand then wedescribea method toovercomethis third drawback.
Let us considerthe same system
configurationas that of Figure 6.15 and this time
(PI' P 2 , P 3 ) competefor the three resources
(R 1, R2 , R3 )
supposethat the three processes
in the following manner:

Step 1: PI requests
Step 2: P2 requests
Step3: P3 requests
Step 4: P2 requests

forRI and RI is allocated toit.
forR2 and R2 is allocated toit.
forR3 and R3 is allocated toit.
forR1 and waits forit.
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Step 5: P3 requests for R
z and waits forit.
Step6: PI releasesR 1 and R , is allocated toPz-

Step7: PI requests forR3 and waits forit.
Assuming that the method of
continuoustransfer isemployedby the algorithm, the
following sequence of messages will be sent to the central coordinator:
ml: from site SI to add the edge (R
I , PI)

m2: from site SI to add the edge(Rz , Pz )

m-: from site S2to add the edge(R3 , P3 )
m4: from site SI to add the edge(P2' RI)
mi: from site SI to add the edge(P 3 , Rz)

m.; from site SI to delete edges (R
(R), P2)
I , PI) and (P z, R 1) , and add edge
m7: from site 5z to add edge(PI' R3 )

The resource allocation graphs maintained
by the localcoordinatorsof the two sites
and the centralcoordinatorare shown in Figure 6.16 (for clarity of presentation, the
resource allocation graphs are shown instead of the WFGs). Figure
6.16(a) shows the
graphs after step 5, that is, after message
mshas been received by the central coordinator,
and Figure6.16(b) shows the graphs after message
m-, has been received by the central
coordinator. The graph of the central
coordinator in Figure 6.16(b) has no cycles,
indicating that the system is free from deadlocks. However, suppose that message
m7 from
site Sz is received before message
m6 from site 51 by the central coordinator. In this case,
the centralcoordinator'sview of the system will be as shown in the resource allocation
graph of Figure6.16(c).Therefore, the centralcoordinatorwill incorrectly conclude that
a deadlock has occurred and may initiate deadlock recovery actions. Although the above
example shows the possibility of detection of phantom deadlocks when the method of
continuoustransfer ofinformation is used, phantom deadlocks may even get detected in
the other two methods of information transfer due to incomplete or delayed
information.
One method to avoid the detection of false deadlocks is to Lamport's
use
algorithm to append a unique global
timestamp with each message. In our above
example, since message
m- from site Sz to the centralcoordinatoris caused by the
request from siteSI (see step 7), message
m- will have a later timestamp than
message m6' Now if the central coordinator receives messagem- before m6 and
detects a false deadlock, before taking any action to resolve the deadlock, it first
confirms if the detecteddeadlock is a real one. Forconfirmation, it broadcasts a
message asking all sites
if any site has a message with
timestampearlier than T for
updation of the global WFG. On receiving this message, if a site has a message with
coordinator;otherwise
timestampearlier than T, it immediately sends it to the central
it simply sends a negative reply. After receiving replies from all the sites, the central
coordinator updates the global WFG (if there are any update messages), and if the
cycle detected before still exists,
it concludesthat the deadlock is a real one and
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Resource allocation
graphof the local
coordinator of site 8 1

Resource allocation
graphof the local
coordinator of site 52

Resource allocation
graphmaintained by
the centralcoordinator

(a)

R

Site 51

Site 52

Central coordinator

(b)

Central coordinator
(c)

Fig. 6.16 Local and global resource allocation graphs in the centralized deadlock
5; resource
detection approach:(a) resource allocation graphs after step(b)
allocation graphs after step 7;c) (resource allocation graph of the central
coordinator showing false deadlock if message
m7 is received beforem6 by
the central coordinator.

initiates recovery actions. Notice that in our above example, in reply to its broadcast
message, the central coordinator will receive message
m6 from site S, and a negative
reply from site S2. Therefore, after final updation of the global graph, the central
coordinator'sview of the system will change from that of Figure
6.16(c) to that in
Figure 6.16(b). Hence no deadlock resolution action will
be initiated.

HierarchicalApproachforDeadlockDetection. It has been observed that for
typical applications most WFG cycles are very short. In particular, experimental
measurements have shown that 90% of all deadlock cycles involve only two processes
[Gray et al. 1981]. Therefore, the centralized approach seems
to attractive for most
be less
real applications because of the significant time and message overhead involved in
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assemblingall the local WFGs at the central coordinator. Furthermore,to minimize
communicationscost,in geographicallydistributedsystems,d eadlockshouldbe detected
by a site located as close as possibleto the sitesinvolved in the cycle. But this is not
possiblein the centralizedapproach.The hierarchicalapproachovercomestheseand other
drawbacksof the centralizedapproach.
The hierarchical deadlock detection approach uses a logical hierarchy (tree) of
deadlockdetectors.Thesedeadlockdetectorsare called controllers. Each controller is
responsiblefor detectingonly thosedeadlocksthat involve the sites fallingwithin its range
in the hierarchy. Therefore,unlike the centralizedapproachin which the entire global
WFG is maintainedat a single site, in the hierarchicalapproachit is distributedover a
numberof different controllers.Each site has its ownlocal controller that maintainsits
own local graph.
In the treerepresentingthe hierarchyof controllers,the WF(i to be maintainedby a
particularcontroller is decidedaccordingto the following rules:
1. Eachcontrollerthat forms a leaf of the hierarchytree maintainsthe local WFG of
a single site.
2. Each nonleafcontroller maintainsa WFG that is the union of the WFGs of its
immediatechildren in the hierarchytree.
The lowestlevel controllerthat finds acycle in its WFG detectsa deadlockand takes
necessaryactionto resolveit. Therefore,a WFG thatcontainsa cycle will neverbe passed
as it is to ahigher level controller.
Let usillustratethe methodwith the help of the exampleshownin Figure 6.17. There
are four sites andsevencontrollersin the system.ControllersA, B, C, and D maintainthe
local WFGs of sites 51' 52, 53' and 54, respectively. They form the leaves of the
controllers'hierarchytree.ControllerE, being the parent ofcontrollersA and B, maintains
the union of the WFGsof controllersA and B. Similarly, controller F maintainsthe union
of the WFGs of controllers C and D. Finally, controller G maintainsthe union of the
WFGs of controllers E and F.
Notice from the figure that thedeadlockcycle (PI' P3' Pz, PI) that involves sites S,
and Szgets reflectedin the WFG of controller E, but the deadlockcycle (P4' Ps, P6 , P7'
P4 ) that involves sites S2' S3'and 54 gets reflectedonly in the WFG of controllerG. This
is becausecontroller G is the first controlJerin the hierarchyin whoserangeall the three
sites 82 , S3' and 84 are covered.Also notice that although we have shown the deadlock
cycle (p), P3 , P2' P, in the WFG of controller G to reflect the union of the WFGs of
controllersE and F, this will neverhappenin practice.This is because,w hencontroller E
detectsthe deadlock,it will initiate a recoveryaction insteadof passingits WFG as it is
to controller G.

Fully Distributed Approaches for Deadlock Detection.
In the fully distributed deadlockdetectionapproach,eachsite of the systemsharesequalresponsibility
for deadlockdetection.Surveysof severalalgorithmsbasedon this approachcanbe found
in [Knapp 1987, Singhal 1989]. Below we describetwo suchalgorithms.The first one is
basedon the constructionof WFGs, and thesecondone is aprobe-basedalgorithm.
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Controller F

Site 8 1

Site 82

Site 8 3

Site 54

Controller A

Controller B

Controller C

Controller 0

Fig.6.17 Hierarchicaldeadlockdetectionapproach.

WFG-BasedDistributedAlgorithm for Deadlock Detection. The description below follows from the description of the fully distributed deadlock detection
algorithm presentedin (Silberschatz and Galvin 1994]. As in the centralized and
hierarchicalapproaches,in the WFG-baseddistributedalgorithm, eachsite maintainsits
own local WFG. However, to model waiting situationsthat involve external (nonlocal)
processes,a slightly modified form of WFG is used. In thismodified WFG, an extranode
Pex is addedto the localWFG of each site, and this node connected
is
to the WFGof the
correspondingsite in thefollowing manner:
1. An edge (Ph Pex ) is added ifprocessPi is waiting for a resourcein anothersite
being held by anyprocess.
2. An edge(Pex' Pj ) is addedif Pj is a processof anothersite that iswaiting for a
resourcecurrently being held by a processof this site.
To illustrate the constructionof this modified WFG, let us considerthe exampleof
Figure6.18. In thisexamplethere are two sites, and the local
WFGsof each site areshownin
Figure6.18(a).T hemodifiedWFGsof the two sitesaftertheadditionof nodePex areshown
in Figure6.18(b). The explanationfor the edgesinvolving node Pex are as follows:
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(a)

Site 8,
(b)

Fig.6.18 Exampleillustrating the
WFG-basedfully distributed
deadlockdetectionalgorithm:
(u) local WFGs; (b) local WFGs
after addition of node Pe x;
(c) updatedlocal WFG of site52
after receiving the deadlock
detectionmessagefrom site 5I'

(c)

I. In the WFG of siteSf, edge (P" j>ex) is added because process
P, is waiting for
a resource in site52 that is held by processP3' and edge (P
e x ' P3) is added
P3 is a process of site52 that is waiting to acquire a resource
because process
Pz of site S,.
currently held by process
2. In the WFG of siteS2' edge(P 3 , P ex ) is added because process
P3is waiting for
a resource in site 5) that is held by process
P2' and edge(Pex' PI) is added
because process
P I is a process of site ISthat is waiting to acquire a resource
currently held by process
P3 of site 52'
Now these modified WFGs are used for deadlock detection in the following manner.
Pex' a deadlock that involves
If a local WFG contains a cycle that does not involve node
only local processes of that site has occurred. Such deadlocks can be locally resolved
without the need to consult any other site.
P ex' there is
On the other hand, if a local WFG contains a cycle that involves node
a possibility of a distributed deadlock that involves processes of multiple sites. To confirm
a distributed deadlock, a distributed deadlock detection algorithm is invoked
by the site
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whose WFG contains the cycle involving nodeex •PThe algorithm works as described
below.
Suppose a cycle involving nodeexPis detected in the WFG of site
Sj. This cycle must
be of the form

which means that process
Pk is waiting for an external resource that belongs to some other
site
This message
site (saySj). Therefore, siteSj sends a deadlock detection message toSj.
S,but only that parto f the WFG that forms the
does not contain the complete WFG of site
cycle. For instance, in our example of Figure 6.18, if site
SI detects its cycle first, it sends
,
a message like (P
P
P
P"
P
to
site
S2
since
PI
is waiting for a resource in site
)
'
,
ex
ex
2
3
S2·
On receiving the message, site
S,updates its local WFG by adding those edges
ofthe
cycle that do not involve nodeexPto its WFG. That is, in our example, edges
(P 3 , P2) and
(P 2 , PI) will be added to the local WFG of site
S2' resulting in the new WFG of Figure
6.18(c).

Now if the newly constructed WFG of site
Sj contains a cycle that does not involve
node Pex ' a deadlock exists and an appropriate recovery procedure must be initiated. For
instance, in our example, the newly
constructedWFG of siteS2 contains a cycle (P
J , P3 ,
P2 , P J ) that does not involve node
Pexo Hence, in our example, the system is in a deadlock
state.
On the other hand, if a cycle involving node
Pex is found in the newly constructed
Ss),
(say
and
WFG of siteSj' S,sends a deadlock detection message to the appropriate site
Sko In this manner, after a finite number of
the whole procedure is repeated by site
deadlock detection message transfers from one site to another, either a deadlock is
detected or the computation for deadlock detection halts.
A problem associated with the above algorithm is that two sites may initiate the
deadlock detection algorithmindependentlyfor a deadlock that involves the same
processes. For instance, in our example of Figure 6.18, Sl
sites
and S2 may almost
simultaneouslydetect the cycles (P
P
P
,
PI'
P
and
(P
P
P
'
)
'
,
,
2
J
ex
ex
ex
3
3 , Pex ) respectively
in their local WFGs, and both may send a deadlock detection message to the other site.
The result will be that both sites will update their local WFGs and search for cycles. After
detecting a deadlock, both may initiate a recovery procedure that may result in killing
more processes than is actually required to resolve the deadlock. Furthermore, this
problem also leads to extra overhead in unnecessary message transfers and duplication of
deadlock detection jobs performed at the two sites.
One way to solve the above problem is to assign a unique identifier to each process
Pi [denoted asID(Pi)]. Now when a cycle of the form(Pex 9 Pi' Pj' .. 0' Pi, Pex ) is found
in the local WFG of a site, this site initiates the deadlock detection algorithm by sending
a deadlock detection message to the appropriate site ifonly

Otherwise, this site does not take any action and leaves the job of initiating the deadlock
detection algorithm to some other site.
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Let us apply the modified algorithm to our example of Figure 6.18. Let

' P3 ,
Now suppose both sites
SI and Sz almost simultaneously detect the cyclesex(P
P 1, Pe,. ) and (Pex ' P J , P3 , Pex ) , respectively, in their local WFGs. Since ID(P
1) <
ID(P3), so site SI will initiate the deadlock detection algorithm. On the other hand, since
ID(P3 ) > ID(P,), site Sz does not take any action on seeing the cycle in its local WFG.
site
it updates its
When siteS2receives the deadlock detection message sent to it bySI'
local WFG and searches for a cycle in the updated WFG. It detects the(PI,
cycle
P3 , P z,
PI) in the graph and then initiates a deadlock recovery procedure.

r;

Probe-Based DistributedAlgorithm for Deadlock Detection. The probebased distributed deadlock detection algorithm described
below was proposedby Chandy
et al. [1983] and is known as the Chandy -Misra-Hass eMH)
(or algorithm. It is considered
to be the best algorithm to date for detecting global deadlocks in distributed systems. The
algorithm allows a process to request for multiple resources at a time.
The algorithm is conceptually simple and works in the following manner. When a
process that requests for a resource (or resources) fails to get the requested resource (or
resources) and times out, it generates a special
probe message and sends
it to the process
(or processes) holding the requested resource (or resources). The probe message contains
the following fields (assuming that each process in the system is assigned a unique
identifier):
1. The identifier of the processjust blocked

2. The identifier of the process sending this message
3. The identifier of the process to whom this message is being sent
On receiving a probe message, the recipient checks to see if it itself is waiting
anyfor
resource (or resources). If not, this means that the recipient is using the resource requested
by the process that sent the probe message to it. In this case, the recipient simply ignores
the probe message. On the other hand,
if the recipient is waiting for any resource (or
resources), it passes the probe message to the process (or processes) holding the resource
(or resources) for which it is waiting. However, before the probe message is forwarded,
the recipient modifies its fields in the following manner:
1. The first field is left unchanged.

2. The recipient changes the second field to its own process identifier.
will be the new
3. The third field is changed to the identifier of the process that
recipient of this message.
Every new recipient of the probe message repeats this procedure. If the probe
message returns back to the original sender (the process whose
identifier is in the first field
of the message), a cycle exists and the system is deadlocked.
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Let us illustrate the algorithm with the help of the simple example shown in Figure
6.18(a) but in a
6.19. Notice that this figure depicts the same situation as that of Figure
PI gets blocked when it requests for the
slightly different style. Suppose that process
resource held by process
P3. ThereforePI generates a probe message
(PI' PI, P3) and
sends it toP3. When P3 receives this message, it discovers that it is itself blocked on
ThereforeP3 forwards the probes( PI' P3' P2 ) and (Pit P3' Ps) to
processesP2 and
processesP2 and Ps , respectively. WhenPs receives the probe message, it ignores it
because it is not blocked on any other process. However, when
P2 receives the probe
message, it discovers that it is itself blocked on processes
PI and P4· Therefore P2
forwards the probes( Ph P2 , P J ) and (Pit P2 , P4 ) to processesPI and P4 , respectively.
(PI)' a cycle exists and the system is
Since the probe returns to its original sender
deadlocked.

r;

Fig.6.19
Site~

Example illustrating the eMH
distributeddeadlock detection
algorithm.

The CMH algorithm is popular, and variants of this algorithm are used in most
distributed locking schemes due to the following attractive features of the algorithm:
1. The algorithm is easy to implement, since each message is of fixed length and
requires few computational steps.
2. The overhead of the algorithm is fairly low.
3. There is no graph constructing and information collecting involved.
4. False deadlocks are not detected by the algorithm.
5. It does not requireany particular structure among the processes.

Ways for Recovery from Deadlock
When a system chooses to use the detection and recovery strategy for handling deadlocks,
it is not sufficient to simply detect deadlocks. The system must also have some way to
recover from a detected deadlock. One of the following methods may be used in a system
to recover from a deadlock:
• Asking for operator intervention
• Termination of process(es)
• Rollback of process(es)
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Askingfor Operator Intervention. The simplestway is to inform the operator
thata deadlockhasoccurredandto let theoperatordeal with it manually.The systemmay
assistthe operatorin decisionmaking for recoveryby providing him or her with a list of
the processesinvolved in the deadlock.
This method is not suitable for usc in modern systemsbecausethe concept of
an operator continuously monitoring the smooth running of the system from the
console has gradually vanished. Furthermore,although this method may work for a
centralized system, it does not work in adistributed environment becausewhen a
deadlock involving processesof multiple sites is detected,it is not clear which site
should be informed. If all the sites whose processesare involved in the deadlockare
informed, each site's operator may independentlytake some action for recovery. On
the other hand, if the operator of only a single site is informed, the operator may
favor the process (or processes)of its own site while taking a recovery action.
Furthermore, the operator of one site may not have the right to
interfere with a
process of another site for taking recovery action. Therefore, distributed systems
normally use other methodsdescribedbelow in which the system recoversautomatically from a deadlock.

Terminationof Processies). The simplestway to automaticallyrecoverfrom a
deadlockis to terminate(kill) one or more processesand to reclaim the resourcesheld
by them, which can then be
reallocated.Deadlock recovery algorithms based on this
idea analyzethe resourcerequirementsand interdependencies
of the processesinvolved
in a deadlockcycle and then select a set of processes,which, if killed, can break the
cycle.
Rollback of Process(es). Killing a processrequires its restart from the very
beginning,which provesto be veryexpensive,particularly when theprocesshas already
run for asubstantiallylong time. To break adeadlock,it is sufficient to reclaimthe needed
resourcesfrom the processesthat were selectedfor being killed. Also notice that to
reclaim a resourcefrom a process,it is sufficient to roll back theprocessto a point where
the resourcewas not allocatedto the process.The method of rollback is basedon this
idea.
In this method,processesare checkpointedperiodically.That is, a process'sstate (its
memory image and the listo f resourcesheld by it) is written to a file atregularintervals.
Therefore, the file maintains a history of the process'sstates so that, ifrequired, the
processcan berestartedfrom any of itscheckpoints.Now when adeadlockis detected,
the method describedin the processtermination approachis used to select a set of
processesto be killed. However,this time, insteadof total rollback (killing) of the selected
processes,the processesare rolled back only as far as
necessaryto break thedeadlock.
That is, eachselectedprocessis rolled back to acheckpointat which the neededresources
can bereclaimedfrom it.
Although the rollback approachmay appearto be lessexpensivethan theprocess
terminationapproach,this is notalwaystrue becauseof the extraoverheadinvolved in the
periodic checkpointingof all the processes.If deadlocksare rare in asystem,it may be
cheaperto use theprocessterminationapproach.
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Issues in Recovery from Deadlock
Two importantissues in the recovery action are selection of victims and use of transaction
mechanism. These are described below.

Selectionof Victim(s). In any of the recovery approaches described above,
deadlockis broken by killing or rolling back one or more processes. These processes are
called victims. Notice that even in the
operatorintervention approach, recovery involves
killing one or more victims. Therefore, an
importantissue in any recovery procedure is to
o f victim(s) is normally based on two major factors:
select the victims. Selection
1. Minimizationofrecovery cost.This factor suggests that those processes should be
selected as victims whose
termination/rollbackwill incur the minimum recovery cost.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to have a universal cost function, and therefore, each
system should determine its own cost function to select victims. Some of the factors that
may beconsideredfor this purpose are (a) the priority of the processes; (b) the nature of
the processes, such as interactive or batch and possibility of rerun with no ill effects; (c)
the number and types of resources held by the processes; (d) the length of service already
receivedand the expected length of service further needed by the processes; and (e) the
total number of processes that will
be affected.
2. Preventionofstarvation.If a system only aims at minimization of recovery cost,
it may happen that the same process (probably because its priority is very low) is
repeatedly selected as a victim and may never complete. This situation, known as
starvation, must be somehow prevented in any practical system. One approach to handle
this problem is to raise the priority of the process every time it is victimized. Another
approach is to include the number of times a process is victimized as a parameter in the
cost function.

Useof Transaction Mechanism. After a process is killed or rolled back for
recovery from deadlock, it has to be rerun. However, rerunning a process may not always be
safe, especially when the operations already performed by the process are nonidempotent.
For example, if a process has updated the amount of a bank account by adding a certain
amount to it, reexecution of the process will result in adding the same amount once again,
leaving the balance in the account in an incorrect state. Therefore, the use of a transaction
mechanism (which ensures all or no effect) becomes almost inevitable for most processes
when the system chooses the method of detection and recovery for handling deadlocks.
However, notice that the transaction mechanism need not be used for those processes that
can be rerun with no ill effects. For example, rerun of
compilationprocess
a
has no ill effects
because all it does is read a source file and produce an object file.
6.6 ElEalON AlGORITHMS
Severaldistributedalgorithms require that there be coordinator
a
process in the entire
system that performs some typecoordinationactivity
of
needed for the smooth running of
other processes in the system. Two examples of such
coordinatorprocesses encountered
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in this chapterare thecoordinatorin the centralizedalgorithm for mutual exclusionand
the centralcoordinatorin the centralizeddeadlock detectionalgorithm. Since all other
processesin the system have to interact with the
coordinator,they all must unanimously
agree on who thecoordinatoris. Furthermore,if the coordinatorprocess fails due to the
failure of the site on which it is located, a new
coordinatorprocess must be elected to take
up the job of the failed coordinator.Election algorithms are meant for electing a
coordinatorprocess from among the currently running processes in such a manner that at
any instance of time there is a single
coordinatorfor all processesin the system.
Election algorithmsare based on the following assumptions:
1. Each process in the system has a unique priority number.
2. Wheneveran election is held, the process having the highest priority number
among the currently active
processesis elected as the coordinator.
3. On recovery, a failed process can take
appropriateactions to rejoin the set of
active processes.
Therefore, whenever initiated, an election algorithm basically finds out which of the
currently active processes has the highest priority number and then informs this to all other
active processes. Different election algorithms differ in the way they do this. Two such
election algorithms aredescribedbelow. Readers interested in other election algorithms
may refer to [Tel 1994]. For simplicity, in the
descriptionof both algorithms we will
assume that there is only one process on each node of
distributedsystem.
the

6.6.1 The Bully Algorithm
This algorithm wasproposedby Garcia-Molina[1982]. In this algorithmit is assumed that
every process knows the priority number of every other process in the system. The
algorithm works as follows.
When a process (say
Pi) sends arequestmessage to the
coordinatorand does not
receive a reply within a fixed timeout period, it assumes thatcoordinatorhas
the
failed.
It then initiates an election by sending election
an
message to every process with a higher
priority number than itself. IfPi does not receive any response to its election message
within a fixed timeout period, it assumes that among the currently active processes it has
the highest priority number.
Thereforeit takes up the job of thecoordinatorand sends a
message (let us call it a
coordinator message) to allprocesseshaving lower priority
numbers than itself,informing that from now on it is the new coordinator. On the other
hand, if Pi receives a response for its election message, this means that some other process
having higher priority number is alive.
ThereforePi does not take any further action and
just waits to receive the final result (a
coordinatormessage from the new
coordinator)of
the election it initiated.
When a process (say
Pj ) receives anelection message (obviously from a process
having a lower priority number than itself), it sends -aresponse message (let usalive
call it
message) to the sender informing that it is alive and will take overelectionactivity.
the
Now Pj holds an election if it is not already holding one. In this way, the election activity
gradually moves on to the process that has the highest priority number among the
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currently active processes and eventually wins the election and becomes the new
coordinator.
)
As part of the recovery action, this method requires that a failed processPk(say
must initiate an election on recovery. If the current
coordinator'spriority number is higher
than that ofPk» then the currentcoordinatorwill win the election initiated byPk and will
continueto be the coordinator. On the other hand,Pk's
if priority number is higher than
it will not receive any response for its election message.
that of the current coordinator,
So it wins the election and takes over the
coordinator'sjob from the currently active
coordinator. Therefore, the active process having the highest priority number always wins
the election. Hence the algorithm is caJled "bully"
the
algorithm. It may also be noted here
that if the process having the highest priority number recovers after a failure, it does not
initiate an election because it knows from its list of priority numbers that all other
processes in the system have lower priority numbers than that of its own. Therefore, on
recovery, it simply sends caoordinatormessage to all other processes and bullies the
current coordinatorinto submission.
Let us now see the working of this algorithm with the help of an example. Suppose
the system consists of five processes
PI, P2' P3' P4 , and Ps and their priority numbers are
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. Also suppose that at a particular instance of time the system
is in a state in whichP2 is crashed, andP I' P3 , P4 , and Ps are active. Starting from this
state, the functioning of the bully algorithm with the changing system states is illustrated
below.
1. Obviously,Psisthe coordinatorin the starting state.
2. SupposeP5 crashes.
P does not receive a reply within the
3. ProcessP 3 sends a request message to
s and
fixed timeout period.
4. ProcessP 3 assumes that sPhas crashed and initiates an election by sending an
election message to
P 4 and P s (recall that an election message is sent only to
processes with higher priority numbers).
5. When P4 receives P 3's election message, it sends an alive messageP3'to
informing that it is alive and will take over the election activity. Process
Ps cannot
respond toP3's election message because it is down.
s6. Now P4 holds an electionby sending an election messagePto
7. ProcessPs does not respond to
P4 's election message because
it is down, and
therefore,P 4 wins the election and sendscoordinatormessage
a
toP I' P 2 , and P3,
informing them that from now on it is the new coordinator. Obviously, this
P2 because it is currently down.
message is not received by
8. Now supposeP2 recovers from failure and initiates an election by sending an
P3' P4 , and Ps. Since P2's priority number is lower than that
election message to
of P4 (current coordinator),P4 will win the election initiated byP2 and will
continueto be the coordinator.
9. Finally, supposeP s recovers from failure. Since
Psisthe process with the highest
priority number, it simply sends coordinatormessage
a
toPI, P2' P 3 , and P 4 and
becomes the new coordinator.
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6.6.2 A Ring Algorithm
The following algorithm is based on thering-basedelection algorithms presentedin
[Tanenbaum1995,Silberschatzand Gal vin 1994]. In thisalgorithm it is assumedthat all
the processesin the system areorganizedin a logical ring. The ring isunidirectionalin the
sense that allmessagesrelated to theelection algorithm are always passed only in one
direction (clockwise/anticlockwise).Every process in thesystemknows thestructureof
.
the ring, so that while trying tocirculatea messageover the ring,if the successorof the
senderprocessis down, the sender can skip over the successor, or the one after that, until
an activememberis located. Thealgorithm works as follows.
When a process (say
Pi) sends arequestmessageto thecurrentcoordinatorand does
not receive a reply within a fixedtimeout period, it assumes that the
coordinatorhas
crashed.Thereforeit initiates anelectionby sending anelectionmessage to itssuccessor
(actually to the firstsuccessorthat iscurrently active). This message contains the priority
number of processPi' On receiving theelectionmessage, thesuccessorappends its own
priority number to the message and passes it on to the next active
memberin the ring. This
memberappends its own priority number to the
messageand forwards it to its own
successor. In this manner, the
election messagecirculatesover the ring from one active
process toanotherand eventually returns back toprocessPi. ProcessPi recognizesthe
message as its own
election message by seeing that in the list
of priority numbers held
within the message the first priority number is its own priority number.
Note that when process
Pi receives its ownelection message, the message
contains
the list of priority numbers of all processes that are
currently active. Thereforeof the
processesin this list, it elects the process having the highest
priority numberas the new
coordinator. It then circulatesa coordinatormessage over the ring to inform all the other
active processes who the new
coordinatoris. When thecoordinatormessage comes back
Pi.
to processPi after completingits one round along the ring, it is removed by process
At this point all the activeprocessesknow who the currentcoordinatoris.
Pj ) recovers after failure, it creates an
inquiry message and
When a process (say
containsthe identity ofprocessPj • If the successor
sendsit to its successor. The message
is not thecurrentcoordinator,it simply forwards the enquiry message to its own successor.
In this way, the inquiry message moves forward along the ring until it reaches
current
the
coordinator. Onreceiving an inquiry message, the
current coordinatorsends a reply to
processP, informing that it is thecurrentcoordinator.
Notice that in this algorithm two or more processesmay almost simultaneously
discoverthat the coordinatorhas crashedand then each one may
circulate an election
message over the ring. Although this results
in a little waste ofnetworkbandwidth,it does
not cause anyproblem because everyprocessthat initiated anelection will receive the
same list of active processes, and all of them will choose the same process as the new
coordinator.

6.6.3 Discussion of the Two Election Algorithms
In the bully algorithm, when the process having the lowest priority
numberdetects the
coordinator'sfailure and initiates anelection, in a system having totaln processes,
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altogethern-2 elections are performed one after another for the initiated one. That is, all
the processes, except the active process with the highest priority number and the
coordinatorprocess that has just failed, perform elections by sending messages to all
processes with higher priority numbers. Hence, in the worst case, the bully algorithm
requires O(n2 ) messages. However, when the process having the priority number just
below the failed coordinator detects that the coordinator has failed, it immediately elects
n-2 coordinatormessages. Hence, in the best case, the
itself as the coordinator and sends
bully algorithm requires onlyn-2 messages.
On the other hand, in the ring algorithm, irrespective of which process detects the
failure of the coordinator and initiates an election, an election always requires
2(n-l)
messages (assuming that only the
coordinatorprocess has failed);n-l messages are
n-l messages are
needed for one round rotation of the election message, and another
needed for one round rotation of the coordinator message.
Next let us consider the complexity involved in the recovery of a process. In the bully
algorithm, a failed process must initiate an election on recovery. Therefore, once again
depending on the priority number of the process that initiates the recovery action, the bully
algorithm requiresO(n2 ) messages in the worst case, and
n-l messages in the best case.
On the other hand, in the ring algorithm, a failed process does not initiate an election on
recovery but simply searches for the current coordinator. Hence, the ring algorithm
requires onlynl2 messages on an average for recovery action.
In conclusion, as compared to the bully algorithm, the ring algorithm is more
efficient and easier to implement.

6.7 SUMMARY
Sharing system resources among multiple concurrent processes may be cooperative or
competitive in nature. Both cooperative and competitive sharing require adherence to
certain rules of behavior that guarantee that correct interaction occurs. The rules for
enforcing correct interaction are implemented in the form of synchronization mechanisms.
In this chapter we saw the synchronization issues in distributed systems and mechanisms
to handle these issues.
For correct functioning of several distributed applications, the clocks of different
nodes of a distributed system must be mutually synchronized as well as with the external
world (physical clock). Clock synchronization algorithms used in distributed systems are
broadly classified into twotypes-centralizedand distributed. In the centralized
approach, there is a time server node and the goal of the algorithm is to keep the clocks
of all other nodes synchronized with the clock time of the time server node. In the
distributed approach, clock synchronization is done either by global averaging or localized
averaging of the clocks of various nodes of the system.
Lamport observed that for most applications clock synchronization is not required,
and it is sufficient to ensure that all events that occur in a distributed system can be totally
ordered in a manner that is consistent with an observed behavior. Therefore, he defined the
happened-before relation and introduced the concept of logical clocks for ordering of
events based on the happened-before relation. The happened-before relation, however, is
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only a partial ordering on the set of all events in the system.
Therefore,for total ordering
on the set of all system events, Lamport proposed the use of any arbitrary total ordering
of the processes.
There are several resources in a system for which
exclusiveaccess by a process must
be ensured. Thisexclusivenessof access is called mutual
exclusionbetweenprocesses,
and the sections of a program that need exclusive access to shared resources are referred
to as critical sections. The three basic approaches used by different
algorithms for
implementingmutual exclusion in distributed systems are
centralized,distributed, and
token passing. In thecentralizedapproach, one of the
processesin the system is elected
as the coordinator, which
coordinatesthe entry to the critical sections. In the distributed
approach, allprocessesthat \vant to enter the same critical section
cooperatewith each
other before reaching a decision on which process will enter the critical section next. In
the token-passingapproach, mutual exclusion is achieved by using a single token that is
circulatedamong the processes in the system.
Deadlock is the state of permanent blocking of a set of processes each of which is
waiting for an event that only another process in the set can cause. In principle, deadlocks
in distributed systems are similar to deadlockscentralizedsystems.
in
However, handling
of deadlocks indistributedsystems is more complex than centralizedsystems
in
because
the resources, the processes, and other relevant
information are scattered on different
nodes of the system.
The threecommonly used strategies to handle
deadlocksare avoidance,prevention,
and detection and recovery. Deadlock avoidance methods use some advance knowledge of
the resource usage of processes to predict the future state of the system for avoiding
allocations that can eventually lead to a deadlock.
Deadlock prevention consists of
carefully designing the system so that deadlocks become impossible. In the detection and
recovery approach, deadlocks are allowed to occur, are detected
by the system, and then
are recovered. Of the three approaches, detection and recovery is
recommended
the
approach for handling deadlocks in distributed systems. The three approaches used for
deadlock detection indistributed systems arecentralized, hierarchical, and fully
distributed. For recovery from a detected deadlock, a system may use one of the following
methods: asking for operator intervention, termination of process(es), or rollback of
process( es).
Severaldistributedalgorithms require that there becoordinatorprocess
a
in the entire
system. Electionalgorithmsarc meant for electing caoordinatorprocess from among the
currently running processes. Two election algorithms that were described in
chapter
this
are the bully algorithm and the ring algorithm.

EXERCISES
6.1. Write pseudocodefor an algorithm that decides whether a given set of clocks are
synchronizedor not. What inputparametersare neededin your algorithm?
6.2. How do clock synchronization issues differ in centralized and distributed computing
systems?

